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tragedies of this century alone should forever remind us of the

SÖ

tragédias humanas deste século deveräo para sempre lembrar-nos
fragilidade da civiliza9äo moderna: duas guerras mundiais; o flagelo
as

fragility of modem civilisation: two world

da

that

do fascismo que

saw

millions of

wars; the scourge of fascism
people destroyed in Europe itself; the toll of

colonialisation the immense cost of which will remain incalculable; and,
of course, the human
many wars

A

CONFRONTING THE CAUSES
OF ETHNIC CONFLICT

SAFES TRUST

The human
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haemorrhage that the world experienced through the
and battles that arose out of the Cold War. But even the

aftermath of the Cold War itself has

hardly a respite in this series
tragedies caused mainly by internecine conflict and civil wars.
Many an African analyst might wish to draw comfort in the realisation
meant

of human

that tribal conflict and warfare

necessarily African phenomenon.
As Bernard Magubane emphasises herein, the problem is as old as human
society itself; and in order to dispel such euro-centric myths and
misconceptions, the analyst needs always to identify the political, social
are not

viu milhöes de seres humanos dizimados na Europa; o
coloniza9äo cujo imenso custo peimanecerä incalculåvel; e
a hemorragia humana resultante dos värios conflitos
surgidos da guerra
fria. Mas mesmo depois da guerra fria continua esta série de
tragédias
humanas causadas principalmente por conflitos devastadores e
guerras
rescaldo da

civis.
A maioria dos analistas africanos

poderä procurar encontrar conforto na
premisa de que o conflito e a guerra tribal näo säo necessäriamente um
fenömeno particularmente africano.
Tal

Bernard

Tribalism" (JMAS, 9, 2, 1970),

Archie Mafeje wrote that famous piece, "The Ideology of
indicating therein that "tribalism" in
Africa was largely a creation of European colonisers and their
anthropologists. Sadly, his words ring tme even today. For example,
when a renowned broadcasting media like the British Broadcasting
Corporation (BBC) asserts that the "Zulu tribe" constitutes the "majority"

Magubane procura ilustrar nesta edi^äo, o problema
pröpria sociedade humana; e de modo a dissipar tais
mitos e concep^öes euro-cintricos, o analista necessita
sempre de
identificar as basespoläicas,socuäs e econömicas do conflito de classes,
étnico ou racial. Hä quase duas décadas, Archie Mafeje escreveu aquela
famösa pe^a intitulada "A Ideologia do Tribalismo" UMAS, 9,2,1970),
na quai defende que o "tribalismo" em Africa era em
larga medida urna
cria9äo dos colonizadores europeus e seus antropölogos. Tristemente, as
suas palavras fazem sentido ainda
hoje. Por exemplo, quando urna

in South Africa, then we

emissora da reputa9äo

and economic bases of class, ethnic or racial conflict. Almost two
decades ago,

arc

left in no doubt that the Inkatha factor is bom

of both such

anthropological reconstruction of African society and
the burning ambitions of a detribalised petit bourgeois class intent on
using the "tribe" to secure a niche in the emergent dispensation in South
Africa. The tragedy is that even the emergent nation-state itself is already
besieged by such rival claims many of which will find easy sponsorship
from those in our world so obsessed with viewing Africa as a tribal
kaleidoscope. TTie photographs depicted on our cover this month
constitute only one sordid illustration of a South African tragedy that is
out

born out of the combination of these internal and external machinations.
As with the

European precedents, including the current tribal wars in the
Yugoslavia and in parts of the former Soviet Union, the African
conflicts not only affirm their political, economic and social bases, but
also reflect the failure to develop a sound political and economic
framework for the establishment and development of viable nationformer

states.

But the African failures
almost to overlook

even

glare

so

loudly in

the obvious

our

faces that

successes.

There

we are

are

tragedies of Somalia, Liberia, Sudan, Angola, Mozambique and South
Africa; and the potential ones in Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Malawi and
Ethiopia. In the final analysis, this is a scourge that threatens to engulf any
of our societies. Therefore, the process of resolving the problem of ethnic
conflict becomes a responsibility for both the concerned analyst and
political activist: for the former, the need to refine the tools of analysis on
the basis of which to expose the myths and ideologies that have also
exacerbated the problem of ethnicity; for the politician, the need to
develop a pre-disposition towards tolerance and genuine patriotism.!
2

L

como a

"maioria" da

da BBC afirma que a "tribo zulo"constitui a
popula9äo sul-africana, entäo näo hä duvida que o factor

Inkatha deriva tanto dessa
africana

e

da

reconstitui9§o antropolögica da sociedade
ambi9äo ardente de urna pequena burguesia destribalizada

que pretende assegurarum nicho no novo clima politico na
A

tragédia é que

Africa do Sul.

pröprio estado nacional emergente é flagelado
por tais reivindica9öes muitas das quais encontraräo um patrocineo
facilitado por parte daqueles que no nosso mundo estäo täo obsecados
pela visäo de que Africa é um calidoscöpio tribal. As fotos aqui inseridas
säo urna sördida iiustra9äo de urna tragédia sul-africana
incorporada na
combina9äo destas manipula9öes internas e externas. Tal como com os
precedentes europeus, incluindo as actuals guerras tribais na antiga
Jugoslävia e na entäo Uniäo Soviética, os conflitos africanos näo s6
mesmo o

ilustram

as suas bases politicas, econömicas e sociais, mas reflectem a
incapacidade de desenvolver urna plataforma politica e econömica
aceitävel para o estabelecimento de estados nacionais viäveis.

Mas

forced

already the

como

é täo velho

a

os

fracassos africanos permanecem a tal ponto que nos

fazer vista grossa aos

öbvios

sucessos.

obrigam

Enfrentamos jä as tragédias da

Africa do Sul; e outras
potenciais na Nigéria, Serra Leoa, Malawi e Etiöpia. Afinal este é um
flagelo que amea9a atingir as nossas sociedades. Portanto, o processo de
resolu9äo do problema do conflito étnico toma-se urna responsabilidade
dos analistas e dos politicos: para o primeiro, a necessidade de refinar os
Somälia, Libéria, Sudäo, Angola, Mo9ambique e

instrumentos de anälise com vista a denunciar os mitos e

ideologias

que tém exacerbado o problema da etnicidade; para o politico, a
necessidade de desenvolver urna pré-disposi9äo para a toleräncia e

patriotismo

genumo.H
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Nigeria, Angola, Liberia and
Mozambique. South Africa, the continent's
most prosperous nation, faces an
uncertain political future fraught with the
danger of a full-scale civil war. Until our
leaders get their political act together,
at Somalia,

LETTERS
A

X

\

N

Many whites are either leaving or
contemplating doing so because of the
Imminence of far-reaching political
changes
whose
crux
is
the
enfranchisement of all of South Africa's
peoples. Whites must realise that all their
deep-rooted fears of a post-apartheid
society-a black dominated government,
integration, black advancement in the
private and public sectors, violence, etc.
are a result of attitudes engendered by
years of apartheid which they. In the main,
supported because of the enormous
-

CANT WE DO IT OURSELVES?

privileges it provided.
They have a moral obligation to remain

It is a pity that at great expense the
Zambian government had to hire a British
firm to retrieve the

In South Africa to sort out the mess

wreckage of the

they

made and build a new society in o country

Zambian aircraft from Gabonese waters.

with enormous

foreign minister Vernon
Mwaanga's statement that officials in
Gabon were not helpful is another
example of the incapacity of Africans to
cooperate and resolve their problems
without seeking outside assistance. It is a
great shame.

prosperous

Zambian

potential to become

and stable. Otherwise, they

Mozambique Is on a threshold of a
multi-party democracy
following 16 years of a bloody and

transition to

In this modern era, we have a clique of
traditionalist rulers presided over by an
adolescent king hell bent on thwarting

remain

any moves towards democracy.
Come on Swazis, wake up!
ANDREW NKOSI
NELSPRUIT

Trade

Johannesburg - venue for the
multi-party talks on which hopes for

proposed soccer match between an
African team and the rest of the world to
raise funds for families of those who
perished in Zambia's aircrash disaster Is an

peaceful transition to democracy lie.
The South African

security forces, who

do not have a record of softness in dealing
with such situations, took no action.

The

government said this was to avoid

befitting honour to the
Zambian national team players and
officials who died in service of their country
and provide much needed assistance to
a

bloodshed. Can President de Klerk honestly
tell South Africans and the world that similar

by black militants would not have
ruthlessly crushed by the police and
military? De Klerk is essentially an Afrikaner

action
been

their families.
The match would also serve to highlight

nationalist who shares some of the views

tragedy which
shocked Zambia, Africa and the rest of
the international football fraternity.
Let us hope that steps will be taken by
governments and football associations
to minimise the recurrence of such a
tragedy.
the fact that this was a

and sentiments of white extremists.

He

cannot therefore, take firm action against
them for fear of spliting the volk. The ANC
should realise this and discard their naivety

dealing with the National Party
government.
in

PETER TSHABALALA

LEO MPOFU

SPRINGS

KADOMA

SOUTH AFRICA

,

RUNNING ISNT THE ANSWER
whites in South Africa read
cover story White Exodus White

I hope many

your
Return' SAPEMVoV 6. No. 7.

HOMEWARD FEMALE SOLDIERS!
Winnie Wanzala's article in your June
SAPEM made very interesting reading,

especially her references to the need to
integrate marginalised groups along
frameworks based on the empowerment
of the people. For the empowerment of
women, let it be reiterated that gender
alone is not a basis of solidarity, because
the world is full of women occupying space
and exercising equal influence as their
male peers, but they make decisions
reinforcing Institutional discrimination

against the underprivileged women.
It is progressive to allow women to
discourse on military matters, but I still think
not voluntarily
participate in military offensives.

that women should

I was once on the battlefront and I do

SOUTH AFRICA

not think that Winnie Wanzala has ever
been in that situation. I know for sure that

GET YOUR ACT TOGETHER!

I will nevervolunteer myself for such activity

ZIMBABWE

political
turmoil to realistically consider any
meaningful economic development. Look
Africa is too much embroiled in

again.
WOMAN WAR VETERAN
HARARE
ZIMBABWE

addressed to: THE EDITOR, P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant,
and address and may be edited for purposes of clarity or space.
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elections which ushered in a new era of
civilian rule.

Centre in

The

Letters must include writer's full name

and tortuous but irreversible path to nonracial democracy. Lesotho held successful

THEMBA MABUZA

White extremists stormed the World

REST OF THE WORLD

excellent idea.
It would be

SMELL THE COFFEE SWAZIS!
Southern Africa is going through a period
of momentous political changes. Malawi
has discarded the life presidency and
one-party rule. South Africa is on a painful

stagnant.

YOU ON DE KLERK?

THE

BOTSWANA

solution.

WHOSE SIDE ARE
vs.

GABERONE

destructive civil war.
But in Swaziland, politically we

VINCENT ZIMBA

AFRICA

AMOS LESABO

find, to their dismay, that running
away to Imaginary better lands is no

PORT ELIZABETH

ZAMBIA

economic quagmire.

may

SOUTH AFRICA

KITWE

Africa will slide further into a deep

HARARE, Zimbabwe
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THE SCOURGE OF ETHNIC VIOLENCE
pologists of imperial rule often
masquerading as eminent
scholars, portrayed the history of
pre-colonial Africa as that ofendless warfare
by migratory tribes.
The conquest, partition and colonisation
of Africa was, according to this imperial
school of thought, intended to spread western
Christian civilisation, put an end to senseless
tribal bloodletting, and replace nomadic

had

tribal societies with stable

differences and historical conflicts in

A

ones

within

recognised boundaries.

independence, the colonialists were
appalled. They raised the spectre of a
degeneration into anarchic tribal
conflagration as an argument for continued
colonial rule. Emphasis was put on real or
imagined ‘tribal’ antagonisms which could
only be reconciled in a society presided by
a

creation of Bantustans in South Africa

was

designed to serve the same purpose. In the
Portuguese colonies, 'assimilados' and
'mulatoes'

were

distinct class and racial

groups respectively intended
against the black masses.
To their credit, the

to be

aligned

early nationalists

benevolent colonial power.

realised that the liberation of the continent

But the truth

lay in the cultivation of a national identity
affinities.
The more perspicacious among them like

a

was

that the colonial powers

vested interest in

pursuance

fomenting ethnic

that transcended tribal and regional

of the old tactic of 'divide and

Ghana's Kwame Nkurumah had

a

vision

p./'

-v^

ii-vifc'

P;
k

't

■>

r

I**

’iolence has become

a

way

of life for most African people.

Pc

Few scholars acknowledged

rule'. In furtherance of this

3r

and power of traditional chiefs, most of
whom had been partially absorbed into

alonial countries, and the economic and

colonial structures of

lilitary exigencies of settlements, were the
riving force behind colonial conquests.
When demands of latter day African
itionalists went beyond civil rights and
icial integration to calls for self-rule and

enhanced

that the search
cheap natural resources and slave labour,
le need for new markets for
goods from

i

as a

policy, the role

privilege,
countervailing force

were

to the

growing tide of nationalism.
chiefs

to

the

status

of

that went

of

authentic

representatives of the African people. The

a

beyond national boundaries - that
United States of Africa which would

derive strength and prosperity from the unity
of its diverse peoples and the enormity of its
natural resources.
It

In Rhodesia. Ian Smith tried to elevate

GREG MARINOVICH

is this vision that

inspired

nationalist movements and led to the

many

rapid

decolonisation of most parts of the continent
in the 1950s and 60s.
Sapem July. 1993
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Regrettably, the attainment of [
independence did not herald an end to ethnic, ;
Far from it. The

racial and class conllict.

|

slaughter in Rwanda and Burundi ,
by Hutus and Tutsis was greeted with glee
by those who doubted Africa's capacity for j

mutual

peaceful self-governance. Greeted with
equal glee was the Biafran war in Nigeria
which claimed

over two

!

million lives.

Liberia, the descendants of freed

In

slaves

African-American

who

had

ruling
brutally ended by

constituted themselves into a minority
caste

had their reign

Africa's bloodiest coup.
Eritrea recently attained

independence after

decades of a secessionist war that

overthrow of Colonel
in the throes of a civil

led to the

Mengistu. Somalia is
war

between warlords

bases. Angola's civil war,
long perceived as a proxy east-west cold
war, has a profound ethnic and racial
with ethnic power

dimension.
In South Africa various

Homeland leaders

opposed to reincorporation for fear of
losing ethnic power bases and their attendant
privileges. Chief Gatsha Buthelezi sees a
conspiracy hatched by the National Party
and ANC to destroy the Zulu nation. The
white right sees the changes taking place as
an
assault on their right to selfare

determination. Elsewhere in the continent
there is simmering discontent amonggroups
who for
or race,

reasons

of class, religion,

ethnicity

feel discriminated against or largely

Mavinga: When the guns fell silent, all that was left was death and destruction.
the

determinant

factor

for

many

governments on the continent to proclaim
that different 'tribal', regional, racial and

linguistic values should be buried and
replaced by a concept of one national
identity. In the former French colonies,
French was upheld as the sole official
language; in lusophonc Africa, local
vernaculars may one day die i f they continue
to be neglected; whereas in the former British
colonies, English is the main official medium

marginalised. In these countries the potential

of communication.

for violence

that has been put forward
very often is that given the multi-ethniclinguistic nature of mo,st African societies,
governments would be seen to favour one

The

The argument

always exists.

tragic human and economic
of these ethnic conflicts have

con.sequences

well been documented.

statistics indicate that
nearly 5.7 million Africans have been driven
US government

out
or

of their home countries as

a

result of war

hunger. About 17 million more have been

villages in search of
safety elsewhere within their national
forced to abandon their

borders.

African leaders made
tremendous efforts to portray their societies
as homogenous, where 'tribal', regional or
For many years,

racial distinctions did not exist.

particular ethnic
native

if they adopted one
the official medium of

group

language as

communication, hence the need to adopt
colonial master's
the argument

language. In most

the

ca.ses

has been u.sed to conceal the

unwillingness on the part of the ruling elites
-

who in many cases may

have got their

education in thecountry thatcoloni.scd them
to abandon what they may perceive as the

-

of life.
Very often it is the rural masses, already
imptoverished hy years of neglect, who su ffer
most. In Angola, at least I (XX) people die

civilised way

'national unity' behind
that made the 1
majority ofleaders almost irreplaceable was j every day as a result of the civil conflict
The bid to promote

a

strong one-party .system

Sapi;m July, 1993
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deprived them of access to food,
potable water and basic healthcare.
which has

Until the end of the cold-war in 1990, the

civil conllict in that central African nation
was

always portrayed

as a

spill

over

from

the east-west confrontation. But Jonas

Savimbi, leader of the Union for the Total

Independence of Angola (Unita) who
rejected hisdcfcat in last September's general
election and took up arms again, portray.s
himself as leader of the Umbundu people,
Angola's single largest ethnic group, who
he describes as being marginalised by the
ruling Popular Movement for the Liberation
of Angola (MPLA).
In 1986, for months on end Mavinga was
the

scene

of one of the fiercest battles in

thej

Angolan conflict. And when the guns fell
silent, all that was left was death and
destruction. Most of the victims

were

local

villagers - from the Umbundu ethnic group
who staunchly opposed Unita.
When fighting erupted in November Iasi
year in Luanda between Unita anc
government forces, killing more than 200(
people, Savimbi hurriedly described the
confrontation as part of an ethnic cicansinj
campaign directed by the Kimbundus wht

-

are

viewed as government supporters agains

the Umbundus.

In

January this

organised criminals
looting and killing
spree against individuals of the Kikongo
group from the northern provinces of
Cabinda, Ui'gc and Zaire, allegedly as
punishment for their support of Unita.
Although the motivation was no other than
criminal, the killings would not have been
in Luanda went

year,
on

a

I

possible had it not been for the simmering

I

tensions between the Kikongos and the j
Umbundus, with the latter blaming the

former for

virtually every social malaise in
Angolan society.
Several people have also been killed since
a separatist movement launched a terrorist
campaign for the independence of the
enclave of Cabinda, an oil-rich territory
physically .separated from thcrcstof Angola
by a strip of Zaire.
In recent years,

'tribal'

ethnic violence
sparked by the
popular demand for multiparty democracy,
which has prompted an upsurge of repression
by governments unwilling to tolerate
political change or to face its consequences.
Although not at war, Botswana has no less
ethnic problems than its neighbours in
or

in Africa has al.so been

Southern Africa. The country
defines it.sclf

as

a

proudly

unified, homogenous

.society with no special preferences given to
any singular group.
At independence from Britain in 1966, the
new government decided to keep
power
vested in a central government, declaring
Setswana and English as the official
languages on the grounds they were spoken
by the majority of the population. Policies
emphasising ethnic differences were
discouraged.
The Constitution recognised only eight
ethnic groups, even though Botswana has
over 20 different ethnic groups, with some
30 percent of the population being neither
linguistically nor ethnically Tswana.
Senior government officials emphasise that
with a population of only 7(X),000, it is
unnecessary to protect any minority group
rights. "The best protection of any group
rights is far better served by the entrenched
protection of individual human rights,"
declared Botswana's Chief Justice, M. D.
Mokama.
But

some

Botswana's
6

\ victim

of violence being carried to safety by his comrades.
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.sourceofpride, not fear. The Society for the I is to try and force other 'tribes' with other
Promotion of the Ikalanga Language (SPIL),
languages to assimilate with one 'tribe'; the
formedby University students, has initiated only way to build this nation is to have
a campaign to sensitise people about the
respect for different ethnic groups," he
importance of cultural diversity.
added.
SPIL argues that Ikalanga should be taught
The tiny mountainous kingdom of Lesotho,
enclaved by ethnic-troubled South Africa,
up to university level and spoken without
fear of derision. "You can't argue for
has over the years 1 i ved through fear that the
recognition of a language without violence in its powerful neighbour may one
recognition of a tribe," said SPIL chairman, day spill over into its borders.
AmosThapisa, adding; "If we talkof national
Despite its small size, Lesotho has had its
unity in Botswana, then

we must

redefine

own

political turmoil. In 1966, the late

the word 'Setswana' in terms of broadening

Leabua Jonathan nullified the result of

it

election he had lost, and

to

include all of us

Ikalanga, Shona

so

that those who speak

an

literally usurped

whatever, those who

power from the Basotholand Congress Party

born and bred in Botswana, should be

speaking dialects of Setswana; it
would appear that the constitution was
designed for only those who speak Setswana,
as defined in the dictionary".
Historically, Botswana has been a sociopolitically stratified society, with power in

(BCP). In 1986, Jonathan was overthrown
by Major-General Lekhanya, in what
appeared to have been a South African
inspired coup d'etat. Lekhanya was removed
from power also in a military coup in 1990
by Major-General Phisoana Ramaena, who
this year handed overthe country toacivilian

the hands of Tswana Chiefs. Those groups

government.

closest in culture, size and

Although not plagued by serious interethnic conflicts, the country has in recent

were

or

seen as

geographical
distance to major Tswana ethnic groups
enjoy more respect than the smaller less
powerful ones who became serfs and a
source of cheap labour.
"We Bakalanga, are acompletely different
'tribe'; Botswana is a nation that is comprised
of all different tribes which should be

recognised," said Todd Majaye, a former
minority groups feel that j SPIL member.
"If there's anything that divides a nation it
ethnic diversity should be a

years been the scene
caused by fears that the

of racial violence,
influx of foreigners,
mainly ofChinese origin, may deprive native
Basotho access to business opportunities.
Almost 55 percent of the shops in Lesotho
are owned by foreigners. Other
foreign
nationals who go to Lesotho in search of
better opportunities include Indians and

white South Africans.
Sapem July. 1993

Exploitation of Basotho workers in such
shops, and in most foreign-owned factories.
has greatly contributed to the Basotho hatred

together.
But regionalism reared its ugly head in
1989, when President Banda expelled and

against Asians has led to their emigration to
neighbouring countries and to Europe, with
the Asian population dropping from 16,(XX)

of non-blacks.

"deported" all northern region teachers to

in 1980 to 4,()(X) at pre.scnt.

Recently, a wage dispute sparked rioting
which resulted in a vehicle belonging to the

go

back and teach at their 'home'; allegedly
because they were discriminating against
Chewa students.

have lost property worth over US$ 1.6
million. "In most cases such property is sold

Chinese-owned

Clothing Garment
Manufacturing (CGM) being burnt.
In 1991, Lesotho was rocked by riots
following the death of a Masotho woman,
allegedly assaulted for stealing a T-shirt at
a store owned by white South Africans.
Thirty-four people were killed and 63 others
injured in the incident.
Seventy-seven businesses, mostly owned
by Chinese were damaged, looted, or burnt
down and vehicles set alight. In the
aftermath, most Chinese closed their firms
and fled to South Africa.

The

decision

resulted

in

high
unemployment in the north, disintegration
of marriages, increased pressure on housing
and a dire shortage of teachers in the Central
and Southern regions.
'Tribal' differences have been compounded
by the Asian factor. In 1972, the government
decreed that Asians should

cease to

operate

in rural

trading centres. This was ostensibly
aimed at giving local Malawians achance to
take over these businesses and develop their
entrepreneurial skills and spread economic

Under the Forfeiture Act,

to

some

Indians

MCP officials who

nothing," said

an

buy it for next to
Asian whose cousin fell

victim of the Act.

Mozambique is probably the one country
in Southern Africa that has been hit hardest

by civil conflicts in recent years.
Conservatively, it is estimated that some
1,2 million Mozambicans might have died
as a

result of the

war

between Renamo and

government forces. One and a half million
jumped the border for their safety in
neighbouring countries, whiles million live

Analysts say the Basotho have developed
intolerance to being treated as second-class
citizens in their

own

native land.

The influx of Chinese,

particularly from

Taiwan, has been significant, and caused

widespread resentment. The Chinese have
established themselves in the small-scale
business sector.
Malawians went
month in

en masse

to the

polls last

what turned out to be

an

overwhelming display of their distaste fora
man who has ruled their country with an
iron fist.
But in the run-up to

the referendum, a
of power blocks based on regional
considerations emerged in the country.
The ruling Malawi Congress Party (MCP),
largely based on the Chewa 'tribe' from
Malawi's Central Region, has ruled the
pattern

country since independence in 1964.
Fourteen out of the 23 full ministerial

posts in Malawi, including Defence, Justice,
External and Internal Affairs are held by
members of the Chewa 'tribe'.

Youths stone and knife a

wealth

evenly. But far from yielding the
was ostensibly intended to,
expulsion of Asians from rural trading led
to distortions in the Malawi manufacturing
base, since native Malawians simply lack
the financial means necessary to partake in
and the United Democratic Front (UDF)
j meaningful business.
winning in the Southern Region.
Ethnic tensions are high in Malawi, and !
According to a World Bank study, farmers
they have not taken a violent turn only due I in Malawi produce between one-tenth and
to the powerful image of Kamuzu Banda, I one-quarter of the realisable potential in a
who has ironically helped to keep the country
large variety of crops. The negative attitude
The results of the referendum confirmed

fears that

the

opposition might have
built its strength on the basis of regional
loyalties, with the Alliance for Democracy
(AFORD) receiving more votes in the north,
even
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results it
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political rival to death.
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refugees in their own country.
Although a massive repatriation exercise
was initiated by the United Nations High
Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) in
June, there is uncertainty as to whether the
peace process will hold,
Renamo was set up by the UDl regime of
Ian Smith in the former Rhodesia as a buffer
as

against infiltration by Zanla guerillas
operating from bases inside Mozambique,
When Zimbabwe became independent in
7

VIOLENCE GRIPS

SOUTH AFRICA
When

April 27» 1994 was announced as i

the date for South Africa's first non-^rac iai

i

end 350 years

df white rule, i
expected to he in a
cclehratory and optirhistlc thood.
Instead, the announcement triggered off
an orgy o f violence i n the East - Rand
townships of Thokoza and Katlehong
elections

to

the nation

was

which claimed about 100 lives ih five

!

days.
As South Africa

trudges wearily along

path to ndh^racial democracy, ä dark
cloud bangs over a nation which
increasingly views with trepidation a future
threatened by endemic violence.
the

Si nee the mid-1980s an estimated 15,000

people have been killed in widespread

I980,thccontrolorthcmovcmentshiftcdto

violencewhich in some areas reached civil

theSouth African military intelligence which

war

ran it as an effective killing machine and an
instrument of economic destabilisation,

proportions. South Afridaandthe rest;

of the world watched in horror
women:

and schi Idrén:

as men,

Renamo

membership is said to be largely
tiny Ndau ethnic
group that inhabits parts of central
Mozambique, and some have described the

weres: 'rtecklaced',:

based

burnt in their homes, hacked to death and

shot at random while commuting

ih t^is

ortrains or gunned down at funeral vigils;
If the numbers alotie are hot shocking, i

on

elements of the

thehrutal and grisly nätureöFtheyiöIfenee,

j former rebel movement war against the
[ Frclimo government as representative of

and the

i

participation of children barely in

their teens, have brought home the urgent
need to arrest and ultimately stop this
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A suspect Inkatha member is killed by ANC youths.

!

thcstruggicagainstagovcrnmcntdominated
by Southerners,
Unlike

of

its

neighbours,
Mozambique has not been affected by
some

Southerners had

relatively better access to
independence came they
moved into leadership positions. Although
the political will to eliminate the regional
imbalances always existed, the north
remained largerly underprivileged.
There have been calls by leaders of
opposition parties to establish a federation
education

in

so

when

Mozambique based

on the 10 provinces
The calls have been made by
parties led by non-Southerners, who feel
they have all along been treated unfairly and

in the country.

that federalism will allow them to have

bloodletting, v ;
Sadly the violence shows no siga of
scriousethnicconnicts.However.longterm
abating. Its major causes remain, ftespite
politicalstabilityinMozambiquewillgreatly
the recent meeting between the ANCs ! depend on how the country will address the

more

Nelson Mandela and Chief Gatsha

north and the south.

Bothelczl of the IPR, their supporters still

question of imbalance in economic
i development between the north and the

slaughtereacholhcr in the killing fields of

;

Natafand the FWV area. The;hidden hand

;

of the Third Force' continues to foment
the so^alled b1ack~T<jn~hlack violence

despite President de Klerk’s purge of top
army and police officers.
The PAC’s armed wing APLA, has
claimed responsibility for the killing of a;
nom her of wh ite farmers, police and ;
civilians. Whiteextremistshaveresponded
in ki ndhy kil 1 ing black ci vifians at random.;
The

formation

Volksffoht under the
(Jeneral Constand
on

8

of the

Afrikaner

leadership of fétired i

Viljden, and the attack

the World Trade Centre

Hi venue

for

south.

over

their natural

Southerners
vow

as

Because of its geographical proximity to

Mozambique
integrated in the economic system
of South Africa, through South Africa's
utilisation of the port of Maputo and its
recruitment of Mozambique's migrant
became

workers.

Sixty per cent of the wages of Mozambican
were

paid

directly to the Mozambican government in
hard currency, and the workers themselves
remitted part of their 40 per cent earnings to
their families, living in the region of
Mozambique below the Save River.

resources.

the "new colonisers" and

that the next

Studies done

war

will be between the

the ethnic

composition of
explanation to its
reliance on the Ndau 'tribe' and its relatively
higher support in central Mozambique.
In 1970, General Kaulza de Arriaga, then
commander of the Portugue.se forces in
Mozambique, launched the 'No gordio'
offensive to crash Frelimo guerillas then
fighting for independence. 'No gordio' failed
to achieve its goals and the liberation
movement emerged from it much stronger,
extending its operations South of the
Zambezi river, and threatening to disrupt
traffic along the Beira Corridor.
The colonial military authorities responded
by establishing a number of local special
on

Rename have found

South Africa. Southern

mine workers in South Africa

control

Many non-Southerners have regarded

an
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s\-

muld-party talks - by white extremists
as a warning that their threat to
escalate the violence to a higher plane
cannot he blandly dismissed.
Chief Buthelezi feels that he is being

para-military groups tocontain the guerillas’
advance. A large number of these groups
were based on local recruits and operated
mainly in the provinces of Manica and
Sofala.
Years later, members of these groups were

As in any colonial

,

interests of

vast numbers

of them to violence. The

education system

in the iown.ships has
collapsed. Living conditions are appalling
with an acute shortage of housing and a
crumbling physical environment.
Unemployment is rampant. This 'lost
generation' of young blacks are driven to
the streets by the sheer hopelessness of
their situation and by a culture of violence

i$ Q fMlIiSOtiOn Of thO DOOd
for hug« InvosfmenI hi education
and housing, and lor economic
growth to create employment.

inside

power base.
In addition to the conflicting

South Africa's various groups, the social
and economic conditions of blacksS propel

w

usedbyRhodesiatocombatZanlagueriilas
Mozambique.
situation, the Portuguese
relied upon the 'divide and rule' tactic for
their governance of Mozambique. The new
i ndependent government sought to promote
'national unity' by trying to bring together
the more than 50 ethnic groups that form the
core of Mozambique's population. Slogans

a

served

sidestepped by a nascentANC/NP alliance,
He has made it clear the price of his
exclusion will be mass bloodletting. The

imbibed from adolescence.

such

as "abaixo o racismo" (down with
raci.sm), "abaixo o tribalismo" (down with
tribalism) and "viva a unidadc nacional"

(long live national unity) became an intrinsic
part of Mozambique's post-independence

revolutionary fervour.
But there

was

a

total

disregard for the

different ethnic traditions and cultural

values, which

viewed

by party
ideologues simply as manifestations of
superstition and obscurantism. No matter
were

under what circumstances Renamo had come
to

exist, when it told peasants that it would

restore

their traditions and 'tribal'

practices,

including the rc-installation of traditional
chiefs, it

won

their hearts and minds.

In recent years, instability caused by ethnic,
racial and regional conflicts in Africa has

been exacerbated by attempts to expand
Islamic influence South of the equator.
Concerns have been raised that Islamic

fundamentalism

which

has

affected

countries such as Algeria, Sudan and Egypt,
to name

Africa.
attract

a

few, might penetrate Southern

Mozambique, probably hoping to
economic and financial aid from the

Arab world, was

granted observer status in
the Islamic Conference Organization (ICO).
Moslems constitute asignifleant component
of Mozambique'spopulation of about 16
million, and their number is growing.
Whether convincing or not, Zambian

A young
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ANC youth takes cover in Alexandra township.
the IFP and CP to withdraw
There is, however, hope that once an

decision by

fromthetalksistoputprcssurconihcANC j elected constituent a.sscmbly is in place,
to rccogni.se their role as I andjoinl control of unified
securty forces

and NP

indispensable to the pr<x:ess of change and
stability of a new South Africa. The
newly united white rightwing groups are
demanding, under the banner of the
Volksfront. an independent while
Homeland. They threaten war i f this demand
is

not met.

principally,Ciskci'sBrigadicrOupaGqozo
and
Chief
Lucas
Mangopc of
Bophulhatswana, fear loss of their ethnic
power ba.ses to an ANC dominated central

Iraq, accusing the Islamic

aiding

their disposal to forestall political oblivion.

opposition Unip party to

ThemassacreofANCsupportcrsatBisho
was a clear demonstration of Brigadier
Gqozo's determination to retain Ciskei as

members of the

overthrow his government.
In April this year, Tanzania raised concerns
Sapem July, 199.^

| would have been created,

|

government.

They too will

Furthermore, there i.s
need

a

realisation of the

forhuge investment in education and

hous t ng, and for cconotn ic growt h to create

The black Homeland leaders

President Frederick Chiluba this year
severed diplomatic relations with Iran and

states of

I is elTected - one of the prerequisites for
i curbing violence-a new political climate

the

i

'
.

:

use the forces at

|

employment. The combined clTccts of a
newptrliiical dispensation, andaqualitalive
improvement in the lives of blacks, are
likely to create a climate in which South
Africa can move away From violence to
nation building,
But in the short

term, the violence is

likely to intensify as the various groups
pursue their agendas on the streets and
April 27,1994 draws nearer.»
9
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moslem youths were
undergoing military training in order to
bring down the government of President Ali

over

reports that

Hassan

Mwinyi.

fundamentalists of planning to

the state-owned Tanzania Breweries

at

factory.
Ethnic violence in Africa is inherent in the

officials pointed
accusing fingers at Iran, saying a rice project
it funded at Ikwiriri, 120 kilometres south of
Dar-es-Salaam, the country's economic
capital, was in fact a training camp for the

way many

fundamentalist

African

Senior government

youths.

Moslems constitute 33 per cent

of

Tanzania's population of27 million, and the

the training of moslem
youths was intended toestablishan "Islamic
Army" to fight in the 'Jihad' declared by the
government alleged

Fundamentalist Moslem Tanzania Qoran

against
alleged marginalisation of moslems by
Development Council (Balukla)
Christians. On Good Friday

fundamentalists

incited

40 moslem
their own

congregation to attack and demolish
butcheries selling pork products.
Tanzania's Home Affairs Minister,

Augustine Mrema, also accused the

poison beer

came to
are

nation-states in the eontinent

exist. Almost all African countries

contained within artificial borders, an

aspect largely overlooked at independence.

inception in 1963, the Organisation of
Unity (OAU) made it mandatory,
through its charter, that member states should
recognise international borders inherited

At its

from colonialism.

major ethnic crisis of violent
proportions is to be averted on the continent,
it would be essential to make a new approach
But if

to

a

the issue and undertake the necessary

adjustments to internal and international
borders in Africa. Ethiopia may have set an
example this year when it allowed Eritrea to
secede, even if it meant Addis Ababa losing
its direct
now

access to

the Red

sea

ports that

belong to its newly-independent

neighbour.

'

'■••TnV

disputes through
negotiation will inevitably lead to
proliferation of armed conflicts and, the
international community, which has in recent
years tried to re-define its role to legitimise
intervention in internal conflicts, may feel
Failure

to

resolve such

compelled to impose border adjustments
based on ethnic considerations, as the only
alternative in preventing local conflicts from
spilling over accross borders, and resulting
in a massive refugee crisis. A precedent to
this kind of approach has been set in Somalia,
where UN forces have replaced national
structures of government, law and order.
It also

seems

that if African nations are to

be at peace within their own ethnic diversity,
the solution will be

a

more

equitable

distribution of internal resources, and a more

accountable and transparent system

of

governance.*
Gonsalves in
Tessa Hermans
in Gaberone, Keneiloe Phit'sane in Maseru andBervUon
Muluki in Blantyre.
Teruiai Dumbutshena and Fernando
Harare, with Taznan Nkeita in Luanda,

ZIMBABWE:VOTING PAHERNS
LARGELY ON ETHNIC LINES
TENDAI DUMBUTSHENA

T
of

a

struggle for the independence
Zimbabwe was essentially

he

of

opportunism brought to the fore the
expedience of tribal politics.
sheer

perceived in racial terms. A quarter

million whites were

ultimately culminated in the perception of
ZAPU and ZANU as essentially Ndebele/

whites

Kalanga and Shona supported parties

were

respectively.
The perception of ZAPU as a Ndebele/
Kalanga party was further strengthened by

faced with a united movement whose support

regional identity.
leadership in 1958 of the ANC by
Joshua Nkomo from the minority Ndebele
tribe, bore ample testimony to the unity of
blacks in their basic demand for self-rule.
But faced with the intransigence of the
transcended tribal and
The

Smith's

the formation in 1971 of

Shamuyarira respectively. It is still debatable
whether Chikerema's decision to form

espiecially after the Ian

Unilateral

Declaration

Frolizi

of

Independence from Britain in 1965,
emerged in what tactics to
employ to face a new situation. Personal
ambitions, the demands of new forms of
struggle, frustrations of prolonged exile and

Frolizi in Lusaka

by the Zezuru factions o^ZAPU and ZANU
by James Chikerema and Nathan

was

a

reaction

to

alleged

machinations by the Ndebele/Kalangaclique
in ZAPU which could not accept a

differences

10

principal form of resistance. It is beyond

African nationalism

coalesced in the mid 1950s,

white government,

a

of

opinion.

When the forces of

formed in 1963 as

the scope of this article to argue the merits
of this claim. Suffice to state that the split

5 million blacks in defiance

international

was

breakaway from ZAPU, the reason given
was the latter's eschewal of armed struggle
as a

determined to

maintain political and economic supremacy
over

When ZANU

Shona as

leader.
Joshua Nkomo

got an
Ndebele vote in 1980.
-

overwhelming

Within ZANU,

which led to

an

ethnicity became a factor
internecine struggle that
Sapem July. 1993

claimed many lives.
historians have tried to

Revisionist party
deny the fracticidal
war within the ZANU between the
Karangas
and Manyikas which led to many deaths.
-

marxism-leninism

was more a

function of

'

j
i

appreciation for the material and moral I
support received from socialist countries
than ideological conviction.
of

Under this class is the small trader, low to

,

formed, power blocs within parties
degenerated into tribal cliques. These

: Edgar Tekere: won two parliamvntary scats
in his Manicaland Province.

mobilising support for I

individuals whosought

political ascendancy.
It must be stressed though that ethnic power i
struggles, despite the damage they caused, |
did not deilect liberation movements from !
the one goal

i

that gave them unity of purpo.se
the destruction of white supremacy. The

class

configuration is v/haf will
shape people's perceptions of their
interests and determine voting
patterns in the future.
...

j

acro.ss j

tribal and cla.ss distinctions, hence the ability

of the nationalists

African
There

to

also

no

question of the
along tribal/
movements went

pains to project a national image.
Notwithstanding the above, the 1980
general
election
which
ushered
independence demonstrated the relevance
of the ethnic factor in politics. Robert
Mugabe's ZANU (PF) and Bishop Abel
Muzorewa's UANC got the Shona vote
which yielded 60 seats to them, with Joshua
Nkomo's (PF) ZAPU winning 20scats from
predominantly Ndebclc and Kalanga votes.
In the 1985 election the same pattern of
voting emerged. It is interesting to note that

decent standard of education and

high expectations which, however, cannot
be met by a shrinking economy. An
increasing number eke out a precarious
to

sector

whose

the overall

i

tribal and ethnic balance

in the allocation of national executive posts.

aspiration.
farmer's existence is

dire need.

^ (Ndonga) has one seat from his home

Reverend Ndabaningi .Sithole's ZANU
in

Chipinge

Butthcrearestrongindicalionsthatvoting
n privileged economic class whose
patterns will change as class replaces race
numerical weakness reduces their frolitical
and tribe as the basis of people's definition
j n'lc to that ol financiers of parties that
of their interests. Whites and Asians remain I protect

Sapem July. 1993

a

equally precarious, largely determined by
the vagaries of the weather and the ability or
inability of government to assist in times of

Parliament, Reverend

a

have

The communal

strive

achieve

unemployed, an increasing number of whom

entitles them to this

Ndabaningi Sithole's ZANU (Ndonga) has
one seat from his home in Chipinge while
the two seats won by Edgar Tekerc's ZUM
arc in his Manicaland Province. All parties
to

retrenchment, but are simply unable to make
ends meet. At the bottom arc the

functioning of
is not fully appreciated as has
been frequently pointed out by economists.
The problems of unemployment and
underemployment arc not unique to urban
centres. There are many youths in designated
growth points and rural areas who seek
employment in the mainstream of the
economy. Their educational background

great

current

only face the perennial threat of

not

the economy

ethnic lines. All liberation

in the

uncertainty. Beneath them are workers who

existence in the informal

balkanisation of Zimbabwe

to

j

I contribution

mobilise the entire

population.
was

whieh gives
high soeio-economie status and
material privileges. Their only gripe is
resentment of whites and a sprinkling of
Asians who still control the commanding

middle class group, and emergent
entrepreneurs who.se standard of living is
i being rapidly eroded by rampant inflation
i and a future fraught with economic

principles which went beyond calls for

oppression of blacks by whites cut

vested interest in

I

to a core

be

-

a

j heights of the economy.

Uhuru around which solid alliances could

became the basis of

with

them

an

In the absence of and adherence

servants

the maintenance of a status quo

j

lack of any

a

an

class

senior civil

serious j
ideology. The llirtation with !

common

adherence to

emergence of a black
comprising of career
politicians, businessmen, professionals and
middle

Zimbabwe's liberation movements had one
factor in

There has been

i

their interests.

Thisclassconfiguration is what will shape
people's perceptions of their interests and
determine voting patterns in the future.
The pol i tics of I i beration whereby al 1 blacks
could be mobilised to rally against an
j oppressive white oligarchy arc over.
Opportunities for further scif-cnrichmcnt
for the wealthy and powerful, a struggle for
upward mobility for a restless and ambitious
middle class, and sheer survival for the
mass
arc

of the lowly employed and unemployed
the

challenges of the

politicians have

age

which

to address.*
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REGIONAL NEWS

closure of Unita offices worldwide and freeze all its

UN. OBSERVERS,

foreign bank

accounts.

TOUGHEN POSITION ON UNITA
When negotiators in the Angolan peace process packed their bags

International pressure against Jonas Savimbi

and Unita escalated

reports talk of physical confrontation between government troops

following US president Clinton Administration's decision to
recognise the Angolan government, following Unita's refusal to
sign a peace protocol in Abijan.
Following the collapse of the Abidjan talks, representatives of
the Troika of observers in the Angolan peace process (Portugal,
Russia and the United States) met in Moscow and concluded that
Unita was "not observing the key principles of the peace accords,
including its pledges to respect the results of September 1992

and forces loyal to Unita leaderJonasSavimbi,whichare attempting

elections, to participate in a government of national

the main airport and prevent aid to be sent to the local
population cut off from the rest of the country, since the war broke

and to

May, it was hoped they would soon return
capital, Abid jan, to wind up business in preparation for

and returned home in
to

Ivorian

the end of hostilities.
Almost two months later, the

conllict in Angola has not only

continued unabeted, but is escalating,
to

to

capture Kuilo,

with Unita forces attempting

capital of the central province of Bic. Latest

capture

out

belatedly, the international community has now rcali.sed
culprit is, and for the first time they have said so
openly, without resorting to the diplomatic ctiquete of the past.
Through resolution 851, the United Nations Security Council
condemned Unita for its failure to abide by terms of the May 31
Rather

who the real

1991 peace

agrecnienl, which if it had not

been violated, would

of war in Angola.

The resolution also extended the mandate of the UN

Verification

Angola! Unavem 11) until September 15, by which time
agreed to a cease-fire and signed the Abidjan
protocol regulating the implementation of the Bicesse peace
accord, and withdrawn its forces from areas it occupied since its
Mission in

Unita should have

September's general election. Unita occupies four of
Angola's 18 provinces.
The UN has threatened to take punitive measures should Unita
tail to comply with the resolution, including an arms embargo,
restriction on international movement of Unita personnel and
defeat in last

12

a

reconciliation

unified national armed

forces".

Egypt, on 28-29 June leaders of
Organisation of African Unity (OAU) passed a resolution
"firmly" condemning Unita for the war in Angola.
And in what might have been an indirect reference to Zaire,
which has been accused of aiding Unita or letting its territory be
used as an arms supply route to Savimbi's organisation, the OAU
launched an "urgent appeal" to governments of neighbouring
countries not to allow their territories or air space to be used as
transit points or bases for supporting Unita.
The latest developments in the international arena open the way
for legal acquisition of arms by the Angolan government, thus
relieving it from the’Triple Zero” arrangement of Bicesse, which
barred all parties in the Angolan conflict from buying weapons on
At their annual summit in Cairo,

in October.

have ended 16 years

integrate its military forces in

the

the international market.

is achieved by September 15 the Security Council
review the size of its operations in Angola, with a view to
enlarge it so as to ensure an effective observance of the cease-fire
If progress

may

terms.»
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BUTHELEZI: WOOING THE WHITE CONSTITUENCY
Philippa Garson

hough negotiations for a unitary
with strong regional powers
press full steam ahead, optimism
settlement followed by democratic

T
for

a

state

elections is

always tainted with the lurking

fear that South Africa could turn into another

Yugoslavia.
The positions adopted by the government
and the African National Congress (ANC)
on

what kind of state South Africa should be
irreconcilable: both support

the
principle of strong regionalism with
significant powers devolved from the central
arc

not

state; however,

they debate the powers the
proposed 6-10 regions should have. The
ANC emphasises a unitary state, the
government is keen for a federal state with
strongly-entrenched devolved powers to
safeguard minority rights as much as
possible. Both acknowledge the principle
of self-determination for various cultures
or

minorities, with the government leaning

towards

some

kind of constitutional

entrenchment of the

principle, yet rejecting
the idea of independent nation-states.
As the country moves towards majority
rule, ethnicity becomes an important
mobilising ideology for those bantustan
leaders and conservative whites who have

enjoyed the fruits of apartheid and who
stand to lose power.
The real threat to a

unitary state lies with
rightwing Afrikaners who profess their
willingness to take up arms to achieve their
goal of a separate independent homeland.
The strongest representatives of this faction
include the Afrikaner Volksunie,
Conservative

the

Party (CP) and the recently-

formed Volksfront. Other allies of the

Concerned South Africans Group (COSAG)
which represents

these forces at multiparty
negotiations include the Inkatha Freedom
Party (IFP), the Ciskei and Bophutatswana.
(The Volksfront is not a member of
COSAG). They all argue for entrenched
powers guaranteed by a new constitution on
the basis of ethnicity or self-determination.
Were COSAG to forge anelection pact.
Sapem Jui.Y, 1993

Buthelezi’s supporters

their

hand

dance in preparation for battle.

would

be

significantly
strengthened, believe some analysts.
The second most significant threat to a
unitary state is the IFP, with its leader Chief
Mangosuthu Buthelezi displaying the
"laager" mentality typical of a politician
with a shrinking support base. Buthelezi is
looking to consol idate his power base around
kwaZulu

-

the so-called Zulu homeland

-

in the wake of his failed attempt to turn
IFP into a national player with a stake in

the
the
country at large. To do so, he must play
heavily on "Zulu nationalism" and continue
to portray himself as political leader of the
'Zulu nation'.
Wim

Northern Transvaal Chamber of Industries,
a

"worst

bourgeois. I don't see them taking
rilles to fight the third liberation war.
However, if the ownership of private
property is not enshrined in a bill of rights
up

and white-owned land is redistributed

on a

massive scale, then the chances of another

Yugoslavia

Lebanon would become
depends whether the
majority government encroaches on the lives
or

paramount. It all
of individuals
The

or

not".

once-powerful secret organisation,

the Broederbond, which for years steered
the National Party (NP) in promoting
Afrikaner interests has

Booyse, political analyst at the

believes

"Whites, including Afrikaners, have
become

case

scenario" for South

begun its demise. As
the end of its last sitting
under the present constitution, the new
impetus to safeguard Afrikaner interests

parliament

nears

Africa would be ethnic warfare with

has had

Afrikaners resorting to an armed struggle to
achieve their goals. However, he is .sceptical

possibility of rightwingers
resorting to warfare in the pursuit of

parliamentary arena.
And according to Booyse, with the
formation of the volksfront led by a group of
retired generals, the rightwing has never

Afrikaner self-determination.

been

about the

so

to

take

united

-

route

in

the extra-

certainly not since the CP
13
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A far more

-Sv

' i

pressing problem for

the ANC is the "IFP factor "
Ss^w

suffered

a

massive defeat after the white

Led by
retiredgeneral Constand Viljoen, the
Volksfront, an umbrella body for a range of
rightwing groups, aims todelay negotiations
and consolidate a united grouping with a
plan for self-determination that can
realistically be put to negotiations. Described
as the "Moses of rightwing", Viljoen is far

referendum in March last year.

moderate

more

Afrikaner

than

Weerstandsbeweging (AWB) leader Eugene
Terreblanche. He emphasises a place in a
new

homeland for coloureds or "brown

Afrikaners" and talks of armed

struggle as a

last resort.

rightwinger is General
Groenewald, former military

Another influential

Tiennie

looking to consolidate his power base around Kwa-Zulu.

i

Ruthelezi is

I

called Zulu homeland.

of the Afrikaner

intelligence chief and a member of the
Committee of Generals (COG) which rests

table. The

pillars": Afrikaner, Zulu,
Bophutatswana
leader Lucas Mangopc and Ciskei military
ruler Oupa Gqozo have vi rtual ly no popular

within a new South Africa".
is keen to keep
rightwingers in the negotiation process, there

on

"four ethnic

Tswana and Xhosa. Both

support

and all the homelands will be

stripped of power if the government pulls
the plug on them before elections.
Nevertheless, COSAG will push for the
establishment of a system of nation states.
this fails, an Afrikaner state

If

will secede

Consensus over a proposed

volkstaat is far

off. The Afrikaner Volksunie, backed

by an

organisation called EK-25 and known as
the unity committee of which Groenewald
is a key figure, wants a homeland which
includes the capital city of Pretoria but
excludes most of the densely populated
Pretoria-Witwatersrand-Vaal region.
Other Afrikaners led by Carel Boshoff
have designated an area in the north-western
Cape which they call "Orania". In a recent
interview Boshoff s son, who bears the same
name,

articulated the changing sentiments

Afrikaners: "We should free
believing that we are still the
dominant group in South Africa. We should
see ourselves as one of the groups which
need to put our interests at the negotiating
among many

ourselves from

14

power

a

solution

to our problems

While the government

is little indication that the NP seesthe

Afrikaner state

establishment of

an

feasible. With

definable region where

no

as

majority, forced apartheidstyle removals would have to occur to
establish such a state. Not surprisingly the
ANC's view is "forget it".
whites

A far

from South Africa.

political

has been eroded. We have to find

are

in

more

a

pressing problem for the ANC

is the "IFP factor" and the factional violence

organisations, which has
the region of 15,000 lives since

between the two
claimed in

it broke out in Natal in the mid-1980s.

violence has often been

The

portrayed in

an

light as ethnic rivalry between
Zulus (supporting the IFP) and Xhosas
(supporting the ANC), when in fact most of
the warfare occurs among Zulus in Natal.
Many debate the innate existence of the
"Zulu nation", perceiving it - like other
ethnically-based independent or selfgoverning "homelands" - as a political
construct of the apartheid state. As Natal
university lecturer Mary de Haas points out,
the Zulu monarch. King Goodwill
Zwelithini, has no real power. Instead, the
political power of the territory supposedly

erroneous

-

the so-

belonging to the Zulu nation lies with the
kwaZulu Legislative Assembly. "And it is
no secret that the kwaZulu Legislative
Assembly is acreation of the NP government
and that is where it takes its orders from,"
said de Haas. The kwaZulu of today,

with its

pockets of land scattered in and around the
white-owned province of Natal, bears scant
resemblance to the Zululand of long ago.
The king is closely allied to Buthelezi and
is thus not perceived to be a unifying figure
who transcends party politics and unites
Zulus with diverse political affiliations.
Ironically, the emergence of 'Inkatha' in
1976

as

a

cultural movement with

an

increasingly political agenda has led to
spiralling strife among Zulus. For nearly a
decade, war has raged among Zulus in Natal,
between supporters of the ANC and the IFP.
The conflict is largely across the rural/urban
divide, with the more urbanised youth
supporting the ANC and the more traditional,
rural-based people backing the IFP. The
war is also symptomatic of the struggle for
scarce resources.

Most of its casualties

innocent victims whose political

are

affiliation

is often merely a consequence of where they
live.

When Inkatha transformed itself into a

political party in 1990, beginning an
aggressive recruitment drive among ZuluSapem July, 1993

Paradoxically, as the IFPs
blatantly limited appeal among
black South Africans becomes

increasingly apparent, Buthelezi
looks

towards

the

white

constituency to broaden his
support base. ...The party has also
embarked on a recruitment drive

among Indians in the province,
and two branches have been

opened in Indian

areas.

counter-productive. If anything it has
engendered - certainly in the urban areas greater cross-dealings. However, it is very
possible in future that with the common
There is evidence that

speaking hostel dwellers in the Transvaal
opening its ranks to whites, the ANC/
IFPconflict began to takeon vaguely "tribal"

insignificant. According to political analyst
Eugene Nyati, the IFP may win a majority
in the forthcoming election in kwaZulu/
Natal but "Buthelezi's attempts to exploit
'Zuluness' to buttress his own pol itical goals
have largely failed".
Nyati believes Buthelezi's support in

and

overtones.

The confiict

by the local

was

time and again construed

press as

Zulu/Xhosa rivalry

-

Xhosas, and the Xhosa "homeland" of
Transkei, perceived as the ANC's traditional

many

was a

Why do whites support an
ethnically-based party originally
the preserve of traditional Zulus?

vindication in the minds of 1

conservative South Africans that

tribalism

was

alive and

■

kicking in the

the township

inereasingly

apparent, Buthelezi looks

the launch of seven branches in white

areas

in Natal and it is conservative whites, not

blacks, who arc joining his parly in growing

whites, disenchanted with the five
year
power-sharing deal

perceiving the IFP

impoverished existence. Most IFP
supporters in the Transvaal arc migrant

constituency to broaden

his support base. The IFP recently announced

numbers. The party has also embarked on a
recruitment drive among Indians in the

hammered out between the NP
and the ANC, are increasingly

dwellers, shack-dwellers and hostel
dwellers, the latter two living a marginalised,

-

with its

labourers from Natal who live in hostels. !

confederalist allies in the COSAG
as the party most likely to

However, increasingly, the ethnic lines are

safeguard white interests...

being drawn: many Zulus living in the
townships and squatter camps have become
IFP supporters, non-Zulu speakers have

Paradoxically, as the IFP's blatantly limited
appeal among black South Africans becomes

Natal-based

Conservative

southern part of the continent. In fact the
conflict played itself out - and continues to
do so-to a large extent between

grounds".

towards the white

support base. The "black-on-black"
violence

gone certain politieians will
increasingly exploit ethnic differences for
their own gain. But it must be borne in mind
that the main political players are dead
against splitting up the eountry on ethnic
enemy

security forces support Buthelezi

-

province, and two branches have been
opened in Indian areas. Traditionally
conservative Natal Indians have tended

blatantly "anti-Indian". In
to

emanates

from his control

a recent

address

Indians in Natal, Buthelezi slammed

perceptions of the IFP
kwaZulu/Natal

to

support the NP, with the IFP generally
perceived as not only culturally alien, but

Iribalisl

as

anti-Indian and

"lies and

of the instruments of government,

with many
Zulus supporting him for survival reasons

propaganda".
Why do whites support an ethnicallybased party originally the preserve of

territories around hostels which have fallen

rather than their "Zuluness". In

traditional Zulus? Conservative Natal-based

under the control of the IFP.

a

moved out of hostels

as

have those in

Nyati's view

Many Zulus | "Yugoslavia scenario" for South Africa is
complain of "highly improbable”. There arc greater levels
hostile treatment merely because they speak
of tolerance between black groups here than
Zulu. However, the IFP has still failed to
between different ethnic groups in Eastern
capture the "Zulu vote". As many as 40 per
Europe or the former Soviet Union. The
cent of Soweto's residents are Zulu, yet IFP
South African government's attempts to
divide
blacks along ethnic groups has been
support in the Transvaal is fairly '
who

are

not

IFP supporters

Sapem July, 1993

as

whites, disenchanted with the five year

power-sharing deal hammered out between
the NP and the ANC, arc
increasingly
perceiving the IFP - with its confcderalist
allies in the COSAG

-

as

the party most

likely to safeguard white interests in the
region.*
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MOZAMBIQUE IN RACE AGAINST TIME
Rachel Waterhouse

bloom

A

of social

revival has

Liupo's health post was among the 50 per

I centofhealthcentres,nationwide,destroyed

flowered in the dawn of peace,
after

17

years

of

war

in

Mozambique.
displaced people who fled
war arc trekking back to
rural areas, where agricultural production is
up, food aid needs are down, and donors
talk about the end of 'emergency' and start
Thousands of

their homes in the

of'national reconstruction'.
But without

a

little short-term

rapid economic rethink, a
growth may fail to translate

into long-term development, so desperately
needed to consolidate peace.
Returned health workers to Liupo District,
in the northern Nampula

Province, have just

put up a physiotherapy tent to treat 300
of paralysis, caused last year when

cases

starving people ale the only available,
poisonous food. Early last year, Liupt> saw
up to

20

every

day.

cases

of hunger-related deaths

the Mozambican armed forces receives money and civilian
clothing from United Nations military observers at Boane in Maputo province.
A soldier demobilised from

MOQAMBIQUE NA CORRIDA CONTRA O TEMPO
Rachel Waterhouse

U

ma

afluencia de actividades de

revitalizagto social marcaram o
regresso da paz, depois de 17 anos

dc guerra cm Mozambique.
Milharcs de deslocados cstao a regressar

produzäo agrfcola
que batxam
as necessidadcs em ajuda aliments, e os
doadores falam do fim da 'emergéncia' e do
inicio da 'reconstrugäo nacional'.
Mas .se a oportunidade nao fortdpidamente
aprovei tada para cri ar novas bases para o
reianzamento ecoflomico o actua]
cresciraento poderä näo se traduzir no
desejado descnvolvimcnto a longo prazo.
cx tremamente nccessario para consoUdar a
as suas

afdcias, onde

a

cresce na mesma proporzao em

paz,

Trabalhadorcs

da

saude

recem-

regressados ao distrilo de Liupo, na
provfncia setentrional de Nampula, acabam
de erguer uma tenda para tratar 300 casos
de paralesia, surgidos no ano passado
16

quando eampqneses famintos ingeriram roupa importada e coca-coia fresca
imprdprios para consumo. Nos regressafatn ao distrilo, onde criata^as
prinefpios do ano passado, 20 pessoas recebetn aulas defeaixo dé uma drvore.
Antes de Outubro^ quase todos os disiritos
morriam didriaraente de Idme em Liupo, i
de Nanapula acomodavam deslocados em
O posto de saude local encontra-se entre as
centfos de acomodaqlo que se encontram
50 por Cento de unidades sanitdrias
destrufdas oil forqadas a fcchar durante a
agta^vazios.
Enquanto se assinavä d acordo de paz.
guerra,
uma seca severa que aiiftgira d pats nos
Oacordo de paz irou xe urn grande impacto,
ulttmos dois anos ebegaya ao fim, com a
Estradas fechadas durante mats de uma
decada tomaram-se de novo acessfveis em
chegada de chuvas suficientes que,
todoopatse repletasde träfegoecomércio, combinadas com a paz, reduziram as
RegistafarriT-se apenas dots casOs de necessidadesde ajuda alimentarem 60 por
malnutriqSO em Liupo em Maio,e médtcOs cento este ano, de aeordo com estimativas
das Na?öes Unidas. fdaisde um milhio de
afirmam que o baixo mimero sc deve a
melhorias na situaqäo dc seguranga. Os
pessoas deixaram dc depender de ajuda
alimentar de cmergencia.
camponeses sentcm-sc segurospara relanqar
Nasua ddcima rcuniäo anuaJ cm Abril, a
a
produgao alimentar, enquanto a ajuda de
Gomissäo Executiva Nacional de
emergéncia e a assisténcia medica chegam
a te mpo e a baixos cusios atravésde estradas
Emergencia (CENE), o orgao do goverrto
responsdvel
pela polfucia de emergéncia
que no passado eram 'corredores de morte’.
no pats, decid iu que face ao novo contexto
Petxe e crustäceos provenientes da costa.
altmentos

Sapfm July, 1993
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Roads unused for over a decade
have opened up, across the

country, and teem with traffic and
trade.
forced

close

during the war, largely
by Renamo.
The ceasefire agreement, signed last year

or

to

due to attacks

between the government
made a dramatic impact.
Roads unused for

and Renamo, has

over

decade have

a

opened

up, across the country, and teem
with traffic and trade. There were only two

of malnutrition in

Liupo in May lightning recovery is due to
Villagers are safe to grow
food again, while emergency aid and
medical relief come fast and cheap on roads
cases

doctors say the
better security.

that

were

'certain death' in the

Sea-foods from the coast,
and

war.

imported cloth

refrigerated coca-cola have returned to

the district, where
lessons under

a new

teacher holds

a tree.

Before October, almost every

district in
Nampula housed displaced people in
a

totalidadé dos 560 mil hoes dc

ddlares necessdrios para a asststencia
human itäria a Mo(jambique até ä real i za^äo
das

:

primeiras eieii;6es multipaftidårias no
pafs, marcadas para Outubro de 1994.
Esta ajuda deverd ser utilizada na
recolocapo d« mats de um milhäö:dc
refugiados tnq^ambicanos no exterior e de
cerda de qualto milhöcs dc Oeslodados no
<10 pais, reintegrt^io na vlda civil
de: mais
de cem mil soldadds
desm obi 1 izados pe io go verno e pe ta

Renamo, e para a organiza^äo das elei^öes.
Niim pafs devastado pela gueita, onde

This woman's

clothing shows President Joaquim Chissano and Renamo commander-inchiefAfonso Dhlakama, with the words "Fruit of Reconciliation”.
no

pafs, 0 programa de emergéncia deye

ser

re-orientado de modo

a

nacionai

Hä agora

terä

que

eventualmente

do nada, Estatfsticas das Nagocs

bisicas;

tats: como

de

saneamento e

escofas e postos de

Un Idas dolocam Mozambique na eåtegoria

satide, bcm

dos

milhar de minas espalhadas por todo o pafs,

pafses maiS pobres do mundo, onde o
rendimento per capita é inferior a 80
DolareS^ e onde so no ano passado; a ajuda
alimentar representou 80 por cento das
Sapem July. 199.1

como

dcsactivar

centenas

de

Em reposta a umapelo feitopclo governo,
a

Renamo

trabalham no sector formal,
dos

reconstruir infraestruturas

abastccimento de dgua,

e as

Nagoes Unidas, doadores
disponihilizar

internacionais prometeram

de 60 por cento dos 15,6 tntlhöes de
habitantes vivem cm condi^oesde'pobreza
mats

absoluta" e onde menos de 500 mil pessoas

necessidade de distribuir
produgSo aos

sementes e instrumenlos de

camponeses,

A- reconstruyäo
comegar

necessidades alimentares.

responder ås

necessidades da reabil itayäo e recons tru^äo

:

ii

a

rccploeat^

refugiados e dcslocados bem cotno a
reintegra^So dos desmobilixados serao os
maiores desafios dos prdximos tempos,;
M na longa espera peld infeio da
desmobili za^, soldados goyernamentais,
ex-soldados e guardas levaram a cabo
violentas manifestaqoes de protesto em
väri as partes do pafs, exibindo as suas
17

vW\;;'

temporary
arc now

Just

as

severe

years

Now there is need to

accommodation centres - these

empty.
the ceasefire

was

infrastructure such

being signed,

broke into decent rainfall that,

to

by 60 per cent this year,

should be rc-oricnlcd towards

Rebuilding starts virtually from scratch.

figures suggest well over a
lost and six million people
displaced from their homes in the war, which
plunged Mozambique to its position among
the world's poorest countries, where income
per head is less than USS8() and last year
foreign aid accounted for SOpercentof food
million lives

were

salarios

forma de éxigtralirriénta^So,

em

atraso,

de Guerra’, JtSlio

mantfestandes
cram apenas o prelddio daquiloque poderta
Numuire, advertiu que as

exigcncias dos
sejam atendidas.
Pcia mesnta tazlo, penSa-se queocontmuo
atra,so na implementaqao do acordo de paz
e as
lepetidas exigéncias dé dinheimpela
Renamo sejam motivadospor umapressäo
exercida pelos seus soldados para extorqu ir
dittheiro como cond igäo para manter a paz.
acontccer caso as

soldados

nao

foram
utilizadas contra eivts, cuja cotnida e bens
Durante

a

guerra, as suas armas

eles saquearam.
Para alem do pagamento das pensoes

soldiers, ex-soldiers and guards

Nations, international donors have pledged
almost all of the estimated $560 million

staged
in several parts of the
country, waving their guns about in demand
of food, unpaid wages, demobilisation pay,
transport, homes, jobs and other benefits.

needed for humanitarian assistance to

President for the 'Association of War

Mozambique duri ng the peace process, from
ceasefire till general elections, pencilled in

Demobilised', Julio Numuirc, warned this

for October next year.

soldiers

response to a

violent protests

joint appeal from

is just a precursor

factions,
organising the nation's first ever
democratic, multiparty elections.
In a war-destroyed country, where over
60 per cent of the 15,6 million population

s^am eles p sector jd
preparado para investir imediatamente.
Mas um economista agrärio, Joaquim de
Carvalho,; defende que o sector lamiliar
sobrevivéftcia.

era

j

ultimostres anos, e no am>passado,o Produto

Nacional Bruto (PNB) baixou em -1,4 por
cento..

Economistas argumentam que o deelmeo
éconömicpdos uilimostrés anossugereque
o PRE

tenha sido mal concebido, e q ue n um

of things to come if ex-

satisfied.

Likewise, one reason for Renamo's endless

hundred thousand soldiers to be

1987, ehfatizando apötadaS mididas
monetarias e financeiras, privatiza^^ de
empresas estatais e medidas de tsercado
livre.
;
Nosprimeiros tr6s anos do PRE, aecqnmia
tno^ambicana crescen numa média afttial dé
5 por cento, m^ veto depots ä eaiir nos

are not

delaying of the peace process and repeated
demands for money, is thought to be
pressure from its soldiers, extorting an
economic dividend to keep the peace. In
the war, their weapons often turned on
civilians, whose food and goods they took.
Beyond demobilisation pay, the
government and its current economic
mentor, the World Bank, are looking to

and for

compensagäo,

presidente da'Associä^äöi

dos Desmobilizados

country.

demobilised from both warring

:

iransporte, habita^So, emprego e outros
beneficios. O

Already in the long months of wailing for
demobilisation to start, government

over one

needs.
armas como

clear hundreds of thousands of mines

help resettle war refugees
(over one million outside the country) and
internally displaced people (around four
million), reintegration in civilian life of

United Nations

less

will be the test of peace.

This aid should

rehabilitation and reconstruction".

live in 'absolute poverty' and

people have formal sector
employment, resettlement and reintegration

Government, Renamo, and the United

national

to

thought to lie unexploded throughout the
In

the emergency programme

the country,

held

than 300 thousand

sanitation and water

supply, health and education facilities, and

according to United Nations estimates. Over
a million people needing food aid last year
arc no longer thought to need it.
At its tenth national meeting, in April,
Government's 'emergency' committee
decided that "faced with a new context in

a

as

drought affecting the country for two

needs down

are

with seeds and tools, rebuild basic

combined with peace, should bring food aid

vir

resupply villagers

c-'

;

aunca

teve, e nunca terå grande impact©na

économia nacional,
;

sent a

äplica(fäo da

agricultura tnecanizada e de tccnologias
apropriadas, para as quais osector familiar
päo dispoe nem de conhccitnentos para o
manuseamento nem de capital para a
$ua aquisitfäo.
Alguns economistas duvidam que a
corrida com v i sta å recuperaqäö econömica

pafsdescapitaiizadoe a tentarrecuperardos
efettosda guerra acontinuaqäodestasituaqäp
poderä acabar niim désastre.
Emprésdrios nacionais reclamam que

sejaganhasemqueseprocedaautnarapida

eJevadoS; irapostos {50 por cento de

doadmes do més passado acabou por ser

reavaliaQäodaspolfticaseconötnicas.
Mas

aqtiilo que poderia ter lado o jdbito

pelapazeniMo5amMque,acdnferénciade

de I eontribuipo industnal), restri^oés na quaseumapeqade teatro.
Aconferdneia corcte^ou com amca?as da
desmobiliza^ao, 0 governo e o sen actual i concessiode créditos, importaqöes bmatas
mentor econdmico, o Banco Mundial, estSo i e um mercmfoparalelo ji incontroMvel estSo
Renamo de que o futuro do pafs estava em
perigo it ménoist que ds doadores
a encarar o sector familiar da agricultura
a dizimar os seuS negdeios.
O vice-ministro da cooperaqio, Oldimiro
disponibilizassem aos rebeldes mais
para absorver a mäo-de-obra excedentdria
Baldi, que é também responsive! pelo dinheiro.
e restaurar a economiado pais.
O Banco Mundial insiSte em que este
progratna de emergéncia, defénde qtie seja
Os doaÄes mosti^m-se eada vezmais
objcctivo deve ser alcan^ado através da correcto dar dnfase ao sector familiar, nma impacientes, tnesmo ä medida que iam
contfnua impleracnfav'ao do Programa de
vezquesendo nccessdrioqueoscamponesés prometehdo mais dinheiro. A menos queo
prodnzant
contida para a sua propria i processo; de paz avance ripidamente.
reabiUtafäoEconÖTrucaCPRE) poTss tmqado
18
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5\\.s

small-scale'family sector'farming to absorb
most of the surplus labour and restore the
nation's economic health in the post-war
era.

The World Bank advises this focus should

in the context of

come

continuing the

adjustment programme (SAP) it
has guided since 1987, emphasising tight
monetary and financial restraint,
privatisation of state enterprises and free
market policies.
In the first three years of SAP,
Mozambique's economy grew by an annual
average of 5 per cent, but this has declined
in the last three years, and last year the
structural

Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

fell -1.4

per cent.

this suggests SAP itself
is misguided and that continued deflation in
a decapitalised country emerging from war
Economists argue

could end in disaster.

(50 per cent tax on industrial profits),

tight credit, cheap imports and an
uncontrolled parallel market are killing their
ayisaratfi: os

dr^tdofös:,

ä sua ^uda

seria

warns

Aconferencia de Junho foi

a

race can

uma outra

realizada

mundo",:-"
"Se

'

ein

'

dinbeiro näo för
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The June conference was held

parties.
Renamo's

chief

negotiator and
representative at the meeting Raul
Domingos, felt this was not enough and that
a vital aspect was being
ignored.

be

"International donors
transformation from

But what might, perhaps, have been a
celebration of peace in Mozambique, last
month’s donor's conference turned out to be

into

exercito ainda näo comezaram,

pelo govemo italiano.
Nas vésperas; da conferSneia de; junho,
Domingos aurnentou o prezo, di zendo que a
u-ansfdrmazao da Renamo custaria 100
mi i bSes de doiarcs, Incluj hdo d inheiro para

support our

a

new

uniforms, boots,

blankets, socks, office equipment, transport.

Oacantonamento das tropasea forma^So

milhSes dedölares, maiori täriamentedoad<«

a

must

military movement
political party", he warned, adding

Renamo needed

a

'

follow-

the December Rome conference, and
by the time donors got to Maputo they had
already pledged some $4,*)() million dollars,
but refused to finance the emerging political

policies.

novo

as a

up to

Dezembro etn

disponibilizado
perigar o processo de paz e de
democratiza^ao cm; Mozambique, com
consequdneias incatCuldvcis para o seu
povo", disse Domingos.
o

isso trä

withdrawn.

rapid rethink of economic

continuågäo; enquanto os coniites encarregues; de
supervisar o acofdo de; paz acabam de
Roma, e ma altura em que os doadores
regressar aos trabalhos depots de tr6s meses
chegaram a Maputo, j a tinham prometido de boicotc pcla Renamo.
DhJakama diSse qwe nenhura dos seus
450 milhoes dc ddJarcs, mas rccusararri-se
a financiar os partidos emergentes.
hpmens seria desmobilizado ate que receba
O chefe da delcga<;äo daRcuamo, Radi;, 15 tniJhoes dc dÖJares que Ihe haviam stdo
Domingos, achou que estc montante näo promestidps em Dezembro, nos cottcdorcs
era suficiento e que urn aspeeto vital estava
: da con fereneia de Roma,
O que Domingos classificou de ’sölupäo
a .ser ignorado.
minima"Gsdoadores intönacionaisdevemapoiar
para as exigéftciäs da Renamo foi
encohtrado quando o director execuft vo da
a nossa iransforma^äo de um movimento
militar para urn partido poKtico”, disse,
EonrhoVl^iny Rowland, oférecéU-se a alojar
os elementos da Renamd:; hö; seu hotel
acrescentando que a Renamo necessitava
Cardoso em MapUU>, ao prezoide I0Ö mil
de fardamrento, botas, mantas, meias,
cquipamento dc cscritorio, transporte, ddl arespor mSs, despesas a sefem suportadas
viagenspagas aoestrangeiroc, "tal comoa pelas Napoes Unidas e depots da ONU ter
estabeleeitto um fundo dcstinado a canalizar
Frefimo possui as suas embaixadas dinbeiro para o nascimento politico da
também preeisamos de representantes em
algu ns, se näo em todos os outros pafses do Renamo. Em junho o fundo continha seis
de

money.

with impatience,
they pledged more money to the
country. Unless the peace prtKcss moves
faster, they warned, their support could be

Carvalho.

without

them

even as

national

Some economists doubt the

gave

Donors stamped their feet

Agricultural Economist, Joaquim dc

the

jeopardised unless donors

more

economy, without
introducing mechanised agriculture and
appropriate technology, which he .said they
have neither knowledge nor capital to
acquire.
"We're in a race against time, to improve
the economy in order to consolidate peace,"

do

cortada.

was

Carvalho, argues small-scale farmers have
never before, and cannot make a big impact
on

menacing threats from

the Renamo rebels that the nation's future

invest".
But

~

affair.

It kicked off with

Mozambique's Deputy Minister of
Cooperation, in charge of its emergency
programme, Oldimiro Baloi, says it is right
toemphasise family sector production, since
"these people must grow food to survive,
they're the only ones immediately ready to

won,

National entrepreneurs complain that high
taxes

business.

a terse

.

aconstfUzSo de um complexo hahitacional
perto de Maputo.
Represeblantes da Cornunidade dc Santo
Egfdiov que desempenharam um papelchave epmo mediadores no processo
negocial em R^oma) tentaram suavizar a
machadadadadapor Dontingosi
"é ncccssario compreender a frustrazäo
da Rehaliip; Durante; as negociazoes ^ tanto
Ihcs toi pprmeddd cm lrdcada paz, mas ate
agom tao pduco teceberam ", disse um dos
medi^pfeS, D, Mateu Zuppi.
Zuppi fesppnSabilizou a comunidade
inlernäci oniil pélos atrasos veri ficados na
implementazäo do acordo de paz,
sublinhandp qiie o grosso das forpas de
manutenpäd da paz chegara a Mozambique
apenas em Maio, e que pouco dinheiro
haviaatc a este ponip stdo disponibilizado.
Um outro mediador disse que a Renamo
faziataisexigcnciasporqucparaosrcbeldes
era diffcil distinguir entre a Frelimo e o
estado, pelo que para eips; tpda a ajoda
canalizada aoestado parece e,star a ft nanclar
a

frelimo. E

acrescentou

que

soldados da

Renamo

esfarrapados poderäo senttr^se
erabarapados cm tcrcmque iraospostPsde
acantonamen to sem o vestuario apropriado,
19

paid trips to publicise itself abroad and,

Lonhro Executive Director,

"Just

offered his Cardoso Hotel in

as

Frelimo has its embassies

need representatives in some,
other countries of the world".

-

we

also

if not all,

"If this money to Renamo is not guaranteed
it will undermine the process of peace and

Tiny Rowland,
Maputo to

inordinate demands because they cannot
distinguish between the ruling Frelimo party

accommodate Renamo members (at a cost
of some $ 100 000 a month, to the U.N.) and
after the U.N. set up a 'trust fund' to channel

and the state, so to them, all aid to the state

June the fund held six million US dollars

incalculable

mostly from Italy.
On the

Members of the 'St.

men

in the corridors of the

December Donor's conference.

.solution'

to

their demands

a

'minimum

was

found when

Egidio' Catholic

spend all

ashamed to go to demobilisation camps,
without proper clothes.

Other observers

less

sympathetic, and
pointed
dual administration in

are

link Renamo's behaviour to its

attempt to set up a

Throughout negotiations, they were
promi.sed so much for peace, but so far
they've got very little," argued mediator
Dom Mateu Zuppi.
Zuppi put the blame for delays squarely on
the head of the international community,
pointing out that the bulk of the U.N. peacekeeping forces only arrived in May, and
very little money pledged had so far

least
US$ 15 million, he claimed was promised to

Domingos called

conference

discuss how best to

"You can understand Renamo's frustration.

would be demobilised until he got at

What

June

their money.

Community, which played a key role in
mediating negotiations for peace, stepped
in to try and smooth things over.

supervise the process were only just back to
work, after a three month boycott by

him in Rome,

cost

the

announced additional commitments of US$70m, and went on to

Maputo.

still not started, while committees to

of his

conference, '

US$100 million, including money for a
self-sufficient housing complex near

growled Domingos.
Assembly of troops for demobilisation
and formation of a new national army had

none

ÉSsSäSS

Despite their reservations, donors
at

of the June

eve

Renamo's transformation would

meeting, Charles Basset, added
"Delays to the peace process are
accumulating to the point they
are
almost
no
longer
acceptable".

Renamo. Dhlakama said

aiding Frelimo. And he said
ragamuffin Renamo soldiers might well be

Domingos raised the stakes, saying

Canadian representative at the

be

for Renamo's political 'birth'. By

money

democratisation in

Mozambique, with
consequences for its people,"

seems to

Mozambique. Dhlakama claims the
accord allows for

two

peace

administrations, but

Zuppi was clear on that point: "It allows
Renamo members to administrate areas
under their control, but only through the
existing state institutions and according to
existing law".

Donors at the conference
won't accept any more

translated into cash.

warned

Another mediator said Renamo make

British

were sore.

"We

pre-conditions,"

Ambassador

to

Mozambique, Richard Edis. The British
government had spent one million pounds
Outros

observadores

säo

despender diftheiro inUtilmeare”.
O representante do Canadä, Charles;

menos

simpåticos, erelactonam ocomportamento
da Renamo

estabelecer

com as suas

Basset,

tentativas de

mas

Sdmente através das

no

acumular-se a tal
ponlo que Ja se tomaram inoieitaveis".

dupla administraqao em
o acordo
de paz permito a cxisténda dc duas
administragocs, mas Zuppi clarificou a
questao:" (o acordo) permite que elementos
da Renamo adminislrem zonas sob seu

"os atrasos

for the new
Zimbabwe,
but Edis said "My government can't pour
money down the drain for much longer".
Canadian representative at the meeting,
Charles Basset, added "Delays to the peace
process are accumulating to the point they
are almost no longer acceptable".
His warning may have gone unheeded. By

proeesso dc paz estao a

uma

Mozambique. Dhlakama diz que

eontfolo,

acrescentou que

keeping open training facilities
Mozambican army, at Nyanga in

As

saas

advertencias cafraitt em ouvidos

demercador. Em finals dejunho, a Renamo
contirtuava
;

a

insistir

em

mais

dinheim,

enquanto o govemo v trava-se contra a ideta
de

se

iniciar imediataraente

com

a:

the end of June, Renamo still insisted

on

instituigöes do estado existentes e em
conformidade com a lei cm vigör".
Os doadores presentes na conferSneia de
Maputo foram pcrcnldrios. "Näo
accitaremos mais pré-condigöes", ad vertiu
0 embaixador briianico em Maputo, Richard
Edis, O govemo britanico gastara um milhSo
de libras para manter abertas as instalagoes
destinadas ä formagäo do novo exército
nacional mogambicano, em Nyanga, no
Zimbabwe, mas Edis disse que "o men

'desTtiobtliza^aoescalonada' das tropas nos;
linicos seas postos do acantonamento ja
prontos. Derepentetdisséram quetodösos
49 postos pi aneados deverao ser abertos;
antes do imcio da desmobiliza^äo.
Apesar das suas reservas, os doadores na
conferencia de junho prometeram unt

money, while government turned
against the idea of immediately starting
'phased demobilisation' of troops at the only
six 'assembly' camps ready to open.
Suddenly, they said all 49 planned points
should open before demobilisation starts.
Despite their reservations, donors at the

adicional de 70 milhöes de ddlares, e

June conference announced additional

continuaram adiscutircomo melhor gastar

commitments of USS70m, and went on to
discuss how best to spend all their money.*

governo n3o

fiaseada

20

pode por mais tempo estar a

o sen

more

dinheiroji

RACHEL WATERHOUSE is

RACHELWATERHOOSS^é umaiornaltsfafireelanc®
em

Maputo.

I

ba.sed in

a

freelance

journalist

Maputo.
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ZIMBABWE: POLITICISING THE LAND ISSUE
Thomas Deve

P

resident

Mugabe has left no stone
unturned in his bid to mobilise the

people of Zimbabwe to rally behind
(PF). The President has not
only gone back to the drawing board but
his party ZANU

also

to

his wardrobe where he pulled out

suits of

his
authenticity, especially those

associated with African nationalism in the

days he

back from Mozambique.
that his popular base
has become shaky because of increasing
economic hardships experienced by the
majority of Zimbabweans, especially those
at the lower levels of society.
The last card that Mugabe has, appears to
be the land question which has remained
came

Most observers agree

"socialist" gesture

of giving them free
agricultural inputs and generous terms when
dealing with financial institutions that deal
with peasants' finance matters. They
complain about the new economic reform
programme and urge the state to aid them as
was done by the colonial state when it dealt
with white farmers.
In the urban areas, most

people feel that
designation exercise should also target
members of the ruling party especially those
the

in cabinet. The local media has identified

a

number of farming properties owned

by top
ZANU (PF) officials which they allege are
derelict and indicated that these should

not

ha. of land

lying idle while about 52
being leased out to individuals
instead of being used for resettlement.
Where peasants have been resettled, it is
alleged that the land had been grossly

438 ha.

were

was

underutilised.
President

Mugabe reiterated that the

government will not be deterred by this
move from its decision to
acquire 5 million
ha. of land. His
on

uncompromising position
new. In February,

the land issue is not

1992, he

once

remarked that “I, Robert

Mugabe, can’t be dragged to court by a
settler ...”. Did he really mean it when he
told guests during a luncheon to mark the

The Land Acquisition

Act of 1992,
through which the government is
seeking to redress historical
imbalances in land ownership
has been debated hotly by most
people in Zimbabwe.
ZANU

(PF)'s "achilles heel". In this regard,
Mugabe has complained about the attitude

of

some

Whites whom he accused of

not

appreciating the haiid of reconciliation as
they continue to discriminate against and
denigrate blacks. Speaking at a rally in
Dzivarasekwa high density suburb on May
20, be said "Whites are here at the sufferance
of the blacks. We could have expelled

all of

them in 1980".
The Land Acquisition Actof

1992, through

which the government is seeking to redress
historical imbalances in land ownership has

been debated

hotly by most people in

Zimbabwe. The intended beneficiaries query

why it has taken the government thirteen
years to finalise the plans and bluntly label
the Act as politically motivated to crush the

Hedging opposition and its allies who in
appear to be strongly linked with
the white farming community.
most cases

Peasants who have benefitted from former
resettlement exercises still

feel

that

government should continue with its
Sapem July, 1993'

Peasants toil to

keep the nation wellfed.

attention when the
designation reaches its heights.
The Commercial Farmers Union (CFU)
which champions the case of the white
farmers cried foul over the targeting of 70
farms. It alleged that the government had
not adhered to agreed consultation, selection
criteria and procedures in respect of most of
the farmers. The CFU has engaged British
lawyer Sydney Kentridge to challebge the
Land Acquisition Act. Legally, their case is
strengthened by the fact that over 235,(XX)

escape government

fourth session of the third Parliament that he

will

resort to

a

UDI option

if the government

loses the case?
The

president of the Forum Party, Enoch
Mugabe described as a
betrayer of the armed struggle, d(x;.s not
support the current government designations.
He denounced the policy and equated it to
taking people's property for nothing. "Why
should the government designate a farm of
a nationalist who
spent his time fighting for
this country" asked Dumbutshena, referring
Dumbutshena whom

21
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The Commercial Farmers Union

(CFU) which champions the case
of the white farmers cried foul
the

targeting of 70 farms...
engaged British
lawyer Sydney Kentridge to
challebge the Land Acquisition
over

The CFU has

i

Act.

to

the

farm

designation by government of the
of

nationalist

veteran

Chikerema. He further said

James

13 years of

rule had ruined the country
people were being fed on a diet of

ZaNU (PF)
because

socialism.

designation exercise hit a farm owned
by the opposition leader Reverend
Ndabaningi Sithole who recently crowded
The

a

total of

not

Churu farm,

less than

I (KX) families at his

claiming to be helping ease off
in the adjacent town of
the end of every month, the

the squatter problem
Harare. At

Reverend collects

no

less than thirty

thousand dollars (Zimbabwean) from the

thirty dollar rent each family pays. Some
quarters interpret this move as aimed at
enhancing his material well being and have
dismissed his threats to buy more farms as
mere politicking. Ironically, the ZUM leader
Edgar Tekere supported the government
stance on

Sithole’s farm.

It is still too

early to conclude that the

politicisation of the land i.ssuc will be a
major tool for ZANU (PF) to silence the
opposition. The farm of Ian Smith, the former
Rhodesian

Prime

Minister

was

not

designated. Compulsory acquisition of
Smith's farm could have been easily
mistaken as an act of vengeance by ZANU
(PF).
On the other hand, the government

did not
designate the property of a
Kwckwc farmer. Henry Elsworth who
allegedly forced a number of women to
walk naked because they had been gathering
nrcwotxl on his farm. This did not surpri.se
many people because Mugabe had publicly
warned whites not to abu.se the policy of I
reconciliation or take it as a sign of weakness
on the part of government. He has repeatedly
.said "give us the names of such people and
we will take action against them". Elsworth's !
hesitate to

22

Will the

masses

produce enough to maintain the standards that
have sustained, weather permitting?

example is the first step and definitely not

become

the last

lies the

one.

Observers feel that such radical sentiments
will
the

scare

foreign investors and destabilise

already crippled structural adjustment

Chhs Mclvor

Mugabe’s asset, because therein
legitimiacy of the struggle he led for
national independence. The current debate
on land designations obfuscates the thrust
of land reform. It is unfortunate that it has
assumed racial overtones because it is the

programme.
The astute

Pic

he able to

commercial farmers

Mugabe is obviously

aware

of

white farmers who

are

the target.

Most
they are

this and does his best tooutline the historical

Africans interviewed said that

basis of the land

hesitant to support the recent designations
because of government’s lack of

question. The historical
injustice of land practices has limited the
productive capacity of the marginalised
peasants in the rural areas and unrest from
that sector will obviously disrupt the urban
centres,

the heart of industrial development.

regard it is only logical that he
private sector that whatever
incentives the government gives them, a
stable labour regime can be attained via the
resolution of the land question. The agrarian
reforms therefore are not aimed at raising
productivity levels of the resettled farmers,
but at giving them something which they
can hold on to. Politically, ZANU (PF) will
have been guaranteed another term of office.
In this

convinces the

and it will be the work of government

departments in the Ministry of Agriculture

technical requirements
tor guaranceting commercial oriented
agriculture.
It is quite clear that the land issue will
to worry about the

transparency and accountability, but were
quick to denounce the involvement of
external lawyers to argue the case in court.
Some even accused the white community ot
resorting to pre-independence attitudes and
tactics, when they hired mercenaries to
frustrate the struggle towards majority rule.
But on the other hand, how many foreign
lawyers are hired by our pol iticians to handle
their cases or why do they fly out abroad for
medical treatment? It is this duplicity that
Mugabe has to battle in order to win the
hearts of his estranged supporters. How
long will he allow them to be disillusioned
to the extent of thinking that life was better
under Ian Smith?
Zimbabweans eagerly awai t

the unfolding
Bringing back the land
question on the national agenda is a major
challenge for Mugabe.■
of a

new tomorrow.
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SWAZILAND: A MONARCHY UNDER THREAT
BEST'O Thabede
n the tiny Kingdom of Swaziland
political uncertainty and intimidation
prevails as 25 year-old King Mswati
III leads the country to general elections
amid opposition from banned political
parties mobilising to boycott them.
The late King Sobuza II banned political
parties in 1973, suspended the country's

I

constitution and declared

a

state

arc

bent

on

resisting

any

of conscience". However, such a

royal proclamation.
a

fake and fraud

aimed at

misleading the outside world,"
Mmgometulu, PUDEMO's
secretary-general, adding: "We are calling
for the lifting of the state of emergency,
unbanning of political parties and the lifting
of all repressive laws such as the 60 days
said Dominic

plea was
by the government insisting it
had to "uphold the rule of law in Swaziland".
The church, in particular the Catholics,
turned down

have also fallen victim of the state’s

j

repressive machinery against political
activities. On May 1, 1993, the church
organised a Mass in celebration of the
International Workers Day, where Bishop
Ncamiso Ndlovu called for "democracy and
observance of human and workers rights,"
and a planned procession by the Catholic

|

Youthon Junc7 tomark the Catholic Youth

detention without trial order".

emergency which has not been lifted.
The emergence of political parties

traditionalists clustered around the monarch

otherwise Amnesty "declares them prisoners

from the 1973

"The whole exercise is

of

from
underground structures threatens to end the
monarch’s monopoly on state political and
economic power. The ruling alliance of

political and economic crises emanating

;

j

Day had to be aborted at the eleventh hour
police to "arrest the
Bishop and the organisers", according to

after threats from the

changes towards

democratic rule.
Confronted with Western and domestic

one

local

daily.

"We received

introduce democratic
governance, the King initiated a process of
modifying the traditional 'Tinkhundla'
system of government introduced by his
father in 1978 as an alternative experiment
to multi-party parliamentary democracy.

a letter from the police
informing us to cancel the planned
procession because of the coming elections.
We were surprised by the police actions
since this was only church activity,"

The reforms

Youth

pressure

to

with

wondered Fr. Justice Thabede, the Catholic

widespread
opposition from the people than was
anticipated.
met

more

Illegal political groups operating in
defiance of the laws, sueh as the People’s
United DemoeratieMovement(PUDEMO),
the

Swaziland

National

(SWANAFRO), and the

Front

more militant
Congre.ss (SWAYOCO)
are mobilising people to boycott the
elections. Though both PUDEMO and
SWANAFRO have indicated they would
onlyboycottthccomingno-partyelections,

King Mswati HI; leads the country to general
elections.

As

an

alternative to Mswati's reforms

PUDEMOcalls fora "national referendum

todeterminethewillofthemajorityonhow
the country should be governed",
But Prince Mahlalcngangcni DIamini, who
headed the review team appointed by the
King to review'Tinkhundla', was emphatic
in rejecting calls for dcrnwracy. "Swazis
SWAYOCO maintains it should be
rejected multi-party democracy for fear it
"disrupted and if possible, stopped".
always brings division and violence, and
"We arc always against injustice and we
would belittle the .status of the King," noted
arc advocating fordcmocracy and human
the Prince, who added: "Swazis are .still not
rights observance
We cannot sit down ready for a referendum",
and watch authorities abuse citizens' rights j
In the election rundown 62 PUDEMO and
to vote in a fraudulent manner by coercing j SWAYOCO members were arrested for
them to participate in a cosmetic exercise - I staging an alleged political demonstration,
the so-called elections," stated SWAYOCO i All arc awaiting trial on July 27. The
Geneva-based human rights body. Amnesty,
president Benedict Tsabedeze.
The opposition argues that Mswati's
International, in a letter to Prime Minister
reforms and the planned election ignore
Obed DIamini, called upon the government
and avoid addressing the country's major
to "set free and drop charges against all 62"
Swaziland Youth

...
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Chaplain.
Though voters registration ended on June
24, and very few people registered, and with
the election date still unknown, public
meetings banned "except for those related
to the registration process" and campaigning
by candidates not allowed, most people ask
why they should vote under the same .system
largely discredited in their eyes.
The name of the King was commonly
used to coerce people to register. Most of
the handful of registered voters arc still not
clear about the voting procedure and of the
candidates they would vote for. "I'm still not
sure of the person I would vote for, but I've
been told the King will nominate members
of the royal family direct to parliament.
Then why do we have to vote?" complained
one resident of Mbabane, the national capital.
Explaining the poor voter response. Human
Rights Association of Swaziland
(HUMARAS) secretary-general Simone
Noge said, "The present system of
government was imposed on the people,
and

as

of the

such the elections lack the mandate

majority of the citizens".*
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HOW CHINA AHRACTS FOREIGN INVESTMENT

S

ubstantial

success

has been achieved

in China's economic

Zhu

development

Weirong

since

implementation of theopening
policy and reform in 1979. In 1991 China's
Gross National Product (GNP) totalled US$
annual increase of GNP has been
cent in the last 13 years. In 1992,

the

first

years, with a reduction of half

important factors contributing
of China's economy is its
ability to absorb foreign capital. Deng
Xiaopong once said, "China should open

three years.

the

even

for

success

•

using foreign

In the past five years, China
absorbed US$ 60.9 billion in foreign capital.
In 1992 alone China approved 48,764
projects of direct foreign investment with
foreign capital amounting to US$ 57.51
bill ion. The direct foreign in vestment China
absorbed that year is US$ 11.16 billion.
capital".

There

are now more

of

next

20 per cent withholding tax. When
foreign investors in economic developing
areas remit their enterprise profits abroad,
they are also exempt from withholding
tax. In inland China, foreign investors pay
10 per cent tax on the profits they remit
pay

•

•

enterprise income tax. The tax rate is only
15 per cent for energy, telecommunication, whose products substitute for those
China needs to import, or which have

•

24

of their Chinese workers' actual pay

subsidies.

To create various forms

lowed

to

absorb

foreign

solely foreign-owned ventures to

proved the establishment of "umbrella"
holding enterprises. The small branch companics under the umbrella enjoy great flexibility - adjusting funds, surpluses and
deficits of foreign exchange, orexchanging production or economic techniques
among
•

themselves.

The time limit for joint ventures
extended from 30 to 50 years.

has been

•To enable lower organisations to approve

foreign investment and simplify the conprocedures. Lower
government structures at regional level
are allowed to approve foreign investment
projects ranging from US$ 5 million to
US$ 30 million, provided that the needed
raw materials, fuel, power and transportasideration and approval

a

remittance of

salaries after tax.

of

tion do

foreign investment.
foreign investment in the

not

have to come from normal state

allocations. This innovation has shortened
the

exploitation of such

resources as coal,
non-ferrous metals, iron, phosphorous,

potassium and building materials. In 1985
the government opened oil exploration
and extraction in ten southern provinces to
foreign firms. In Special Economic Zones
(SEZs), foreigners are permitted to invest

year per square

be established in China. In 1985 it ap-

abroad by foreign workers. Foreign workers are allowed to remit their
areas

a

areas.

investment. Since 1984 the state has al-

money

To broaden

in urban

Foreign investors
longer obliged to hand over to the
government, the equivalent of 122 per
as

slow rate of return.

China welcomes

fees. These stand

use

To reduce labour costs.

cent

•

•

To reduce land

are no

Special consideration for those who inin old city districts of ports along the
coast. Foreign businessmen who invest in
such places pay only 80 per cent of the

on

are

than 15 years' duration are tax
for the first five years, and for the
five years pay only half the regular

metre

vest

To relax restrictions

income tax and

per cent

between 5 and 20 Yuan

abroad.

•

15

a

more

next

they gain from technology transfers, while in inland China they have to

US$ 30 million and have

only

rate.

relieved from income taxes for

over

favourable terms to en-

exempt

preferential tax rates for
portcity economic and technological development zones. Foreign investment in economic and technological devclopment zones pay 15 per cent tax from
the year they begin to make profits. Foreign investors in coastal city developing

invested

more

exempt from local surtaxes. Joint ventures

the money

•

provide

pay

To establish

areas are

than 80,000 Chinese-

foreign joint ventures, Chinese foreign
cooperatives and wholly foreign-owned
enterprise's in China. By utilising foreign
capital, China has improved its energy
resources, transportand telecommunieations
facilities, raw material industry, etc. and has
technically transformed a great number of
old enterprises. At the same time, foreign
investors have gained markets and earned
profits in China.
In addition, China has worked out a number
of regulations on foreign investment which
can be summed up as follows:
To provide domestic markets to foreign
investors introducing new technology in
China. The products of such enterprises
may be sold in China on conditions that
they are introducing new products not
produced in China. The five-year tax exemption can be extended to a 3-year 50
per cent tax reduction for investors bringing in new advanced technology. Those
reinvesting their profits for more than five
years are entitled to a refund of any previously paid income tax, which is to be used
for reinvestment. Foreign investors and
export-oriented enterprises are exempt
from withholding tax.

the

To

courage foreign investment in port or dock
construction. Foreign investors in this area

coastal

wider, create an even better in vestment

environment and be bolder in

banks.
•

the amount due

One of the

to

permitted especially by the
People's Bank of China, foreign businessmen may invest in opening joint venture

two

8.7 per
GNP rose to US$ 412 bi llion, a 12.8 per cent
increase over the previous year.

ex-

side the SEZs,

corporate tax

exempted for

import and

port trade, and other fields. In cities out-

least ten years
can have their

340 billion 2.97 times that of 1978. The
average

in finance, commerce, the

Sino-foreign
joint ventures
operating for at

approval time to

no more

than three

months.
•

To raise work efficiency.

The government
approving a
more than three

has defined the time limit for

foreign venture to be

no

months.»
ZJiu

Weiron^ is

a

Chinese diplomat in Harare.
Sapem July. 1993
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THE FUTURE OF TOBACCO IN
SOUTHERN AFRICA
Ronald Watts

about the future of their crop,

and does not need much rainfall. It was
hardly affected by the severe 1991 - 92
drought. It is labour-intensive and the ITG A

gives reasons why tobacco "is always liable
to be associated with a high erosion hazard".
First all is usually grown on sandy .soils

theorderof the

claims that "more than half the pripulation

which are "moreerodible". Second, because

day. Some farmers have even started
growing wheat to try and recoup their losses,

of Malawi is sustained by the tobacco
industry".

of its shorter

T

his year's collapse in tobacco prices
has lefttobacco fanners wondering

Diversification is becoming

Zimbabwe

was one

of 5 countries which

However, there

tobacco in the region. The others arc
Malawi,SouthAfrica,TanzaniaandZambia.

are

drawbacks to tobacco

well. Dr Hudson, the world

grow

growing

The International Tobacco Growers'

renowned expert on soil conservation.
started his career in Southern Rhodesia in

recently published a defence of
industry entitled; "The Economic

the 1950s and drew attention to the fact that
soil loss from tobacco growing is often

SignificanceofTobaccoGrowinginCentral

extremely serious. It is important that all
countriesinthc region should kcepconstant
check on the costs and benefits from tobacco
growing both from a national as well as an

Association
the

and Southern Africa". It includes
on

the World Health

an

attack

Organisation (WHO)
really on'.^

headed: "Whose side is WHO
There is also

a

defensive section headed:

as

individual fanner's point of view.

Myth ofAlternative Crops". The book |
was written before the collapse in prices but I
is highly relevant to the present situation.
According to the ITGA report WHO has,
since May 1970, been campaigning for a
"smoke-free world" by the year 2000. It
"The

For the individual farmer profitability is

growing season it tends to
unprotected at some stage.
Third, clean weeding leads to the soil being
exposed and even a good stand does not
protect the soil from rain. Fourth, many
leave the soil

tobacco soils have

impeded drainage in the

sub-soil which "tends to increase run-off.

Ridging up and down the slope to ensure
good drainage "concentrates the run-off.
From a national strategy point of view a
crucial aspect of tobacco growing is the
amount of employment it creates. The ITGA
report reveals that a staggering 4.15 million
Malawians depend on the crop for their

could be that the

price collapse is to some j
However, i f j
this was seen as a realistic objective in 1970 j
it certainly isnt today. To u.se an expression !

extent

related to this campaign.

derived from tobacco smokers it could be '

pipe dream. Nevertheless, the
anti-smoking lobby has made considerable
headway. Tobacco consumption in many
said to have

a

Western countries is
health education
to

-

dropping as a result of

which has alerted people

the risks involved in

smoking. The

industry has for some time been switching
to the developing countries to boost sales.
Fortunately for the tobacco industry.

population growth in such countries, and
the fact that health education is not very

effective,

are

likely to

ensure a

growing

market for the foreseeable future. What is

questionable is will they be able to pay the
prices for tobacco that Westerners have
been

paying?

Tobacco is in many respects an

ideal

crop

for farmers in Zimbabwe and Malawi to
grow.

!

ZTA

I the
Tobacco
is highly labour intensive, so it creates employment and sustains
livelihood of several thousands of people
obviously the crux of the issue. Whi le returns
per hectare for flue-cured tobacco arc
extremely high it must be remembered that
costs can also be extremely high. From a
national point of view soil loss from different

It does well in relatively poor sandy ^ crops should be taken into account. Hudson

Sai>i'.m July. 1993

livelihood. However there

are

very great

di fferences bet ween the fi ve countries of the

region as regards the crop produced per
employee and per dependent. Tobacco in
Malawi is mainly grown by smallholders
whose production is probably less efficient
25
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in

r

conventional terms. However the fact

that Zimbabwe's much

larger crop suppiorts
only a small fraction ofthe number supported
in Malawi must raise some important
strategy issues for land reform. It appears
that Zimbabwe is a relatively high cost
producer and this is why large-scale farmers
have been hit so hard by the fall in prices.
The most remarkable differences in

production of tobacco

per

employee

s%S

Employment and support provided by the tobacco industries of Southern African countries
(from 1992 ITGA Report)

Crop
(mil kg)

Employees
including
self-employed

Zimtxibwe

178.1

152,178

763.000

1170

233

Malawi

119.0

692,500

4,150,000

171

29

S. Africa

29.6

60,000

500,000

493

59

Tanzania

20,6

53,000

333,000

388

62

5.5

14,500

76,280

379

72

are

Livelihoods Kg/employee Kg/livelihood
supported
supported

between Zimbabwe and Malawi. Much of

the difference is due to the fact that most

Zimbabwean tobacco is produced on

large-

scale farms with considerable economies of
scale. With the tremendous

growth in the
it is difficult
to avoid the question whether Zimbabwe
has
over-capitalised and overmerchandised its tobacco production?

Zambia

numbers of unemployed people

Could

more

use

be made of

oxen

for

cultivation and

weeding with forex savings
on tractors, machinery and herbicides?
Jobs which involve a lot of tractor idling
such as when harvesting tobacco can often
be done more cheaply with oxen. The figures
above will add support to demands to split
some of the large-scaletobacco farms into
smaller units run on similar lines to Malawi.

accepted idea that tobacco is a highly
profitable crop into perspective. According
to

the ITGA book "Tobacco Control in the

Developing World" the attractions of
"price stability" and "high
foreign exchange earnings". Governments
regard it "as a lucrative and reliable source
of funding for their economic and social
developmentplans". From the farmers'point
of view gross margins give a much clearer
view than returns per hectare. Tobacco in
any case needs to be grown in rotation with
other crops to avoid a build up of eelworm
tobacco include

Many will ask why Malawi's tobacco
industry can support 4.1 million people and
Zimbabwe only 763,000 when the
Zimbabwe crop is much bigger? The
Zimbabwe tobacco industry could review
its methods to see whether there is scope for
employing more people in future.
One of the key issues facing tobacco
growing countries is the relative importance
that tobacco should be given in relation to
the main food crop of the region - maize.

to

The Director of Art farm, Richard Winkfield,

used in its

figures in The
1992. Although
maize gave a much lower gross margin per

ITGA 70% of Malawi's forex

hectare of 3541 Zim dollars

claiming that "average annual variation in
earnings for tobacco exported from Africa,
for example, was 3.5% compared with 12%
for cotton". This was over the period 198286 and presumably since then enough
countries have climbed on the bandwagon
for an over-production situation to develop.
About two years ago the ITGA employed
two Oxford University economists to
prepare a report on alternatives to tobacco.

gave some comparative
Farmer of September 17,

(cf. 11,500 for

flue-cured tobacco) it gave at 2.53 Zim
dollars a much higher figure for return per
dollar invested (1.62 for flue-cured tobacco).

This difference is due to the very

high

variable costs for tobacco, which in 1991/
92

averaged 18,489 Zim dollars per hectare

for 65,728 ha

of flue-cured tobacco

grown

by 1735 registered growers.
The figures above help to put the generally
26

or

other pests.

The ITGA refers to "themythof alternative
crops" and claims, quite erroneously in view
of the ART Farm figures, that tobacco in
Zimbabwe is 57 times as profitable as maize
and 59 times as profitable as soya beans. It
is correct in pointing out that the crop earns
foreign exchange but fails to draw attention
themassi ve forex cost of all the chemicals

They actually admitted that there are "a
range of possibilities in the substitution
scenario" but went on to conclude that "rapid
and widespread substitution is neither
possible nor desirable from an economic or
social standpoint". The rapidly expanding
horticultural sector proved to be the most
viable alternative. Projected gross margins
from

roses come to

hectare

76,067 Zim dollars per

against 17,308 for flue-cured

tobacco. It is difficult to see how this shows
roses to

be undesirable from "an economic

standpoint".
In its regional report the ITGA rejects
horticulture

as an

alternative to tobacco

on

the

grounds of the perishability of its
products. Tobacco it claims "is not subject
to the price vicissitudes and world slumps
associated with other tropical products such
as coffee, cotton or sugar". This may be true
of the past but who can guarantee the future?
Recent major tax increases on cigarettes in

production. According to the

the United States could have a serious effect.

from

With the downward trends in tobacco

tobacco sales on the world market. The UN

consumption in a range ofbetter off countries
who can predict that the proper countries
wont eventually follow that example.

comes

Trade Statistics Yearbook 1988 is quoted as

Diversification into horticulture is in any

already being undertaken by a number
of Zimbabwean tobacco farmers. The most
case

notable example is Mr Ian

Douglas Gordon,

the 1991 "Tobacco Grower of the Year". In
addition

to

his 100 hectares of tobacco he is

reported to have 300 hectares of various
seed crops for export and large asparagus
export business.
Sapem July, 1993

Obviously tobacco is not going lodisappear
major crop from the Southern Africa
scene. However, the low 1993 prices will
certainly discourage further expansion.

Tobacco

as a

Those farmers who bad

run

production in Southern Africa (from ITGA 1992 Report)

growers

down their

production ofother crops such as maize will
doubtless review their plans. National
governments may also need to leconsider
plans to expand production. Where smallscale tobacco growing is an integral part of
resettlement plans there may need to be
some reduction in large-scale hectarage.
The second table gives the latest regional
statistics for tobacco production in the
region.
According to the first table some 5.8 mil 1 ion
people in the region depend on tobacco for
their livelihood. Major changes to other
crops cannot be made overnight. However,
Zimbabwean large-scale fanners are already
diversifying into horticultural crops, wheat
and maize. Dependence on a single major
export has already had very serious effects

large

small

scale

scale

2500

10.000

Zimbabwe

Tobacco

annual

% of total

%of

cultivation

crop

marketed
agric.
production

total

exports

973

S. Africa

66,o00

Tanzania

72,400

178.1

53

30

149,763

119.0

79

70

23,000

29.6

3

0.06

34,842

20.6

?

5

4,500

5.5

8

8

4,500

352

Zambia

on

(ha)

86,480

Malawi

Tobacco

1990/91

Area under

Number of

countries like Zambia whose economy

reduce future

dependence

on

tobacco.^

has never recovered from the 1970s crash in
world copper

prices. Malawi is the most

seriously affected with Zimbabwe a close
second. Hopefully, ways will be found to

RONALD WATTS is

an

worked in Africa from

agriculturalist who has
Nigeria and Sudan

southwards since 1954.

TOUGH ECONOMIC CHALLENGES AHEAD FOR
SADC COUNTRIES
Richard Kamidza

nimpressive economic growth
performance characterized all the
SADC countries, except Botswana
and Swaziland with GNP growth levels of
5.8 and 3.1 percent respectively. All the
countries, except Botswana had economic
growth rates well below those of population.
Income per head fell in Angola,
Mozambique, Zambia, Namibia and
Tanzania which together account for almost
three quarters of the region's population.
For the rest of the countries' the growth in
annual per capita incomes was below one-

U

considered

powerful in Southern Africa,
has been plagued by low growth and
stagnation. Real average economic growth
of 0.9 percent fell far below the 2.3 percent
population growth, indicating the decline of
average living standards. South Africa,
whose population is less than half that of the
SADC member states together, accounted
to

be the most

for

more

than three times the GNP of the

Sapem July, 1993

INDICATORS, 1991

Total

Population

GNP:USSb

growth

Life

Population

growth

(1991)

rate

expectancy

(1980-91)

(gnp/head) %

Country

(Million)

Real

at birth

(years) 1991
10,3

2.9

6,0

-5.0

46

Botswana

1.3

3.5

3.3

5.8

68

Lesotho

1.8

2.5

1.1

0.0

56

8.8
16.1
1.8

3.6

2.0

0.1

46

2.6

1.2

-3.6

47

2.9

2.1

-1.5

58

0.8
25.3

3.8

0.9

3.1

57

2.8

-1.1

47

8.4

3.2

10.1

3.1

-2.9
0.2

49

Zimbabwe

2.4
3.4
6.2

SADC Total

84.7
36.8

3.1

28,6

-0.1

2,3

91.0

0.9

53
62

Angola

Malawi

Mozambique
Namibia

Swaziland
Tanzania

half percent.
The South African economy,

SADC COUNTRIES AND SOUTH AFRICA BASIC

Zambia

S. Africa
Source:

World Bank Allas 1992 and UNDP Human

60

Development Report, 1993

MSv:

combined group.

Given this scenario, the
question is "what economic prospects are
there for these countries in 1993?"
The realities of economic power

Southern Africa

are

in

well illustrated in the

table below.

Large economic disparities
member states in terms of
Gross National Product (GNP), annual
growth per capita and life expectancy which
is closely related to the level of eeonomic
exist among
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Agricultural production ... is
expected to rise by 15 percent of
GDP

performance.
There is very little indication of any
significant positive economic recovery in
Angola this year, given the current political

crisis and rampant

inflation rate, though the
country is rich in natural resources like oil
and diamonds. According to the 1993 World
Bank Report, oil production in Angola is
estimated to decline by 14.8 per cent a day
(from 540 000 to 460 000 barrels) following
Unita's attack on Soyo. The official diamond
production in the Cuango Valley and Lunda
Norte which accounts for nearly 80 percent
of the country's output clo.sed down when
the area was occupied by Unita.
Gross Domestic Product

(GDP) is fast

falling reflecting partly reduced output, but
mainly unprecedented devaluation of the
Kwanza, whose value fell from K29.9/US$
a free market rate of K8 000/US$

in 1990 to

Modest economic

Sub.sequcntly, the parallel
market rate depreciated to over K11 000/
US$ in April 1993. Export earnings are
expected to decline to around US$3.2 billion
this year resulting in a looming major debt

harvest

crisis of around US$10 billion.

to

Mozambique's economic growth for 1993
pending a peaceful political
transformation which may convince local
and foreign investors to invest in the country,
exploit its abundant natural resources, and
utilise its transport infrastructure. Avoidance
of the Angolan scenario will definitely create
an enabling environment which should lead
to an economic boom through massive

a

early this

year.

is still uncertain

reconstruction and rehabilitation,

foreign

capital infiows and aid from the donor
community.
Modest economic

growth is expected in
bumper
harvest of such crops as maize, cotton,
tobacco, .sorghum and millet which will give
added impetus to the manufacturing sector.
The mining sector's contribution has been
affected by global recession, particularly in
Zambia mainly due to the agricultural

the first four months of 1993.
Tanzania expects a

of such

growth is expected in Zambia mainly due to the agricultural bumper
maize...

crops as

characterized

production.
In Namibia,

agriculture, fishing and
mining are the pillars for any meaningful
economic growth. Fish exports are expected
increase from 80 0(X)

120 000

28

to a

base.

tonnes

Agricultural production of such crops I ike

year. The projected growth for fishing,
agriculture, manufacturing and mining

maize, cotton, wheat and soya beans is

.sectors are

to

9.0, 5.5, 4.5 and 2.5 percent

respectively.
The performance of manufacturing sector
which accounts for 14 percent of GDP and
three quarters of the total exports will enable

Lesotho to real ise modest econom ic growth.

Although Botswana recorded an
impressive growth rate of 5.8 percent, the
country's engine for economic growth "the diamonds" have been affected by the
global recession this year. An expected
decline in beef production is due to
rebuilding of herds previously depleted by
drought. A marginal increase in output is
expected in the manufacturing sector.
In Zimbabwe there is very little indication
for a quick post-drought economic recovery
due to the prevailing low tobacco prices
despite high production levels and good
quality crop, the current global economic

4.5 percent growth rate
good rainy season which is expected
to boost domestic demand and manufacturing ' situation and the deteriorating fiscal outlook

due

by high borrowing from the
markets, high public
expenditure and on ever shrinking revenue
domestic money

expected to rise by 15 percent ofGDP while
beef production will decline. The mining
sector is grappling with increases in
electricity tariffs and depressed world
market conditions resulting in a 2.1 percent
decline in total mineral production during
the first two months of 1993. Only silver,
chrome ore. gold, coal and asbestos
production increased by 32.1.1 1.6,7.5,6.3
and 4.0 percent respectively. The
manufacturing sector which fell by 2.2
percent during the first quarter of 1993 is
expected to rise by only 0.5 percent this
year due to depressed domestic demand.
Real income per head will fall from 10
percent in 1992 to about 3 percent this year,
resulting in lower levels of domestic
investment. In real

terms, consumer

spending will fall due to anticipated price
hikes of petrol, electricity
and maizemeal, following the government decision
to lift price subsidies.*
Sapem July. 199.^
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SOUTHERN AFRICA'S FILM MAKERS FIGHT
TO CONTROL FILM DISTRIBUTION
Clemence Mabaso

E

video

clip or film that
eventually gathered dust in your
movie library? This is exactly what
ver

seems to

shot

a

have befallen Southern Africa’s

'indigenous’ film makers. Their productions
are simply not reaching the people.

inheritance laws
won

was

such

the best prcxiuccd nim

a success

It is

that it

against this background - the dearth of
onlocally prcxluccd films - that

information

in the Hollywood

African Films Scries in 1992.

the Zimbabwe Film and Video Ass(x;iation

known about these films in their

(ZFV A), has put up a spirited fight to project
a true picture of the stateof the ‘indigenous’
film industry in both Zimbabwe, the SADC

Many more
continue to be shown in foreign countries to
full capacity audiences, yet very little is
own

s'

s

“Cinema-owners (in Zimbabwe)
are a closed society. Until we

‘blacks’ manage and control the
means of film distribution, the task
of

a

viable film

industry is void,”

said a Zimbabwean film maker

region and Africa in general.
Between the 28 September and 7 October
this year, ZFVA will host an unprecedented
regional African Films Festival in the sunshine city of Harare. The film gala event has
already received the support of African
governments in the SADC region as well as
attracting participants from across the

I

i

African continent.

Besides entrants from the SADC

Stephen Chigorimbo and Gaston Kabore: Two of the forces behind localfilm
production.

Contemporary Zimbabweans, forexample, j
will undoubtedly find it difficult to mention 1

single successful film producer or
can they name one homeproduced video clip or film. This seems to
be the case in many countries of the region.
any

well

Africans, it has been noted, learn more

reading foreign

journals or magazines; watching Cable News
Network or from listening to the British
Broadca.sting Corporation's Africa Service.
Yet

some

of the world’s greatest

script
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Arab-speaking North Africa.

leadership and its people on the existence of
by Africans, as a countermeasure to the onslaught by ‘Hollywood’
and ‘Kung-Fu’ films,” said Stephen
Chigorimbo, a Zimbabwean black film
maker and Deputy Regional Secretary for
African films,

"There is need to conscientise

Africa's leadership and its people
on

the existence of African films.

the Pan African Film Makers Federation

by Africans, aS a countertO the onslaught by
‘HollyWOOd’ and ‘Kung-Fu’

(FEPACl).

measure

1
i

With this in mind, the October Harare

best and recent Pan
'

film

festival will feature public

films...”

writers, film producers or directors reside in
their own back yards. In Zimbabwe, for
example, more than 180 video clips and just
under ten films have been produced since
independence.
One of the country ’ s box-office hits ‘Neria’
depicting the injustice of the country’s

as

"There is need to conscientisc Africa’s

which appeared in
the British Economist magazine (June 26
a report

director. Neither

about their culture from

come

from the Horn of Africa, West Africa, as

countries of production,
According to

region,

other African film exhibitors will

V.

.screenings of the
African productions in

collaboration with the FEPACl.

1993), ”... African cinema is still
on

much of its

own

a mystery

continent. African

directors blame that on adistribution system
that favours American action and

films ...”

Kung-Fu

Southern African film makers have been
invited to submit their

productions to the

festival

competition. These films will be
screened in the city centre. Mobile cinema
units will also travel out of thccity to growth
29

One of the

country's box-office

hits ‘Neria’ depicting the injustice
of the
was

country's inheritance laws

such

a success

that it

won

the best produced film in the

Hollywood African Films Series in
1992.

Zimbabwe,

a

number of successful box-

office hits have been created already. Among
these

‘Neria’, ‘Jit’, ‘Consequences’,

are

Thandiwe’ and

‘Pfuma Yedu’

(Our

Heritage) to mention but a few. In
Mozambique ‘Borders of Blood’ comes to
mind, while the Namibian ‘Whose Land’

unsurpassed success. In West Africa
Morning’ by Fanta Regina Nacro
of Burkina Fasso is an unparalled
achievement by an African film director.
was an

‘A Certain

Another Burkinade, in the name of Idrissa
Oliver Mutukudzi and Jessi

Mungoshi: The stars of ‘Neria

one

of Zimbabwe’s local Box

Ouedraogo, evokes “... the mythical

office hits.

points in the rural areas. The aim, is to draw
maximum public attention to the existence
of African films.

Besides,

a

film workshop to be attended

by representatives from SADC, FEPACI,
URTNA and abroad will be held. The major
thrust of the workshop will be to discuss and
initiate best ways for filmdistribution within
the SADC region, Africa and abroad. The
workshop will particularly focus on policy
changes that African governments can make
in order to facilitate and stimulate the

production and distribution of African films
and videos to

a

a

forming a national cultural identity
pride. Outside, then provide a more
accurate understanding of our peoples than
any foreign crews coming and covering our
stories can possibly achieve,’’ said the
Chairperson of the ZFVA, Simon Bright.
While Zimbabwe's film industry, for
example, has an annual turnover of over
$l(X)million,a great part of this wealth goes
to
foreign controlled commercial
distribution companies.
and

“Cinema-owners (in Zimbabwe) are a
closed

society. Until

and control the

wider audience.

The need for such
cannot

assist in

regional film festival

be underestimated. Part of the

the task of

said

a

a

‘blacks’ manage
of film distribution,

we

means

viable film

Zimbabwean

industry is void,’’
film maker and

Organisation of African Unity (OAU)
cultural policy is to develop a viable local
film industry as the only way forward to a
rich cultural identity and heritage. Besides,

distributor, Boswell Rusere.

theMiamiManifestoof 1992 directed Africa

In terms of film and video

Dominic Kanaventi: ‘Neria’s ’

produetion

on

the African continent. West Africa was more

simplicity and wisdom of village life in

fortunate than Southern Africa. Whilst

films such

French cultural

(The Economist, June 1993)

of the common
strategy to develop 'viable local film

policy encouraged the
development of an Africanfilm culture,
through the subsidisation of film productions
as a way of strengthening ties between these

industries'

countries and France, the British made

governments to encourage film

festivals

and other set-ups, as part

on

the African continent.

As cultural and informative

products
'indigenous' films are very important and
deserve to be seen by a much wider audience.
“Within the country of production they
30

greedy

brother-in-law.

effort to promote

no

the growth of indigenous

films industries.

However, the

potential for the creation of
unbelievably great. In

African heroes is

as

‘Yaaba’ and ‘SambaTraore’’’.

As to how far the 1993 Harare African
Film Festival will go

in helping shape and
African films distribution structures,
much will depend, among other things, on
the commitment and unity of purpose among
the participants. Distribution for African
set up

films has
achieved

appeal to and can only be
by Africans themselves.»
an
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FILM AS A MEANS OF DEVELOPMENT
in this

of

Deve

SAPEM

African governments are concerned with
people's needs when we talk of
development. Don't you think that they
classify the film industry as a luxury?

the

about

forthcoming First African Input
Workshop, the Southern and Eastern
African Film and Video Competition
and the Best Pan African Screenings

Yes. 1 can understand when the government
film

October, 1993.

and does it have any linkages
1990 Frontline Film Festivals?

with the

for those kind of films entered into the

festival. But for the rest of the continent,

film

Keith Shiri: It is a follow-up to the Harare

1990 Frontline Film Festival which

was

the

first festival held in Zimbabwe, in fact in

making in Africa is relatively more
developed and .so we are making a selection
of Pan African productions of the classics
and recent films.

region, where we had Pan African
producers as well as film makers coming
together to discuss issues of common
which

were to

do with distribution,

producing and exhibiting their own work.
Who initiated this idea?
The idea

initiated

by the member
states of SADC when they met in 1988 in
Maputo. Through their Information and
Cultural Sector they decided to adopt a
festival for the benefit of the people in the
region. We felt that these festivals should
complement the Pan African film festival
popularly known as the FESPACO which is
held once every two years in Burkina Fasso.
The other major festival is held in Tunisia.
was

we

have

encouraged Africans to act.
Our governments are still new and they
haven't actually come to terms with African
cinema. In the Franco-phone countries, the
French maintained links with their

film makers have individual contracts with

Why is Franco-phone Africa ahead of
regions in film making? Former

other

British colonies even had film units which

colonies

ex-

through literature, music and then

in cinema. The British had

a

different

approach to their colonies. In the '30s for
instance, they thought that theAfricans were
not intelligent enough to understand the
sophistication of films like Chaplin. So to
them it was simply why not start making
films in the colonies about hygiene or how
make coffee and how

to

look after the

'Madams' and the bosses?

Africa is

new

in terms of cinema. Film

making is only 30 years old. From this
region we are accepting all productions to
enter the competition and we have categories
Sapem July. 1993

Do you

think Southern Africa has
adequate equipment and technical
expertise needed for a viable film

festival

one
-

producers from the North depending
producing one's film.

who is

To what extent has your

experience
shaped your
perceptions and helped you concretise
your plans?
outside the continent

The treatment of Africans in the West is
of the

disturbing things 1 faced. It
little resources to
help us correct the images the West has
about Africa. Europeans are hell-bent on
portraying the image of Africa which makes
one

most

us

look

we

more

have very

like animals. You will find

that even the most educated people in

industry?
That is

encourage

film
on

we are

is sad that

in Southern Africa?
When talking of African cinema, we are
mainly talking about West African cinema
especially that from Franco-phone Africa.
We are trying to build a relationship with
Britain, although I do not think that the
British through their institutions for example,
the British Council or through the
Commonwealth are very much interested in
cooperating with African film makers.

do you get

trying do with this festival is
cultural exchange between
people in the North - the Europeans,
Americans, etc. and people from the South.
What the film makers are doing is trying to
create ways of encouraging that kind of
cooperation where they can provide the
technology, the equipment and people who
can then work together, etc. Most African
to

to

How much of African cinema do

How much technical support
from the West?

What

this

concern

that there is no point in supporting the
industry when there arc no clinics in
certain areas. Film makers are saying it is
important to develop a nation and cinema is
part of the development process. It can be an
indirect way of passing on education to
make sure that in the future people are
aware of what happened and could happen.
says

Festival to be held in Zimbabwe in

Thomas Deve: What is the purpose of the
October Southern Africa Film Festival

region.

KeUhShin

Keith Shiri, Director of Southern
African Film Festival talks to Thomas

to

of the ideas behind the film
make

sure

that

training is

still look at Africa

as a

continent. In London

available, and one of the components of the

asked

workshops during the festival will be
specifically looking at the training side of
things in this region. We have the equipment.
In 2^mbia and Zimbabwe for example. What
the governments can do is what is going to
be important in developing the film industry

Africa

Europe

country and not as a
lot of

people have
Embassy .Unless
participates in the dissemination of

me

a

about the Africa

information,

we

will

never set

the record

straight. I think it is important to get the
story from the source and not get it from a
traveller who will come and tell you what
Africa is all about.*
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GHANA: THE EMERGING FORCE IN WORLD SOCCER
Samuel Sarpong
orty-two years ago, a team of barefooted lads from the ‘model colony ’

F

called Gold Coast, now Ghana, was

assembled in

liner to play a

series
of matches in blistering winter conditions in
England.
The Gold Coast lost many of the matches
and in one instance went down 1-10 against
one

of the

an ocean

teams.

This and other

previous upsets helped to

focus the minds of Ghanaians

on

the need

for a more serious approach to the
development of soccer.
Recently, Ghana’s Under-20 squad, the
‘Black Satellites’, took the world by storm
when they finished second to Brazil in the
just-ended FIFA Coca Cola World Junior
soccer

participation in the Australian finals.
But for Ghana particularly, the Australian
tournament has confirmed the wisdom

of

having a youth policy which ensures a
systematic, and smooth transition from one
age group to the other.The fact that as many
as seven

of the Italian ‘91 victorious Under-

17 team

were

in the ‘Satellites’ team which

played in Australia more than accounts for
the almost telepathic understanding and
excellent

team

Under-20

work that characterised the

squad’s performance.
youthful national

Both of Ghana’s two

fiesta held in Australia this year.

But there was something historic

about the
brought Ghana against
England. The two countries had not managed
to meet in any competition until then.
The ‘Black Satellites’ beat England 2-1.
England’s Under-20 squad coach, David
lessons the Satellites

taught the colonial

better than when he stated i n a post-

match interview;
modern team

“They showed
they are’’.

us

what

a

By implication. Coach Burnside was
admitting that Ghana can ‘export’ modern
soccer lessons to England, which ironically
introduced the game to the then Gold Coast.
Of course, the Ghanaians performed so
creditably during this 90 minutes ofexciting
exchanges that they earned the admiration
of English fans some of whom cheered
them

clash of

contrasting styles. The
smallish yellow-shirted Ghanaians glued
the ball to the turf and adopted short, manto-man passes, laced with eye-catching
interpositional play.
A report noted; “The team's passes looked
as though they had been programmed by a
It

was a

computer

-

so

perfect

were

they in every

was manifest in
when they won the

impressive form

Mauritius earlier

African
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Ayew Pele, who

names

like

recently
transferred from Marseille to Lyon of France
was

and twice voted African Footballer of the
Y ear as well
most

Anthony Yeboah, one of the
prolific goalscorers in the German
as

Bundesliga.
were favourites to qualify for the
Cup finals in the United States next
year but failed at the last hurdle against
Algeria.
This jolted her national pride and brought
the collective dream of Ghanaians crashing.
In football management, planning is
everything. The Ghanaians are now
beginning to plan for 1998. Fortunately,
their Under-20 squad provides them with a

Ghana

World

on

which to build the future

Pele: Ghana and Lyon France.
of the year.

Twice voted African footballer
teams

have been moulded

on

the

typical

Brazilian school of soccer, hence their

overwhelming success.
Currently, most of the players are young,
notably multi-millionaire midfielder, Nii
Odartey Lamptey who features alongside
other team mates, Isaac Asare and Yaw

Preko, all feature for Anderlecht in Belgium.
Barnes are in Germany for Leverkusen while

Italian club Torino has also
Mohammed

captured
Gargo, Emmanuel Duah and

Osei Kuffour.

Virtually all the young players have been
contracts by European teams for
their splendid performances.
Unfortunately, the Black Stars, the national
awarded

They are also helped by the fact that the
major assignments facing Ghana between
now and the target year lend themselves to
the dove-tailing of a five-year development
plan with the long-term objective of building
a strong team capable of making an
impressive debut in the 1998 World Cup
finals in France.
The current ‘Satellites’

squad is therefore
kept together and systematically
groomed through periodic training camps
interspersed with international matches.
The qualifying series for the Olympic
Games (Atlanta ‘96) are due to begin late in
1994 and will take just over a year to end.
With the average age of the Satellites now at
18, by 1996, it will be just below the
maximum of 23 allowed for eligibility to
participate in the games.
The 1996 African Cup of Nations finals is
scheduled for Kenya and its qualifying series
due to open in 1994 after the World
Cup.Ghana is bent on getting a strong and
cohesive team to go through the qualifying
rounds of both Kenya ‘96 and Atlanta ‘96
to

be

senior team, have not made the

detail”.
Their

Abedi Ayew

Others like Dan Addo and Emmanuel

on.

The Black Stars boasts dreaded
Abedi

‘Black Stars’.

Bumsidecould not have described the soccer

masters

trophy after winning it a record

three times.

solid basis

It

tournament.

Nations

on

competition prior to their

anticipated | after which they will plunge straight into the
impact on world football. Apart from
qualifying rounds for France ‘98 World
conquering Africa four times and having
Cup.*
permanent pssession of the Africa Cup of i SAMUELSARPONGisafreelancejoumalistin Accra.
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CLASS, ETHNICITY AND RACE
Bernard Magubane

discussing class, ethnicity and race, it is
important, as it were, to begin at the
beginning. Every human person is the result
of sexual activity between a man and woman. In
some communities the preferred mates are third
cousins and in others members of groups that
may not be related by blood ties. Once sexual
relations are solemnized, mating partners
constitute unions of families, which may be

I

n

nuclear or extended, and these families can grow

into clans, and clans into tribes and tribes into
nations. In each of these units, individuals assume

appropriate identities and solidarities. These
groups do not exist in a vacuum; nor are they
fixed or unchanging. On the contrary, human
groups exist in a state of constant flux, change
and growth depending on the way in which they
appropriate the products of nature.
This paper will attempt to address thequestion:
at which point does class, ethnicity and race
become sociological issues that generate conflict
and mayhem? Whether one is thinking of the
family, clan, tribe or nation, the essence of being
human is sociability, i.e., interaction with others
in a manner that is mutually beneficial and
supportive of one another. In their studies of
humans overtime, anthropologistclassify human
communities in terms of the ways they appropriate
the products of nature: into hunter-gather,
farming, slave based farming, feudal,
commercial-feudal, capitalist, etc. The majority
of hunter-gather societies known to modem
anthropologist, carry out some form ofintergroup
combat in which warriors play at warfare, which
might result in injury and death. But acquisition
of additional territory through rout and
annihilation of the 'enemy' was not part ofjoining
'battle'. It was only after the advent agriculture
that warfare became a means for acquiring more
territory and eventually slaves. Rousseau (quoted
by Cameron 1977: 330): says that:

In truth it may

be said that the bourgeois
ruling sectors ofnations need the national
question in its inflamedforms as means of
retaining their control. The arousing of
nationalism, the use ofnationalist slogans,
the appeal to the loyalties on the basis of
race, or colour or even religion are
standard devices for capitalist
governments to bring about national unity
in support of policies or aims that may
have nothing to do with the interests ofthe
great majority of the people (Pomaroy
1988: 17).

Having usurped land (a 'free gift of nature to
humanity') landlords would exact rent as tribute
for

first man who, having enclosed a
piece of ground, bethought himself of
saying "This is mine", and found people
simple enough to believe him, was the
real founder

of civic society. From how
horrors and misfortune might not
any one have saved mankind, by pulling
up the stakes, or filling up the ditch, and
crying to hisfellows: "Beware oflistening
to this impostor; you are undone if you
once forget that the fruits of the earth
belong to us all, and the earth itself to
nobody".
many
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it.

would be difficult to understand class,
or race,

unless

we

ethnicity

consider the context in which

these

categories manifest themselves, i.e.
and time. It is thus
important to remind ourselves that for thousands
of years human society was organised into nonantagonistic groups, i.e. it was not based on
principles of exploitation of direct producers of
material values by owners of the means of
production. Indeed in classless society there
circumstances in space

were no owners

in such

and non owners. Men and women

society decided for themselves when
and how long they would work on a particular
day, what they would work at or indeed if they
would work at all. As Harris (1991: 101) puts it:
a

People did what they had to do, hut the
of it was not laid by
someone else... Earth, water, plants and
game were commonly owned. Every man
and woman held title to an equal share of
where and when

at which point does ciass, ethnicity and
race become socioiogicai issues that
generate conflict and mayhem?

nature.

The

split of society into antagonistic classes

thus took place with the advent of private property

Emergence of Private Property
Private property was not only responsible for
and other social evils associated today with

war

class, ethnic and race conflict, but it also corrupted
and
"It

psychologically distorted human relations.

now

what

became the interest of

they really

men to

in land. At its core, class refers to a material
circumstance: the

inequality of human beings
standpoint of the ownership or lack of
the means of subsistence, with resulting
inequalities in social power. As a result.
from the

appear

To be and to seem
became (sic.) two totally different things; and
from this distinction sprang insolent pomp and
cheating trickery, with all the numerous vices
that go in their train" {ibid.) The emergence of
classes and the practice of warfare would be
responsible for the emergence of wide-spread
complex of "us" and "them" and the supremacists
were not.

notions that characterise the attitude of victors to
the

The

access to

of any groups or communities of people, of any
'we' groups, isolated and unopposed to others. It

vanquished. History is full of examples of
populations divided into camps: "us" the rulers
and "them" the vanquished and ruled. Whether
this leads to a collective psychology, e.g. class,
ethnic or racial chauvinism has long been an
object of study andcontroversy. Marx in Capital
(vol. 1) says: "Since he comes into the world
neither with a looking glass in his hand, nor as a
Fichtian philosopher to whom 'I am I' is sufficient,
man first sees and recognises himself in other
men. Peter only establishes his own identity as
man by first comparing himself with Paul as
being of like". (1965: 52).
That is, neither history nor ethnography know

Ifthrough out the centuries every political
of unequal political
rights, it was because exploiting classes
preserved rights for themselves which
they denied to others, as slaves owners,
denied rights to slaves, or feudal lords
denied rights to the serfs, and capitalist in
the early phases ofcapitalist development
limited the franchise to themselves, and
the coloniser denied rights to the
colonised. Political philosophers, most
of whom come from the same class as the
exploiters, tried to make out that the denial
of rights of slaves was a consequence of
some people being unfitted by nature to
exercise the rights of superior classes.
Similarly, racist theoreticians tried to
argue that natural differences in skin
colour are differences which render
persons with white skin alone capable of
exercising political rights (Conforth 1968:
system was a system

285-286).
35
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era,

and The Colonial Situation

that

The rise of capitalism
comers

Englishmen and Irishmen were
separated from one another by
irreconcilable differences not only of
religion and culture, but, above all,

and its spread to the four

of the world for the first time created the

The
and
relationships raised to a higher level the duality:
"we" and "they" in class relations that are the
essence of capitalist social relations of
productions. For instance indentured convicts,
and other surplus populations from England were
brought to the West Indies colonies to work in
the sugarcane plantations the British bourgeoisie
was creating. These were .soon to be joined by

world economy dominated by Europeans.
universal all embracing economic ties

African slaves, and

following emancipation by

Indian and Chinese indentured labourers. From
now on,

the world economy became a domain

that OTHER which

would

of

Harvey (1989: 104) .says

necessarily be rendered opaque and

all of which reflected the conviction

temperament.
Within the spectrum

of Anglo-Saxon racial
clearly better to be English and
working class than to be Irish and working class.
hubris, it

was

For the Irish

on

the other hand, it was more

important to be white than black. The experience
of Jews, like that of the Irish is al.so informative.

European treatment of the Jews as the other
is legendary. For these reasons questions of
class, ethnicity, race and racism requires deeper
probing. Class, ethnicity and race exist at many
levels. The history of class based society is
replete with ethnic and religious hatred: this is
true in Africa, Asia, Europe and in pre-Columbian
The

potcntiallyandunknowabicbyvirtueof fetishism

America.

exchanges. He adds that the colonised
peoples, minorities (Blacks, Chicanos), women,
etc. who could be readily conceptualised as the

At what point then does European or white
supersede being English, Irish, German, French,

of market

ethnicity, gender and race with all manner
of invidious result. Indeed while capitalism did
not invent the OTHER, it certainly made use of
and promoted race and ethnic divisions in highly
race

rather than

being the consequence of difference, as social

in modern society, they are actively
constituted by the manner in which
they were historically politicised in the process
of capitalist development. In the context of a
colonial situation one need not be "green", "red",
"yellow", or "black", to be constituted as the
processes

shaped

or

OTHER and therefore to suffer 'racial'

exploitation and oppression. In this regard, the
"racialised" exploitation and oppression of the
Irish following their colonisation by the English
is instmetive. The allusion to the colonised
as

'white

Irish

negroes' points up to vital ingredient in

the dialectic of class and race. Li ke A fricans

the

double indictment in the
English scheme of things ... they werejudged to
Irish

were

cursed by a

be low-class members of an inferior race

...

the

Celtic. As Lewis Curtis Jr. (1971: I) puts it:
The allusion to "white negroes"point up

ingredient in the cluster of
prejudices which operated so pervasively
in Great Britain against not only Irishmen
hut Negroes and othernon-Anglo-Saxons
whose assumed inferiority was even less
open to dispute or qualification. These
prejudice were continually being
reinforced by a number of assumptions
and axioms about the physical and mental
traits of mankind. In the case of the Irish
there were many slurs and aspersions on
the tips ofBritish tongues in the Victorian
to a

36

vital

-

English, German and Jew, and whatever
white nationality seeks refuge in this land
all

-

can

combine. All will be welcome

(quoted Hancock 1968: 36)
Assimilation of various

European ethnic

groups whoconstituted themselves in white settler
colonies as Americans, Australians, Canadians,
New Zealanders, Rhodesians, and South Africans
meant their acceptance of'universal whiteness',
along with tacit acknowledgement of ones
prepared role in thechoreography of race relations
of these white settler states (cf. Ball op. cit ). In

of those who

with

and

by the British, French, Portuguese,

Spaniards, etc. There European immigrants of
many ethnic, language, and nationalities learned
to suppress differences, and to adopt a generic
European or white identity. General Smuts
understood this very well when he said that:
The whole meaning ofthe Union of South
Africa is this. We are going to create a
nation
a nation which will be of
composite character, including Dutch,

South Africa, universal whiteness (in the presence

OTHER would lead to the conflation of class

stmetured ways.
That is class, ethnicity

colonised

...

point does one's complexion

at what

become

a

scientific' index of 'virtue'

being black' an index of vice'.

and

> '

being an
supersede being Kenyan, Tanzanian,
Zimbabwean, etc.'.' At what point does being
'white' mean distancing from 'black', 'yellow',
etc. That is at what point does one's complexion
become a 'scientific' index of 'virtue' and being

etc.

or

indeed, at what point docs

African

'black'

an

index of'vice'. In a recent United States

question was asked: "What race do you
belong to?" It yielded 189 million respondents
(76 percent) who identified themselves as 'white
non-Hispanic'. According to Edward Ball
(Village Voice. May 18, 1993)...

census, a

-

The little qualifier non contains
multitudes. It demonstrates how white

people only appear after subtraction. The
cultural markings of every one else are
spun out,
statistical

separated, and identified in

centrifuge, leaving only pure
whites. White people in other words, don't
exist. Until they come up against
difference. "Yo! Mr Pointde.xter!" When
did whites

come

into the world? The

are

identified in the statistical

centrifuge of non white or non Europeans) would
transcend clan,

ethnicity and nationality which
plagued and continue to plague the history of
Europe as the British/Irish, Basques/Spanish
and the Yugoslavia imbroglio exemplifies.
I n the high noon of imperialism, the governing
class who constitute all white people as superior
had

to all

so-called non-white

people believed that

white'

inferiority, especially "black"
inferiority was a more or less permanent state of
affairs; the result of biological force above and
beyond the power of even Christian missionary
zeal to civilise the 'natives'. African inferiority,
in particular, was seen as a function of generic
black physical make-up, which, in turn
represented the conjunction of so-called black
mental and physical breeding as bred in the
tropical African situation. Africans whether in
slavery or in the continent cou Id no more change
their station vis-a-vis whites, as they can change
the colour of their skins. This stigma would
affect even the offspring of black and white,
even if they only had one-tenth of 'black' blood.
Thomas Huxzley (Darwin's bulldog) and one
'non

of the most learned scientists of his time believed:

It may

be quite true

better than
rational

some

some

white

Negroes
men;

but

are
no

cognizant of the facts,
believes that the average Negro is the
man

question is not archeological, or white
supremacist, as it sounds. When was the
first time the Europeans, faced with
otherness, looked at each other and said,
"We're white"? (p. 26)

equal, still less the superiorofthe average
white man. And if this is true, it is simply

To answer the question requires some
understanding of the history of the last 500 years.
Universal whiteness became a reality in areas

prognostic relative has a fairfield and no
favour, as well as no oppressor, he will he
able to compete successfully with his

incredible that, when all his (social}
are removed, and our

disabilities

Sapem July, 1993
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bigger-brained and .smaller-ja wed ri val,
in

a

contest

1991: 7).

about attitude of
English propertied class to the Irish applies
even more toward the attitude of the imperial
What Curtis Jr (19: 104) .says

the

ruling class towards the African:
Among the established and propertied
classes in England such relatively new

expressions as natural selection, the

struggle for existence, and Spencer's
famous ph rase "the survi val ofthefittest"
meant .something less impersonal or
abstract than competition in a state of
nature. Perceptive Victorians recogni.sed
in these terms the dynamics of class
struggle. So too did the Marxists. Social
Darwinism was the ideological result —
some would call it perversion -ofapplying
the .so-called law of the jungle or the
mechanisms of natural .selection to man,
or rather to men groujyed together in
families, cla.s.se.s, nations, empires and
races. The Eenians seemed to be so "red
in tooth and claw"

because they were

allegedly Inspired by class hatred and
svere prepared to kill or he killed. English
journalists and cartoonists helped tofeed
the growing popular hysteria after IS6.^
bv depicting the Eenians and their
siieces.sors in the Land Ix'ague and other
Irish revolutionary societies as criminal
ape-men (or was it ape-like criminals?)
who de.served to he hanged or imprisoned

behind bars for life

like the monkeys and

apes at the zoo.
Facts of nature

sparked by the needs of
ideologies according to Barbara Fields (1990:
KKi) .sometimes acquire great power over people's
minds than facts of nature spawned by nature
itself. Thus some noblemen in Tsarist Russia
sincerely believed that their bones were
while serfs' bones were black!
This altcmpt to u.sc

white,

science to assign the Irish

eternal servitude, was

applied even more to

Africans both during and after slavery, especially
when Africa

was

colonised and exploited by

Eiuropeans. Black people by .some strange logic
became the sons of Ham, cur.sed to ever lasting

missing link or
transitional species in between 'men' and apes.
F>or exploiters of African slaves, the fact that
Africans were of darker hew was wonderful.
Whereas in Rome, slaves could not be readily
identified as could later African slaves in the
Americas.When a bill was introduced into the
Roman Senate to decree a distinguishing dress
for slaves, it was defeated on the grounds that it
would reveal (o the slaves how great was their

servitude

Saim

m

or

From the

which is to be carried on by

thoughts and not by bites (quoted Harris

became the

Jtii.Y, I99,J

s

number (cf Cameron

what could and what could not be done to

1971: 197).

the lower classes

Oihering of the .slavc.s in Rome, the
colonial

do with one's colour, nor is it an idea

experience, ritualised as
of behaviour or systematised as
common law- but always liable to be put

that can

plausibly imagined to lead an eternal life of its
Race can only be understood in terms of its
ideological u.scs. For the Irish, 'race' was used to
justify their colonisation and exploitation by the
English and for the Africans, it was used to
justify slavery and imperial colonisation, and
has been subject to change as the Irish and
Africans struggled for emancipation. Indeed
Disraeli in his novel Sybil described English
society as made up of two nations: the rich and
the poor whose social status was as alien as that

rules

be

again on the tablefor negotiation or
ring for combat. Each new
increment offreedom that lower classes
regarded as their due represented the
provisional outcome ofthe last round in a
continuing boxing-match and established
the fighting weights of the contenders in

own.

of two races. That is racecan be used as ametaphor
for class.

Virginia 'free born' English man,
lily white as they were, as indentured servants
became in the words of Edmund S. Morgan
'machines to make tobacco for some body'.
In colonial

once

into the

the next round (ibid).

Similarly, it was the historical struggles of the
back to the siave
revolts that ultimately led to the passage of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 in the United States and
similar struggles against white settler .states like
Kenya, Zimbabwe and now in South Africa that
African-Americans dating

would lead to the creation of states where 'race'

criteria for political participation.
question in these
societies remain unresolved, i.e. the unequal
is

...

the

people who become slaves, or

who become colonised were not

enslaved because of their colour and
race,

but were the victims of conquest.

Virginia Fields (1990) reminds us "was a profit
seeking venture and no one stood to make a profit
growing tobacco by democratic methods. Only
those who could force large numbers of people to
work tobacco for them stood to get rich during
the tobacco boom. Neither white skin nor English
nationality protected servants from the gros.sest
forms of brutality and exploitation. The only
degradation they were spared was perpetual
enslavement along with their issue in perpetuity,
the fate that eventually befell the descendants of
Africans".
As

we

have

.seen,

the Greeks and Romans

enslaved people of theirown

'race' and the law in

England provided for the enslavement of
vagabonds, and the English bourgeoisie
considered no brutality too extreme in bringing
to heel the suppo.scdly savage and undoubtedly

Tudor

fair skinned Irish. The view that ethnic or

racial

solidarity overrides cla.ss does not hold water.
For example. Field reminds us that:
The freedoms of the lower-class
Englishmen, and the somewhat lesser

freedoms of lower-class Englishwomen,
were not gift of the English nobility,
tendered out of solicitude for people of
their own colour or nationality. Rather,
they emerged from centuries of day-today contest overt and covert, armed and
unarmed,

peaceable and forcible, over
Moral scruples about

where the limits lay.

nothing hut the

this collective

subjects, it should beobvious that race has nothing
to

were

shoulds and should nots distilled from

Irish and Africans as slave and as

no

longer

a

In the meantime, the class

distribution of wealth. To understand this is to
di.scoverand unlock the whole enormous hi.story
as an ideology in the service of the
exploiting classes and the ideology of nationalism
as the emancipatory ideology of the oppressed.
Here Lenin's distinction between reactionary
nationalism of the oppressor and the oppressed is
apposite.
Whereas racism is a system of discourse and
representation that tries to expel the 'inferior'
symbolically to the margins of society,
nationalism draws the attention of the oppressed
who might be divided by ethnic language
differences, of thcircommoncondition and builds
solidarity across ethnic and class lines. In this
regard. Pan Africanism is an interesting
phenomenon. As Walter Rodney puts it: "It was
not simply a unity of colour it [was] also a unity
of common condition", that lay behind the spirit
of Pan Africanism (quoted by Pietese 1988: 17).
The point that needs emphasis is that the
people who become slaves, or who become

of racism

colonised

were not

enslaved because of their

colour and race, but were the

victimsof conquest.

people became victims as well as
black people, whites were enslaved as well. In
classical antiquity, i.e. in Greece and Rome the
majority of slaves were white and thus we find
intellectuals like Aristotle writing treatise to
justify enslavement. Aristotle for instance, simply
argues that 'some' people including women were
born to be slaves. Cicero, according to Fields
(1990), had a dim view of slaves from Britain
who were considered to be excessi vely stupid. 1 n
Since white

these circumstances, racism would have been
useless

as a

justification. Therefore, in ancient
.J7

society exploitation and oppression found other
justifications - cultural chauvinism, not race.

message was: ifafter the war South Africa was to
be a "white man's" country, there would be a

danger in basing the
African

the

Slavery and

dominion

Origins of Modern Racism

race, and man
be the scientific view of life, the basis of human

on

progress” Pearson asserted, made obvious that
and permanent civilisation can be
slave labour, why an inferior race
doing menial labour for superior race can give no
stable community". The solution'.’ Where
humanitarians sought to liberate slaves, Pearson's
'science' sought to eliminate them or at least to
push them out of the path of 'white civilisation'.
We shall never have a healthy social slate
in South Africa until the white man
replaces the dark in the fields and in the
mines, and thus pushed hack towards the
equator. The nation organisedfor struggle
must be homogenous whole, not a mixture
of superior and inferior races. For this
reason every new land we colonise with
white men is a source offood and mineral

skin colour occurred, according to Barbara Fields,

"no strong
built upon

in the British

colony of Virginia. Even there,
racism as an ideology took time to Jell. Thus
from 1619to 1661, African slaves enjoyed rights
that their free descendants in the 19th century
could not dreamof. It required the systematisation
of

slavery by the enactment of the codes for
discriminating against African and people of
African descent for racism

official

to become an

ideology of white supremacy.
For the planter class, whose wealth depended
on the exploitation of slave labour, it became
important to find an excuse for extending the
terms of slavery. And the Virginia Assembly set
about with a vengeance concocting scheme
between 1650 and 1670. How

the schemes

were

concocted?

According Fields (1990: 107):
historians can actually observe colonial
Americans in the act of preparing the ground for
race-based slavery. A law enacted in the colony
of Maryland in 1664 established the legal status
of slavery for life and experimented with
assigning the slave condition after the condition
of the father. That experiment was soon dropped
because paternity is always ambiguous whereas
maternity is not. "Slave holders eventually
recognised the advantage of a different
unambiguous role of descent, one that would
guarantee to owners all off-springs of slave
women

by slave

men

^

^

wealth, but it is not an element ofstability

community, and must ever he
regarded with grave anxiety by our
statesman (p. 47-48).
The grand dream of Pearson was a white
English republic of South Africa which, along
to

with the white dominions of Au.stralia,
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the two characteristics

being unknowable, the migrant
comes to be seen as being beneath understanding
as being intrinsically sub-human. What he is
paid to do is now seen to the white worker rcfiect
what he is an inferior social being. Here a fatal
and racist equation has been made (cf. Berger
and Hohri 1975: 139-141).
The differential, harsh and super exploitative
treatment of black migrant workers and of the
entire African population meets the analysis
given by Lenin of the relations between workers
of the oppressed and oppressor nation. This is
how Lenin posed the question:

hi

.1

.

-

fused. From

.

industry had many advantages for the white
settlers.This.so-callcd non-white labourwould
(1901). The address was 'prompted by the
\ be made cheap and the political benefits were
difficulties the English
imperial forces were 1
^
..I enormous. Afncansfromdiffereniethnicgroups,
,

moment of decision

..u

Asian labour in the plantations and

.

KarlPearsondeliveredanaddressinNewCastle:

National

differences as secondary. This
unity they argued was necessary for their
emancipation and social progress. But the
potential convenienceofcthnically divided labour
for the capitalist class lay preci.sely in the fact
that this theoretical truth was overlaid daily and
disguised by cxperienceofdifferential treatment.
The white worker saw the African migrant
worker in an "inferior" position. What he saw
and heard emphasised how the African migrant
was different. Different to the point of
being
unknowable. "Imperceptibly - there was no
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theology, and its advocates wrote treatise
after treatise arguing that white races were
becomingdommantbecausethey
were naturally
®
superior,
and that the elimination of infenor
^
races from areas they occupied would create
.

.

.

n,

„i

new
^

in terms of their class interest, and to teach them
to see their ethnic

,

o

.

Social Darwinism became

.

,

,

n

.

^

.

found. Black unskilled labour was recruited all
Southern Africa up to the 22nd parallel,
Prior to that, and in order to provide English
settlers in Natal who were developing sugarcane
plantations, with cheap labour the British
government recruited Indian indentured
labourers, following the Boer War Chinese
indentured labour was brought to the
Witwatersrand to supply cheap labour for the
goldmines while schemes were being worked to
bring African labour under tight control.
The use of African divided by ethnicity, and

intoanaturallawofnature-hencetheemergence
ofscientific

.

•

as individuals, but as groups. As
they could be arranged in the structure of
mining to achieve maximum fragmentation in
every scale: wages,jobtype,job security, housing,
social standing etc. Thus each ethnic group would
be taught to see itself as being in competition
with other ethnic groups. Marxist trade union
backers tried to organise these migrant workers

sueh

over
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^

be elaborated and made

^
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,
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,

o

spoke different
languages, practiced different customs, and had
different short term interests. They were easily

labour was recruited from England, Europe and
everywhere in the while world where It could be

labour following the abolition of slavery
,

,

,

,

•

•

,

^

.

c

•

^

^
Empire, racism had become an established,
systematic, and conscious justification tor the
most brutal forms of exploitation of colonial
labour. The continued need to exploit black
.

•

v

^

conquered and incorporated into the British
.

i

discovery of diamonds and gold. The South
Amcanlabourmarketexhibitsallmannerofclass,
ethnicand race mixingandcIeavages.FoIlowing
^
the development ot diamonds and gold, skilled

•

Bytheendofthe ISthcenturywhenSouth Africa
...

^

It now remains for me 10 say a few words about
class and ethnicity in South Africa since the
,

ideologywasstilhntheproccssofbeinBformed.

^

.

,

.

^

Canada,

Anglo-Saxon

an

greater England with a parliament in London.

So, by the end of the century, racism, as an

was

our

New Zealand would form

(ibid)

.

against

race

The first clear evidence of racism based

of the new
"struggle of
against man - if this

economy
'Kaffir' labour. The

on

and Chinese, and Indian labour

2.

a

larger percentage of workers become 'straw
bosses' than is the case in the oppressed
nations, a larger percentage rise to the
labour aristocracy. This is a fact. To a
certain degree the workerof the oppressor
nations arc partners of their own bourgcoisie in plundering the workers (and the mass
of the population) of the oppressed nations.
Politically, the difference is that, compared with the workers of the oppressed
nations, they occupy a privileged position
Sapem July, 1993

spheres of political life.
Ideologically, orspiritually, the difference
is that they are taught at school and in life,

in many

3.

of the workers of the
oppressed nations. Thus all along the line
there are differences in objective reality,
i.e. 'dualism' in the objective world that is
independent of the will and consciousness

disdain and contempt

of the individuals.

migrant workers in the South
industry who were seen as
intrinsically inferior by white workers, and
therefore as occupying a ‘legitimate’ inferior
position in society served toconfirm the principle
that a racial h ierarchy - of one ki nd or other - was
justified and inevitable. The white working class,
The

use

of

African mining

and indeed some black

workers, in terms of their

Mozambique
the
ethnocentric claim that social inequality is finally
an expression of natural inequality. Thus for
Berger and Mohr (1975: 140):
attitudes to African workers from

and other African countries came to accept

The famous bourgeois demand for
Equality with which the bourgeoisie first
challengedfeudalism andabsolutism was
a demand for artificial inequalities to be
abolished, so that nature should be
allowed to work freely according to its
own laws. Natural inequality instead of
artificial equality.
That is, in the specific conditions of South
Africa, capitalism, instead of producing a
homogenous labour force, it encouraged and
strengthened ethnic division. The state of South
Africa, through legislation and differential
rewards found many ways to preserve and adapt
to its fundamental trajectory particularistic
qualities of labour power. This provided the

exploitation.
capitalist to keep labour under
control and to undercut its bargaining power.
This differential exploitation of divided labour
played a fundamental mediating influence on the
production of class consciousness and social
awareness. It typically feeds, among privileged
means

for differential forms of

This enabled the

workers

a

trade union consciousness, and

anticipatory socialisation to the middle class
strata. Thus in South Africa today problems of
unemployment and poverty, which, with demise
of apartheid have emerged among black and
white workers, only elicit conflict within labour,
rather than conllict between capital and labour.
Capitalist fervour conflicts which use ethnicity
or gender for jobs. That is, it is in the interest of
the capitalist to transform conflicts between itself
and labour into conflict

within labour. Such

racially based conflicts are favourable
to the perpetuation of the capitalist social order.
The recrudescence of ethnicity and/or
nationalism today in multi-ethnic states must be

ethnic

seen

or

in the context of the kind of historical forces

SapemJuly. 1993

The so-called “hlack-on-black” violence is a result

apartheid.

of the evil genius of

Pic.: guy ADAMS

for di fferential

unemployment within the general
population. Ethnic and racial conflict always
become more pronounced in situations of
discrimination as a form of 'practical politics'.
Like national chauvinism it is highly variable
over space and time. In South Africa following

inferiority' of black workers reduced its own
capacity for economic equality. It fragmented
itself and lost its own political identity, (cf.
Berger and Mohrj.a

the formation of the United Democratic Front

Berger John & Mohr Jean, (1975), A Seventh
Man: The Story ofMigrant Workers in Europe.
Harmondsworth, Middlesex, Penguin Books.
Cameron K. N., (1977), Humanity and Society:
A History.
Mothly Review Press, New York. Curtis Perry
L. (Jr.) (1971), Apesand Angles: The Irish
Victorian Curicutrol. City of Washington;
Conforth Mourice, (1968), The Open Philosophy
and the Open Society.

(UDF) and its challenge to the dominant position

Organisation in Natal, there
assassination of UDF members,

of Inkatha Cultural
was a

who

spate of

were

'black

on

Zulus. It

was

then that

one

heard of

black' violence. With the release of

Nelson Mandela from 27 years of imprisonment,

and the tremendous enthusiasm this release

generated, suddenly the whole of the
Witwatersrand was engulfed in fracyticidial
violence. Then as suddenly the conflict assumed
in the eyes of pundits an ethnic cast if they were
charitable or tribal sentiments. That is, it became
a

Xhosa-Zulu conflict and the ANC became a

Xhosa

organisation. Now of course we know

better!
For the malicious

gods of capitalism, history

provided a priceless gift in racial, ethnic and/or
gender difference in the work force. In the case
of 'race' the skin colour was made an index of

social

standing. It became a factor and an

instrument used for perpetuating and intensifying

African

exploitation and oppression. In South

was cultivated with all the
ingenuity known to the evil minds of the racist
state. This principle was extended to create
hatreds among the ethnically divided working
class by the evil genius of apartheid, which

Africa, racism

created so-called ethnic states or bantustans.
The white

working class by accepting the 'natural
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NATIONALISM, NATION STATE AND ETHNICITY
SOME THEORETICAL REFLECTIONS'
Henning Melber
the midst of Algeria's long and bloody
fight for national liberation. Frantz Fanon
acknowledged in the late 1950s, that there
might be contradictions between a 'national
n

I

consciousness' and the social motives of

a

complete 'people’s mobilisation'. The national
movement, he predicted, would end in a fragile
form without content. For him the misery of
nationalism and the weakness of

a

nationalist

nation-state.'’ So much on the general

theoretical

background and framework.
Colonial Boundaries and

Ethnicity

Nationalist movements in the 2()th century are
characterised by a historic situation markedly
different from the factors

constituting the

emergence of nationalism and nation-states in
Western Europe during the late IXth and 19ih

such

as

the orientation of the anti-colonial

stmggle on a particularly, colonially defined and
stmetured territory.
The colonial case normally was confronted
with the constellation, that the constmciion of a

continuity in terms of stale was not applicable.
With very few exceptions, anti-colonial
movements had to

boundaries, which

orientate at those colonial

so

often have been criticised

deliberate and artificial. The constitution of

ideology was by no means the doubtful privilege
of the European colonisers and members of the
master-race.^ His deep insight into forthcoming
social processes and transformations, which he
himself never had to witness due to his untimely
death even before Algeria's formal independence,
is not only underlined by the collapse of the
commando economies in the Eastern European
countries and the consequent centrifugal
tendencies in terms of ever more particular subnationalist emerging. Evidence offer also the
ruins of former Yugoslavia and the numerous
(hollow) populist nationalist meanwhile

century. The combination of national superiority

as

with the

post-colonial state based (at least on the African
and Asian contincnt)c.sscntially on the acceptance

perspectives of an industrial-capitalist
development became increasingly
precarious, the more the world was li nked towards
strong, industrialised nation-states or fell directly
under their spheres of interest and influence.
model of

and

immunity of these border lines drawn around
during the colonial era. In

territorial entities

Latin America, where decolonisation and state

formation took

place more than acentury before,
changes in territorial
boundaries took place by means of wars between
the now formally independent states. The
sometimes drastic

The actual turn towards nationalism
often took

place only after the
perspective was

internationalist

frustrated,

met limitations, such

definition of these states
neither

as

'nations', however,

rational than

as

was

the orientation of the anti-colonial

nor

discredited in most of the so-called Third World

struggle on a particularly, colonially

countries.

defined and structured

homogeneity and solidarity among themselves.
With very few exceptions, therefore, postcolonial states do not offer convincing evidence
for an ethnically determined, state-centered
nationalism. Such exceptions might include
specific products of colonial rule, where
especially in the case of British indirect rule precolonial state-formation not only became
conserved, but even more so thoroughly
transformed and modernised. This applies to a

or

territory.

Among the more important (although not so
widely acknowledged) insights offered so far
into the critical debate

on

nationalism,

are

those

of the late Nicos Poulantzas. His theoretical

thoughts concerning capitalist/bourgeois state
formation and structures
shows - like others such

as

are

still relevant. He

Hobsbawn^

-

that the

phenomenon 'nation' grows into a new dimension
and quality in the context of emerging capitalist
(nation) states. 'Territory', (seen as the spatial
component) as well as 'tradition' and 'history' as
components of time, enter a new interrelated
combination, resulting finally in the specific
new

type of "invention of

tradition"'' and

"imagined communities",'
As Poulantzas has pointed out already, prior
to these essential new analyses, the relations
between territory and time/tradition/history
constitute the 'modem' nation. The capitalist
state draws the border lines by constituting (and
defining) what is inside its boundaries - namely
people and nations - and consolidates this
inferiority (also by means of internalisation
through social norms and values, last but not
least however materially in terms of a legal
apparatus designed accordingly and following
the defined criteria). The national unity, says
Poulantzas, becomes the historicity of a territory,
the territorialisation of history, while the national
tradition of a territory materialise within the
40

Among probably the most important of the
of resistance against this sy.stcm,
provoked by old and new dependencies, were
during the 20th century the anti-colonial ones.
They reacted towards the further expansion of
the direct spheres of domination especially of
Western European nation states in overseas
territories. Their colonial systems explicitly
denied the constitutional equality to the colonised
population, in marked contrast to the formal
equality offered to citizens within their own
new movements

nation states.
Anti-colonial movements as a result, emerged

did

more

anywhere else,

it offer their inhabitants

more

certain extent to Lesotho and Swaziland, less .so
of Botswana in the Southern
at the

region, but certainly

Persian-Arabian Gulf

or to

Brunei. In

thesccases, "indirect rule" included the conscious
selection of ruling groups
of traditions to

and the reconstruction
legitimise their dominance.

Where anti-colonial movements had

a

indirect conflict with features and

phenomena of
a nationalism developed in Western Europe. It
would be erroneous, however, to equate anticolonial movements with nationalism. Quite
contrary, a number of anti-colonial movements
originally had a genuine internationalist
perspective. This applies i.e. for the anti-colonial
resistance movement in Indonesia early this
century, but also for the orientation towards the
colonial power as the common enemy in the
early stagesof the national liberation movements
in the former Portuguese colonies in Africaduring

they had their point of
reference normally in the existing colonial
boundaries of a so defined territory. This also
applied for such movements, which under the
misleading claim of representing a national
organisation clearly articulated ethnically defined
ambitions. A prominent example for such cases
has been the FNLA in Angola: Its ethnic basis
were without doubt the Bakongo. Thei r settlement
area includes not only the North of Angola, but
al.so the West of Zaire and bigger portions of
Congo. But FNLA leader Holden Roberto was

the 1950s. The actual turn towards nationalism

not

often took

leading political rule for the whole of Angola.
Ethnic affinity, however, very much so influenced

place only after the internationali.st
perspective was frustrated, or met limitations.

nationalist orientation,

bothered at all, to claim nevertheless the
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■

'developmcnialism' exercises and promises could
expectations of the
masses directed towards national independence.
This applies especially in those cases, in which
sovereignty was achieved only after long, bitter
and bloody struggles demanding serious
sacrifices from the people.

and determined hisstrategic alliance with dictator

often be located within the

neighbouring Zaire. This is one of the
more prominent examples of a group of a more
'tribalist' nature, which (mis-)used thecolonially
Mobutu in

its own

determined boundaries as definition for
field of activity as a

'nationalist' movement.

Nationalist movements in colonised societies

normally emerged within small circles and social
groups, who had specific experiences with
...

colonial

oppression and discrimination, but also

with modernisation. Often these were

students,

entities.

expectations aimed at receiving
by means of the minimum of
what states in other parts of the world offer to and
secure for their members: .security not only in the
sen.se of protection against physical violence
exerci.sed either by the (colonial) organs of state
The created

surprising, that these groups of mainly
intellectuals not only served as a point of departure
for the organisation of anti-colonial parties, but

the final reward

also as a framework for the formation of alliances
and strategic networks. These were later potential

agencies or the basic for operations
transition towards decolonisation

but also .security

securing access to decisive positions within
new

state

apparatus, thereby

gaining

opportunities for appropriation.’

Pc

The Invention of Tradition
The post-colonial situation is more demanding

regard to a national ideology. Post-colonial
face the problem of relating fixed points of
reference for their own existence, exceeding the
more or less incidental and arbitrary drawing of
border lines around certain territorial entities. In
some cases
especially in South East Asia,
Ethiopia, Mexico or Peru - attempts aimed at the
construction of more or less fragile lines of
tradition recurring to precolonial phenomena.
Independent of theircredibility, such legitimising

with

stales

-

attempts cannot remove or solve the problems of

diversity of different local and regional, often
ethnically defined definitions within the given
territory of the state. Next to the strategy, to
define 'minorities' and either oppress them or
compensate them by means ofoffering particular
rights, feature therefore exercises prominently,
which build an own identity and strengthen it
ideologically.
Such strategies were often applied in the posta

colonial

era

of African governments.

They

propagated specific 'national' ideologies, often
more or less serious claims of
'scx:ialism'. The Kenyan 'harambee', Tanzanian
'ujamaa' or the Zambian 'humanism' might serve
as such typical examples of designing an own
brand or label. More seriously have been the
conscious and deliberate - often explicitly

combined with

declared

-

efforts to constitute national identity

in the context of national wars

of liberation

-

following the slogan "to be born a nation" in the
process of a militant and military struggle." In
Sapem July, 1993

individual

representatives of such state power,
in the sen.seof a minimal material
living conditions. The inability of post-colonial
states, to achieve by means of successful
development strategies economic growth of the
desired and needed type to the benefit of the
majority of people, has questioned their
credibility: There is lack of the substantial basis
of such states as the legitimate representatives of
the imagined communities. As a result, in most
post-coloni al states on the conti nent, the attempts

or

to use the social

the

fact that anti-colonial

states also

very

for

a

notional' programme. Post-colonial
are still defined as national

a

originally started to organise themselves
abroad, in the colonial 'motherland', and finally
build up a national idoclogy with reference to
their common colonised home country. It is not
who

recruitment

it remains

movements first of all acted on basis of

ZIANA

African nationalists face historic
situations markedly different from those of
Western Europe during the emergence of
nationalism and nation states.
such cases, national cohesion was expected

and
supposed to be created within the struggle for
national liberation by means of a common hi.storic
experience share, which at the same time would
overcome regional differences. A step further
move concepts of national liberation struggles
taking into account and acknowledging the
competition between several 'national projects',
possibly becauseofdifferent orientations in terms
of 'class interests'.'* Into this category, falls the

to construct

and constitute a non-ethnic national

identity have ended in fundamental crisis if not
even failure completely.
In spite of this, it remains a fact that anticolonial movements first of all acted on basis of
a

'national' programme.

are

Post-colonial states also

sti II defined as national entities. It is therefore

admission that with the removal ofdirect 'national'

worthwhile to reflect and consider, for what

oppression, i.e. the unifying antagonisms and
contradictions shall bedisclo.sed. "'The definition
of nation as peaceful community in harmony
turns out as a dangerous illusion. Also because it
might well become the point of departure for
new oppression, which is now directed towards

reasons

the articulation of inncr-scKial confiicts.

opponent and enemy of the

the nation even

as an

obvious fiction has

played (and still continues to play) such a
prominent role.
Problems of

Nation-Building

The colonial state has not

only been the

anti-colonial and

nationalist movements. At the same time, it also

The Illusion of

Development

perspective promises the
colonised a hitherto denied acceptance as free
and equal citizens within a state. An 'imagined
community' of this type is by no means only
The national

fiction. Instead, it demands a more substantial

level, which realises also in material terms such
expectations forthe participants in such a national
project. This might be one of the driving forces
for a number of post-colonial states, to embark
so
vigorously upon a strategy of
'developmentalism'." The driving force for such

was the direct predecessor of those states, which
emerged after independence. The colonial state
formation in Africa was to a high degree a
"cultural project'"’. It had to do with the transfer
of administrative techniques and skills, political
processes, to secure the hegemony of the eolonial
power. As a model for both, the colonial as well
as the post-colonial state, therefore, served the
metropolitan state. This model, however, as was

indicated above, did not meet the different

social

conditions ofdevelopmentofstate and nation in
these countries.
41

Essential aspects that had been fought for and
secured within the metropolitan states only

Cabral, the President of the PA ICC, assassinated

were

in early

during the 20th century (especially the
constitutionally guaranteed participation of the
general population as formally equal citizens)

that there was therefore a need to distinguish
carefully between the (potentially destructive)
ethnic-tribal and (potentially constructive)
regional-cultural identities. The liberation
movement would have to acknowledge the
contradictory state of the cultural panorama and

had in the case of the colonics been denied

to

the

people outside of the settler communities. Such
a practice of exclusive rule over decades of
foreign domination resulted in a fatal historic
legacy. Not only was colonial rule oriented
towards the metropolis imposing the system;

to

1973, concluded in hisanalytical writings

assess

which

positive values should be

maintained.
In the situation of the anti-colonial

struggle.

liberation

struggle, can rely upon the social
polarisation established through the colonial
system of oppression. The political-cultural
tendency towards uniformity is therefore
complementary to the colonial strategy of'divide
a

and rule'. The

within

even more

radical confrontation

struggle of liberation led militarily,
a tendency.
The idealistic, voluntaristic over-emphasis of
nationalism must be seen in this light also as a
compensation for the missing material reality. It
a

increased and enforces such

Pic AIM
Delegates and guests at the oppostition Mozambique United Front (FUMO) national conference: In search of a collective identity.
defined already as national, the nation became
even worse, its dictatorial character and rigid
represents the desperate attempt to create the
the predominantly politically determined antisubstantial basis through the compensating
strategics of domination and oppression led
thesis to the colonial system of an ethnictowards infanlilisation of the population, the
ideological weapon of nationalism. This serves
creation of a subordinate culture of obcyance
as the idealistic motor
particularist apparatus of power designed and
forescape. Consequently,
directed by a white minority. Such a nationalism
and the adaptation to authorities.” These
aware of this
interrelationship and linkage we
is decisively based on the negation of foreign
dispositions and structures of personalities,
ought to define anew the dialectics of 'tribe' and
rule by the organisation of the liberation struggle,
created or at least decisively enforced during and
'nation' as symptoms of a material reality and
i.e. the 'national' liberation movement. Its
under colonial socialisation processes, left little
function of a political process. The anti-colonial
essential slogan appeals to the one nation in
room for open resistance, protest and revolt,
nationalist resistance turns against the
contrast to manyfold particular, especially
even less for the training and experiencing of
'tribalisation' of the colonised by means of
democratic behaviour.
'ethnically' oriented loyalties (the prominent demanding a 'nationalisation of the
In contrast and parallel to this process of
consciousness'.
slogan "one xyz, one nation" is a special case in
Resentments created or a least enforced by a
point). The myth ‘nation’ is thereby challenging
fostering the 'authoritarian character',
the colonially myth 'tribe'. The fiction of a
colonial 'tribalism', however, are not liquidated
particularist-regional. especially ethnic-tribal
unification and homogenisation of a territory's
identities were enhanced or even created in cases
simply through the mere existence of a national
where not being already available.''* Amilcar
population through a nation created by means of movement. Neither can they just be ignored nor
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'

declared

as

since 1780.

garbage and put aside to become

history of a past. Although such an approach has
very often been practised within decolonising
African societies, whose new rulers decided to
establish strictly organised hierarchial and
centralised Unitarian .states. Real experiences
nevertheless poi nt i nto a different direction. Social
conflicts of distribution after

independence in

many cases documented, that after the removal
of the negative point of reference, i.e. thecolonial

regime resulting in common rejection and
resistance, internal contradictions already
existing but being of a secondary nature for the
time of the anti-colonial struggle for liberation,
anew. In contrast to most other leaders
of national liberation movements, AmilcarCabral

emerged

For

post-colonial states on the African

continent (and more generally in socalled Third World regions) the

challenge lies, i.e. in the situation
characterised by a particular social

heterogeneity and a
resulting need for cohesion and
consensus not existing.
situation of

for cohesion and consensus not

Political-cultural factors have a

the post-colonial state's power
the national costume for
maintaining at least part of a loyalty and
legitimacy among the people, who have expected
more in terms of material well-being and social
equality. This is doomed to fail, however: If the
state should achieve a minimum of legitimacy as

that

response to
structure,

to use

can

be

a more

for the

8.

This is the

the interests and

they have to deal in much more detail

post-colonial states on the African
continent (and more generally in so-called Third
World regions) the challenge lies, i.e. in the
situation characterised by a particular social
situation of heterogeneity and a resulting need

on

the racist discourse see

especially

of the chapters in my volume Der
Weissheit letzter Schluss -Rassismus und

kolonialer Blick. Frankfurt/Main 1992. The

linkage between race and ethnicity, howhad to be ignored for the context of

ever,

the arguments

3.

1990, pp. 55-58.
Crawford Young,

"The African Colonial
Legacy". In: Donald
Rothchild/Naomi Chazan (eds). The Precarious Balance, State and Society in AfState and its Political

rica. Boulder/London 1988, pp.

13.

Cf. Robert Fatton Jr., "Liberal

25-66.

Democracy

in Africa". In: Political Science Quarterly,

Vol. 105,1990, pp.
14.

Welt'",

some

2.

12.

455-473.

Zivilisationsgut". In: Peripherie, Vol. 5,

ism

For
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ofAfrican Political
Economy, No. 50, 1991, pp. 79 - 91; and
The Pitfalls of the Debate on Democracy.
I n ifda dossier. No. 79, October/December

Tanzania". In: Review

partsofajoint essay entitled "Nationalismus

Zivilgesellscluift,FranV.futtJMa\n 1993. For
the particularimpact of European national-

Rwanda

succinctly formulated critique of

results of our concerted efforts. It follows

reality is anotheroption practised in many cases:
the competition of ethnically defined (or selfdeclared) interest groups for the control of the

Angola, the military
conflicts after the collapse of the Portuguese
colonial rule were basically influenced by ethnic
mobilisation (in the particular ca.se however
admittedly and obviously enforced externally
through the South African and American policy).

as

summary of the debate Henning
als
"Stammeskultur
Melber,

published in blaetter des izjw, no. 183
August/September 1992, pp. 12 -16. For a
much more elaborate and far reach! ng theoretical outcome of our longstanding cooperation see: Reinhart Koessler/Henning
Melber, Chancen
internationaler

and Somalia. But also in

See i.a.

such concepts the writings by Issa Shivji,
i.a. "The Democracy Debate in Africa:

with

und Nationalstaat in der 'Dritten

conflicts. Prominent cases are Liberia,

acknowledging this situation for
are the already cited

Frantz Fanon and Amilcar Cabral.
II.
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the African context
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ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

THE NEED FOR A DEVELOPMENTALIST STATE
A

Rejoinder to Guy Mhone; “Beyond Structural Adjustment...". SAP£A/February 1
ARNOLD ELSON SIBANDA
he need for

a developmentalist state '
overemphasised. The need i
for such a stale calls into question the
character and role of the state envisaged. We
return to kinds of state that have presided over <
development phases in otherThird World regions, i
particularly in this context, the type and role of ;
the state in the Asian so-called newly
|
industrialised countries (NlCs). The burning ]
issues posed are, what were the character and I

T

cannot

be

roles of the NlCs states and why have such types

j

of state not

developed in Africa? What are the
pre-conditions for such states to emerge? We
shall proceed this way: First, a brief consideration

of the character and role of the NIC's states and

j

second, the character of the African states and

lastly, a consideration of the need for a
developmentalist state to emerge and what its
specific character and rote could be. This indeed
is a daunting challenge.
The Asian NlCs
The countries

we

shall for convenience's

sake, be

directing our minds to here are the
following: Hong Kong, Singapore (in fact, city-

Foreign investors

were

shut off in the early period.

strategy before developing an EOI strategy.

more

is

After

South Korea,
Malaysia, Taiwan, Indonesia and Thailand.
Probably the most intriguing initial point to
make is the now universally accepted one that
the NlCs do not constitute a homogeneous bloc
holding out a unidimensional role model for
other developing countries. The diversity of the

This
explained in terms of historical events that had
abearingon the social formation. TheCommunist
triumph in China and the Korean War reduced
entrepot trade especially when a trade embargo
was i mposed agai nst Chi na. The massi vc out How
of capital, labour and entrepreneurial skill upon
the triumph of the revolution in China into Hong
Kong was taken advantage of and realising its
comparative advantage, the State allowed
faire to reign. Hong Kong is an example of a NIC

character and role of the state in the NlCs is

one

that had a limited domestic market, limited factor

thing making it difficult for us to emulate them.
We cannot say, for example, that the Asian NlCs
developed under laissez-faire conditions - with
the supremacy of the private sector and the
market mechanism, plus a demobilised role of
the state but neither can we say the converse of

endowments in terms of natural resources, and

states
our

and therefore limited in their relevance to

situation

-

but still

no

harm in reference to

their socio-economic trajectories).

with the realisation that all

suggested that liberalised economy and
export-orientation have been the cornerstone of
NlCs' success, yet the evidence would perhaps
vindicate this thesis only with respect to Hong
Kong. The rest of the countries show

imported inputs would
prices, the entrepreneurs went all out
fortheEOl strategy,' In fact, Hong Kong probably
had extremely limited choices if any, and this
much so as a city state. Fransman" comments
that Hong Kong is the only NIC case where the
price incentive view could be vindicated. Trade
barriers if any were the lowe.st in the world, no
favoured industries or sectors in encouraging
industrial development and no subsidies. The
other cases are not so simple, be they city-states

combinations which make the whole scenarios

or

-

this

was true

in all of them.

Some economists

have

of their trajectories a complex

matrix in terms of

a role model.
Economists like to distinguish

designing

between an ISI
for economic development,
particularly for industrial development. It is
observed that Hong Kong never had the ISI
and EOl strategy
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be at world

conventional nation-states.

Take

Singapore, a city-state that first
underwenlaperiodof ISI with its industrialization
promoted through various government
programmes. The stale played a significant role
between 1960 and 1963.

quantitative restrictions

Protective tariffs and
were

introduced and

of them

again between 1965 and 1967.

1967, policies to promote EOI were

introduced with such Economic
Incentives

as

reduction of tax rates

from 40% to A%.
introduced

Expansion
on profits

More tax concessions

capital equipment

were

well as on
expenditure on Rc.scarch and Development.
Generally, incentives were given to industries
with expected longer-term contribution to
industrial and economic development, for
example.there were incentives for .so-called
‘pioneer industries’, (ihid). Trade was free as
import restrictions were relaxed. In this scenario,
we can
see the stale
playing a strong
interventionist role in building the ISI and in the
latter stage, in facilitating the EOI strategy. In
both ca.ses.di.scriminatory interventions were in
place control ling and faci li rating thcdcvelopmcnt
of the economy, having identified the specific
socio-economic blocs or segments to be fostered
in the name of the national developmental project.
The free-play of market forces, or the domination
of the market mechanism is not negated but
guided with a specific and defined national
project. Thus, what Hong Kong achieves via one
trajectory (EOI), Singapore achieves via a
combination-in-pha.ses of both trajectories (ISI
and EOI). It is of no consequence to argue that
the ISI was only for a short period in Singapore.
The point is, it was a strategy adopted prior to the
‘opening up’ of the economy.
on

as

Sapkm Jui.Y, 1993

\s

A Vietnamese

study of South Korea, Taiwan,
although the
four countries had differing resource bases, they

Thailand and Indonesia noted that

had

some

common

economic management

aspects but in each, there was
•

a concern

for the

appropriate role of the

state;

though not excluding but coexisting with
public ownership, pri vate ownership of the
means of production was the fundamental

•

and the dominant.

The state knew the

they wanted was a capitalist one;
prices were important and so therefore the
exchange rate system (the open exchange
rate was important), interest rates and wage
rates: cheap wages, correct commodity
prices e.g. for fertilizer and rice were imeconomy

•

portant.
Price

stability was as important as macrostability.
The foreign debt - both public and pri vatewas managed carefully rather than being

•

economic

•

Technocrats

were

heavily nationalistic and protective.

Commenting on Malaysia and Singapore
with respect to the role of the state, Lim’ reveals
the combination of strategics and mechanisms the market mechanism and state dirigisme:
Interestingly enough, Singapore and
Malaysia are generally considered the mo.st
.succe.s.sful economies, the most marketoriented, the mo.st consistently democratic,
even if it's an authoritarian form of
democracy. But they both also have

proportionately the largest state sectors.
Generally speaking, in Malaysia and
Singapore the stale has intervened heavily
in sectoral policy, but in a way that
encourages rather than stifles private
enterprise and promotes growth. One
thing that's notable is the state did not set
output through prices though it may have
affected input prices at least temporarily.
ip.sn
One of the four NICs

'tigers'. South Korea
equally did not embark on the EOI before
‘exhausting’ the ISI (NB
apparently

‘apparently’). After completing what we could
call the shallow or easy phase of ISI (prcxluction
of non-durable consumer goods in line with the
prevailing comparative advantage) South Korea
realised that it could only move to the ‘deeper’
phase, to the difficult stage of ISI (production of
consumer

durables and intermediate and

capital

gixrds) by making ‘adjustments’. Theseincluded
solving the balance of payments (BOP) problem
since the deeper phase of ISI required access to

foreign resources, expertise and integral imported
inputs. To solve the BOP, South Korea needed
to push up exports. Thus, the deeper phase of ISI
had to be combined with the initial stage of EOI.
To promote exports, the local currency, the
Sai’i-m July. 199.5

avoided.

won, was

devalued in 1961 and again in 1964.

Import restrictions were liberalised while export
incentives such

as

tariff and tax concessions

on

imports of raw materials by exporting firms were
introduced. In fact a ‘nimrodian dirigisme’ was
in place with export targets being set by the state
for exporting firms. Export credit subsidies were
provided. Threats of removal of favours etc
were

made to

ensure

while incentives

were

achievement of targets
al.so

provided.''

Thus, we see a combination of strategies in the
South Korean
the basis of

trajectory. The EOI was built on

an

earlier ISI. The EOI,

as some

would say, was imposed and directed by a strongly
interventionist state rather than

by the invisible

hand!
Taiwan pursued

vigorous ISI policies between
largely successful. They
led to a doubling of manufacturing production.
In 1958, it could be said that the shallow phase
of ISI was largely in place. Problems arose when
prices fell, among other things. Taiwan moved
to the EOI strategy with reforms on the exchange
rate regime, liberalisation of imports and
1951-57 which

were

introduction of export

incentives.
Malaysia and Indonesia are successful models

in which it is noted the market forces were not the

ruling forces. The state intervened with policies
of positive ethnic discrimination to boost the
economic position of the indigenous population
vis-a-vis alien immigrants, particularly the
Chinese who dominate the private sector. Thus,
while a running thread in all the cases is the
prominence of the ‘private sector’ in the economic
development strategies, in these cases also “the
-State was by no means on the side of the private
sector all the time.
In fact, probably the
reverse”.(Lim ibid)

Korea and Indonesia used it

carefully and
although now indebted, they are growing and
paying off. Taiwan and Thailand did not borrow
much. In 1 ndonesia, the technocrats were heavi

iy

nationalistic and

protective in the early period
being anti-foreign investors.
The one major important point is, though
private enterprise and the market system were
the key principles of the development strategies;
and although the EOI became an important
strategic orientation, all the four countries went

period of ISI. They shut off
foreign investors out or gave
one foreign investorajoint venture with domestic
investors to try to start the learning process.
They then gradually changed to a more outward
oriented economic regime. Unto this day, such
a switch has not been completed for it takes time.
through
sectors

It

a strong
and kept

never was

and cannot be cold

turkey!'

Lessons for Africa
In summary,
are

the role models from Asian NICs
are probably more relevant

diverse. Some

than others for Africa and for Zimbabwe in

particular. The running thread through all of
them (except for Hong Kong) is that the EOI
strategy was preceded by an ISI strategy.
The

stale

played

a

significant,

interventionist role in controlling, guiding

andfacilitating the economic development
and

defined the strategies

to

be pursued.

But the state did not stifle

private enterprise
per se but factions or .segments of it in a
developmental matrix. It must be concluded that
a careful social analysis of the social structure
was undertaken, social segments and their
economic bases identified, and the potential for
each to support a particular policy or cluster of
45

On

made if

some glaring common
features in the African State condition and this,

policies during phases ofa developmental matrix
was consciously or unconsciously acknowledged
and utilised. For example, in South Korea, the
state did not play a dirigiste role to everybody all
the time. A numberofimportant sectors received
high effective rates of protection, namely
agriculture, firms producing consumer durables
(ISI firms), machinery and transport equipment

only for operational utility.
The first point is the usual one made that
African states generally (except for its few
giants like Nigeria, Ethiopia and Zaire) have
small populations of less than 10 million, with
smallGDPratesofgrowth. This has itsown kind
of impact on economic development. With this
kind of profile, the only viable economic
development strategy would be that conceived
in the context of regional integration. Yet this is
a thing
African governments have not
meaningfully committed themselves to. Very
few governments would support regional

(Fransman, ibid 212). The data suggests that
allocated to protected
did not enjoy a shortrun comparative advantage. The state studied
and selected the segments to be given special
substantial
sectors

resources were

where the country

treatment

and these

industries”.

were

They included

termed "infant
car

manufacture,

institutions.

machine tools and electric power equipment.
These were effectively insulated from foreign

The next

point usually made relates to the
crisis of legitimacy. There has been over a long
periixl no possibility for effective testing of the
legitimacy of African governments. The political
history of Africa since independence has been

competition and this guaranteed a domestic
market. Later, incentives were biased

only to isolate

in favour

of exports.

Thus rather than the state allowing
neutrality between an EOl and ISl strategy, there
came a bias with policies openly in favour of the
EOl, thus not really allowing the free-play of
market forces or the price incentive mechanism
to determine the trade regime. Thus, the policy
measures in South Korea generally ensured a
peripheral direct role for foreign firms (at least
until recently). The commanding heights of the
economy are dominated by large local
conglomerates (chaebol) “a domination that
was established and maintained by state

in a way that benefits the top elites". Although
predatory elements within these states sometimes
eo-exist with technocratic ones, it is the predatory
elements that seem to have an upper hand and
more often than not, policy-makers, particularly

of

a

technocratic character,

are

not

allowed

autonomy from predatory central authority. The

problem with this argument, is its tacit support
for technocracy as if tcchntx;rats arc above the
political realm. They arc not and never shall be.
Underneath their technocratic mantle is

a

bold

political agenda.
One important point relates to the relationship
between the state and the private sector. This
role must be understood in terms of what the
national

project is. It is .said African regimes

have lacked vision.

But vision emanates from

what the

incumbencies

perceived future economic system
should be. Many African regimes preached one
thing, but practised a confused opposite. The
preaching was meant to bemuse the masses.
Therefore, not being serious in practice, no
organic links with the masses were established.

Most

very

one

of

self-perpetuating authoritarian
only submitting themselves

intervention”. (Fransman, ibid 214—5).
In

Singapore, large firms are also the backbone
and are responsible for the bulk
Taiwan, it is the large public
enterprises that have played a relatively more
important role. (ibid).
Dirigiste regimes were crucial in all the cases
except Hong Kcmg. But they were dirigiste to
facilitate visions of capitalist development in
accordance with perceived conditions,
possibi lities and potentialities of di fferent socioeconomic blocs. It does not seem to be the major
issue whether regimes were democratic or
authoritarian. In fact, the democratic regime was
probably anathema to these models, but there
appears to be no reason why they could not have
been democratic except perhaps in aspects of
repression of labour. But even this could have
been avoided by a development of the civil
society, although of course this would have had
implications on the kind of pressures and struggles
probably affecting the political character of the
of the economy
of exports. In

state.

Yet in

NICs

do

essence

not

authoritarianism

;

!

the achievements of Asian

inevitability of
indispensable ingredient.

suggest
as an

i

The African State

Talking about Africa as if it is one
homogeneous bloc would be reduciio ad
absurdum. Only some generalisations can be
46

African states have smalt populations, and

periodically to alienated ma.sse.s for fraudulent
rubber-stamping of their incumbency. .Such
governments are in essence very weak with no
definite social power-base. Weak governments,
says Wolgin,'’trying to maintain legitimacy have
a hard time thinking beyond the short-term. In
fact, others have suggested that African
governments have no long-term plan or even
vision of the future. They behave as if they are
going to be only one year in office. The policies
embarked on arc not developmental ones.
Gordon’ has borrowed the term' predatory states'
from Ann Kreugcr to describe several of these
states "ihatcxist substantially to prey upon .s(x;iety

low CDF rates ofgrowth.

ZIANA

If

anything, whatever links there had been,
largely severed because of the
contradictory and confused practice. But the
became

discourse to bemuse the

masses brings about a
relationship between state and private
capital, or factions of this bliK'. Hence the
contradictory relationship with ‘the private

tenuous

sector’ that writers refer to.

Gordon says, two

attitudes of the African State towards the

private

sector arc observable. The first i s sheer hosti lity.

The second is

co-operation between the two in

order to capture the domestic markets in
inefficient monopolistic or oligopolistic ways,

invariably non-bencficial to long-term
.Saim;m Jiii.Y. 199.^

1

^*1

development goals. The ensuing mistrust of the

public sector constitutes a major political
constraintin Africa, Despite the interventionist
role of the state in the Asian NICs, there never

question on the key role of private
capital in developing the capitalist economy.
Another is.sue is that of the continuing role of
the ethnic and racial cleavage. In Africa, the
private sector is dominated by ethnic or racial
minorities. Given the colonial background and
the attendant discriminatory policies against the
indigenous population, this structure of
domination complicates the state/private sector
relationship. The way the African state handles
was a

this contradiction reflects its serious confusion
as

to what its

national project

is. In Malaysia or

example, the ethnic Chinese
dominance in the private sector was neutralised
hy positive and supportive policies to foster
indigenous entrepreneurs or public enterprises.
This, it is claimed, was done by a policy of
closing out ethnic outsiders, but without leaving
them feeling alien to both the society and polity.
There is plenty of lip-service paid to supporting
the indigenous entrepreneur in Africa who is left
to carry the label of ‘emergent businessmen’
indefinitely, but never .seriously emerging for
Indonesia for

that matter. The ethnic and racial contradiction

in Africa prevents

national

developmental project. It remains a localised
and negative patron - client dynamic
concerned with piecemeal village-based
business instead of serious productive
a

national level.

Given the dominance of this locali.sed patron-

relationship, the political coalitions that
are inimical to growth.
The weak
states, fraught with a legitimacy crisis have a
narrow social power-base -if any-and therefore
the economic policies pursued which arc

client

dominate

conducive to the interests of this coalition are not

national/dcvclopmcntal in any long-term sense.
Corruption isof it.self not anathema to capitalist
development. However, its levels have risen too
high in Africa and the potential and content of it
highly unpredictable. Private investment by
both foreign and local firms becomes very
difficult locontcmplaie. One is not sure to whom
and how much one would have to pay for favours
and due to the next difficult point, lack of
transparency in government operations, no faith
can be expected in the dispensation of justice.
Where a dispute may arise between an investor
and a local firm or government agency, there is
no guarantee that the rule of law will prevail.
This creates too risky an environment for
investment to take place.
Then there is the debilitating acceptance of
externally imposed solutions or proposed
solutions to economic problems by African
Sapkm Jui.y. 1993

were

the conceptualisation of

national positive discrimination as a

endeavour at

(Joel Chi2iane (AIM)]

Very few African governments would support regional institutions.
proposition. We specifically suggest the need
regimes who fall prey to this because they
for a dirigiste dcvelopmentalist state of a di fferent
themselves are bankrupt in terms of what their
and new type. It is developmental dirigisme that
overall national project is. The absence of this
we propose and this can only come about with a
clear, long-term national project is both a
new character of the state in Africa. The Asian
con.scqucncc of and a convenient condition for
NICs states, regardless of their authoritarianism
the predatory mission of the regimes!
Need for

a

Developmentalist State

One

thing for sure that the Asian NICs
experiences demonstrate to us is that a dirigiste
developmental state is indispensable for
economic development. Economic theses -even
lho.se emanating from scholars of the NICs

suggesting that dirigisme is futile
and should give way to unfettered market
mechanisms arc, to say the least, dishonest.
What perhaps should be posed is what kind of
dirigisme? This really is the issue. For, the

experience

-

condition of African economies is such that
there is
state

no

as a

economic

viable alternative to the

director, guide and

dirigiste
facilitator of

development.

The need

out coalitions of

forces that

possible formulations and implementation
policies that were developmental at
concrete stages (though with overlaps).
The
states were able to identify which social blocs to
support, promote or foster with what policies for
of certain

what ends. This has not been the
hitherto dead-end ethnic

case

with the

patron-client
dirigisme of the African states. The mass appeal
of the potential or even short-lived dirigisme of
the African state was quickly demobilised or
ruptured soon after independence when the
predatory behaviour ascended as the ‘ new powerwielding petty-bourgeois bloc’ sought to carve
out an

-

economic base for itself in the face of

racial and

monopoly capital dominance in this

sphere.

goal is economic development
ratlierlhan a mere resuscitation of
economic growth.''

propose has to emerge from the internal struggles
for democratisation in Africa. True, the Asian

for

our

Criticisms

can

be levelled

against this

proposition from the realisation that since
post-colonial
states have been dirigiste. There is therefore
reason to dispense with dirigisme in so far as the

decolonisation in Africa, all the

re.sult has been economic disaster. Added to this,
can

be

argued that the NICs states were
dirigisme was

authoritarian and therefore their
not

carve

an activist state in our
economies is made ail the more necessary

if

it

able to

made

to

the benefit of all the classes. It was

the working class side.
The above criticisms would be quite in order
although a major qualification is made in our
repressive

on

The

developmcntalist dirigiste state that we

NICs experiences do not suggest that lack of
dcmrxrracy equals lack ofeconomic development.
In fact others would suggest, as a rejection of the
NICs experiences, that authoritarian government
is

for the NICs model of
We say that in the
present historical and political conjuncture, the
authoritarian political variety is no longera viable

a necessary ingredient
economic development.

alternative like it

was

of the Cold War. It

for

imperialism in the days

was not a

viable alternative

then, but

imperialism could go to all proportions
to support repression in the name of the necessity
for ‘strong government’ for the sake of
47
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‘development’. Imperialism's support would
give leases of life to dictatorships.
Economic development is predicated upon
‘stability’ atthe political level. While during the
days of imperialist supported repression, oneparty-state governments and Life Presidents
could guarantee some stabi lity - without a vision
then

for the future of course - the current

homegrown
struggles in Africa are rendering this political
dispensation obsolete. HerbsP suggests that
democratisation is no guarantee for economic
development in Africa. It has no bearing on the
investment climate either.
We suggest that
perhaps that was true before the collapse of
bureaucratic socialism in Eastern Europe. At the

previously
buttressing authoritarianism in Africa are placing
present moment, even those

political conditionalities for aid and investment.
Democratisation would present better prospects
for stability and economic development. At least
it might lead to new regimes better able to
introduce meaningful developmental economic
reforms. Herbst concedes this point thus: One
optimistic note about democratization: Few
African leaders reverse track and institute new
reforms after being in powerfor long periods
So one good aspect of the democratisation
movement may be just a change of leaders who,
without

introduce

old power

base,
reforms, (ibid)

an

However,

we

may

feel freer to

hasten to add that it is not a

question of democratization in the superficial
sense of multi-partyism or so-called pluralism
but in the sense of bringing about social justice.'"
That is what guarantees the stability and
continuitynecessary foreconomicdevelopment.

Envisaged Role of the State
a few points need to be made about
de velopmentalist state's strategy and
role would be. The first point is, most African

Finally,

what such

a

small entities and

sparsely
populated. The only way to achieve economies
of scale is through openness. The countries must
export. It is for this reason that many favour the
primacy of the EOl strategy. However, most
countries in Africa cannot follow Hong Kong’s
example because it was an exception in the NICs
group. The EOl strategy must overlap with the
ISI strategy which has to precede the former
under forms of facilitative protection. External
markets are not guaranteed to the African
exporters as they were for the Asian NICs.
The second point is related to the first and it is
regional co-operation. This should not remain
countries

are

in the realm of the idea but within

are

a

context

of a

developmentalist economic agenda.
It must be realized that to maximise the benefits

of economies of scale, this is the
road.

African nation-states
48

only ultimate

Small, disparate economic units of
are

and will remain

unviable unless

regionally integrated.
Thirdly, the state's animosity or ambiguous
attitude towards the private sector and its
pretentious posture towards other social forces is
detrimental to development.
Rigorous,
committed and meticulous analysis of the social
structure and the potential of the different social
blocs to support specific developmental policies
at definite stages must be undertaken.
Appropriate coalitions need to be forged and it
must be accepted that the private sector has to be
an important key partner collaborating and cooperating with the state in long-term
developmental projects. The state has to articulate
vision for the future and there must be

a

national

consensus

on

this.

a

Therefore,
TT

...

new

kinds of state are necessary in Africa,

conjunction of forces needs to take
shape reflecting the influence of interest
groups of the broader society. This kind of
state will be able to make necessary reforms
be they on land tenure systems, on
manufacturing, mining etc
a new

consultative

democracy must emerge and be a
body politic.
Fourthly and related to the preceding, the
state must play a strong interventionist role,
directing, promoting and facilitating productive
activities undertaken by both domestic and
foreign investment and, specifically, in order to
develop a strong technological base. The slate
needs to play an interventionist role, as Guy
Mhone suggests: “to facilitate the acquisition of
foreign technology in the desired strategic
industries, and to assist in the penetration of
foreign markets”, (ibid). The latter is very critical
in that getting information about and penetrating
the foreign markets has become an expensive
and daunting challenge. That is why it has
become even more important to undertake
culture of the

aggressive promotional missions abroad. The
NICs learned the truth of this and Singapore
today offers training workshops to impart this
skill to other countries.
international
to

In any case, even

consultancy firms

can

be engaged

undertake this task.

Fifthly, investment in human resources to
develop a pool of skilled manpower which will
be on offer to investors is a very important role
for the state. Attacks on expenditure on education,
health and training should be resisted as they are
counter to development needs. However, the
content of education and training should be
improved towards developing a more
scientifically oriented work-force. This role is a
primary one for the state.
Sixthly, a sound infrastructure has to be in

place both in terms of transport, communication,
information and other integral aspects of a
developmental infrastructure to service both
export and domestic markets.
The seventh point would be the already
emphasized need for a democratic state.
Democracy here is used in the substantive and
not purely formalistic sense of multi-partyism.
It means accountability and being reficctive of
the interests of broad massesof the population. It
means the state should be integrally linked to the
organisations of civil society which too must he
developed instead of being repressed. It means
a culture of respect for the rule of law.
The
success of any developmental strategy or policy
hinges on how broad the support it has among the
wider cross-section of society.
For this, new kinds of state are necessary in
Africa, a new conjunction of forces needs to take
shape reflecting the inlluence of interest groups
of the broader .society. This kind of state will he
able to make necessary reforms be they on land
tenure systems, on manufacturing, mining etc. or
any sector identified as important and strategic
in the formulated national developmental projects
a state with a national-popular mandate rather
than one with a permanent legitimacy crisis and
therefore concerned with preying on society for
selfish and immediate gain.a

-
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LETTER FROM OUR YOUNG SCHOLARS

DEFENCE OF PROPERTY IN SOUTH AFRICA
Afrika Mathate

P

inhibit democratisation in several ways. They
adhere to the European sequence of property and

ereeptions of threat, especially those
guiding interest groups acting on behalf
of dominant class interest, are critically

take the Lockian

invisible hand of violence that continues to

paradigmatic path of political
development. The approach of this propertied
class (Anglo American Company and a vast
majority of affluent whites) who are well
represented at the World Trade Centre may
continue to shape the character of the "new"
South Africa's state apparatus and thus make the
attainment of democracy more difficult.
To an extent that surpasses other negotiated
settlements in Africa, the negotiating teams place
much emphasis on the defence of property again.st
the non-propertied masses. Outside the
boundaries of thought toward a "new" South
Africa, few are thinking about the implications
of the protection of property rights. The
implications that count are those that link the
slogan of a "new" South Africa to the sharing of
power with the colonial incubus, to the colouring
of the Union Building.
It is in a large sense that the language of
European protection ofproperty, as applied in
South African politics, remains consiste tly
misleading. Perhaps the negotiators' property of
thought about the implication of accepting the
Lockian property rights on the European pattern
may be pardoned against the black politicians.
Generally, they remain free of any kind of

degrade South Africa.

milicnarian romanticism which

important for the chances of democratisation. In
South Africa, the dominant interest remains
strong enough to

foil advances in the negotiation

when they perceive radical threats to
their interests. Notably, opting forelections next
year instead of now, is no accident - the pace of
the setting of the negotiation process, its timing
process

relative to that of other countries affects the
horizons of historical

experience. Already, the

process of negotiations is following the liberal
.scholars' view of the defence of property notably

of the solution of South Africa's
problems is one-fold: the association of the
defence of property with democracy.
that, part

rights is surrounded

by the land question. Interestingly, before

1990,

clearly articulated by the
liberation movements. They were basically
determined in their objective to expropriate land
for the benefit of the hitherto marginalised black
masses, and to develop the land and production
I hrough social ist forms of organ! sation and social
relations of production. The Freedom Charter
promulgated mainly by the African National
Congress (ANC), for instance, claimed that the
"land belongs to all". Since 1990, however, these
objectives have been changed. The Pan Africanist
Congress (PAC), forcxampic, has since become
pragmatic in its approach to the land question
while the ANC has more vocally agreed to the
the land

question

each individual is able to rent or own.

Squatters who constitute roughly 39 per
of the urban population, are settled by

•

cent

the Provincial Administration which can

evict them

question, there may really be
question worth talking about ina "new"
South Africa, depending on the outcome of a
negotiated .settlement.
Landowners stand at the opposite pole of the
South Africa's land
land

landless

masses

in their constitutional interests.

It is true that white landowners who

their

privileges

as remnants

order immune to

of

a

enjoyed

feudal social

democracy, are even more

systematically opposed to the preparation of a
negotiation process. As we are witnessing in
Zimbabwe, the negative role of the landlord
minority was not confined to brief periods of
transitions; it continues to affect the constellation
of both class and racial
after twelve years
Sapem July. 1993

antagonism and alliance
of independence.

the land is earmarked for

The dilemma of the squatter community

•

not

is

the same as that of middle-class blacks.

For the middle-class blacks, the

primary

problem is the question of security and
maintaining standards. For the squatter
community, the problem is mainly the need
for shelter at a high price of humiliation.

acquired on

'willing seller - willing buyer' basis.
Conceptually, we thus find that the land question
has been disaggregated topically. Given the
interest of the landowners in the resolution of

once

development project. The squatter
community remains the worst victim of the
some

a

no

for instance, take the racial and class-

settlements on state and
private land. From 1990, to date, when South
Africa had its transformation programme, the
following has happened:
The problem of squatting remains a black
issue. One can explain the disparity among
blacks and whites by the amount of land

was

redistribution of land which will be

us

•

The Land Question
The defence of property

Let

based issue of squatter

In the context of the landless masses,

of negotiations
opposites. This is evidenced in the recent
actions taken by the Transvaal Provincial
Administration against the squatter community
at Ivory Park in Johannesburg. The shacks of
these residents were demolished by theTransvaal
Provincial Administration just when the
temperatures are plummeting. This squatter
community is now spending icy days and nights
under makeshift cardboard and plastic structures.
These continuing forced removals confirm
suspicions that for the millions of the landless
masses, the present negotiation process, like the
apartheid practice, has become a profound
tragedy, an endless menace and degradation.

democratisation and theprocess
are

The
relied

Property Rights
propertied class, especially those that
on

apartheid repressive laws, want to

inflames the property owners
descendant.

so

monstrously

of the European

This poverty

of ideological thought, or if one
prefers it is this pragmatism, which is the natural
fruit of the process of negotiations. It counts for
much, and it confirms the eventual crisis of the
collapse of the apartheid project. Nevertheless,
one has to understand the compelling weight and
influence of that project. Like it or not, the
liberation movements find themselves obliged
by theiroppressorsof many years outstanding, to
seek independence within the existing power of
entitlement. Hence there is abundant warnings
and

gnashing of teeth on the
socialisation of land, archenemy
democratic settlement, but none
the

subject of

of civilised
at all, against

protection of property rights against those

who do not have it.
In conclusion, it is clear that South Africa is

divided between two types of people: a few that
have and many that have not. Thus defence of

property rights will affect the chances

of

democracy, primarily because it will continue to
expose

social inequality.*

AFRIKA MATHATE is

a

.student of International

Relations.
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SAFES RESEARCH

SAFES GENDER RELATIONS PROGRAMME
Pat Mcfadden
APES is

adequately and carefully, and to initiate priKcsses

and

for

now five years old, as a research
publications institute, and the
importance of our contribution to the
current intellectual and scholarly discourses
within the region needs no further mention. As
an institute with regional status. SAPES has
assumed the important leading role of keeping
the progressive community in particular, on the
cutting edge of the most urgent debates and

s

political dynamism for the region
as a whole, requires that we take the time and
systematically assess our resources -txMh human
and material
and begin to implement
programmes which are sustainable, relevant and
effective in terms of the broad .SAFES objectives,
as well as with regard to the specific requirements
-

Institutionalisation is a

Why a Gender
Relations
Gender-as

a

Programme

concept and as a social relation

long over-due attention through
of seminars, panels and
publications, something which is relatively
unusual in the intellectual circles of the region

-

has received

SAPES active support

and the continent.

Through our programmeofactivities, we have
initiated the process of "inserting" the gender
concept into the established, male-stream .social
science milieu, a process which speaks to the
urgency of deconstructing and reconstructing
the way we think of ourselves as gendered social
beings.
This epistemological restructuring requires
not only sustained resources in terms of finances
and structures, but more importantly, it cannot
be realised without the participation of African
scholars whose diverse intellectual contributions

key in the development
capacity, particularly in Africa,
where the traditions of institutional support and
growth are still relatviely weak. Building an
African institution isadifllcult yet very honorable
and personally rewarding task.

of organisational

ii

We live in gendered societies, and human

reality is a gendered reality in every sense
of its existence. However, it is in the
production and legitimation as well as in
of knowledge and information
gender assumes one of its most
dymanic and most inequitable forms.
the

uses

that

ss

It is

an

investment into

a

different and better

future for all,

especially for the progressive
intellectual community which has in recent times
come

under such

severe

from various quarters

criticism and threat

both nationally and
and ideas must form the bedrock of a new and
globally, notwithstanding the rhetoricasstK'iated
different gendered reality.
with multipartyism and "dcmcK-ratisation".
In order that the ideas and views of those who
The activity of programming is a first step in
shape and construct human social relations might
institutionalisingthc .systems and prcKesses which
be understood and utilised in a coherent and
make an organisation viable and effective in
effective manner, we need a mechanism, a
terms of reaching its goals, and in enabling
programme, through which such ideas are
people to "bond" around issues and ideas which
articulated, synthesised and implemented, as well
arc essential for the succss of that organisation.
as monitored and evaluated. This must not be
By taking the time to think through the manner in
which a programme is conceptualised, the time
only in relation to the objectives and aims of the
Gender Programme, but as importantly, in terms
frame of its operation, the financial requirements
of the linkages the Gender Programme has or
for its implementation, and thccxpcctcd outcomes
will have with other SAPES activities currently
at the end of a set period, the programme is
and in the immediate future.
transformed from being an idea, into a dynamic
Additionally, as we draw towards the close of
proccssofin.stitutionals and personal realisation.
the 20th century, and given the tremendous speed
The succss of SAPE.S as a regional
with which the African continent is changing, in
organi.sation, in all its arenasofopcration, depends
the face of what appears to be an intractable
on our ability tointcrfacc structural (institutional),
crisis. Southern Africa in particular seems to
intellectual (individual), and thematic (regional)
reflect the confusion, violence, anger, and ; issues into a system, a programme, which will
dilemmas of an age in its twilight, on the one ! reflect ongoing and new directions, enable
hand, and the promise and possibilities of a
individual and country specific issues and
different and better future on the other.
research needs to be more visible and responded
The need to think coherently, to strategise
to, and provide acontinuity with existing activities
50

of the

regional framework.

Gender Committee

economic and

of each Division in SAPES.

trends.

at all levels

different intellectual, social, cultural,

a

When the Gender Project was developed during
the first years

of SAPES's existence, the
importance of making gendered thinking
participatory and collective through the
intellectual input of scholars in the region, was at
the forefront of the formation of

a

Committee.

This

reasoning remains largely unquestioned
even as we set out to develop from a gender
project to a gender programme and from "unit"
to a

divisional status within SAPES.

Gender biases in

the production and
recognition of knowledge within our societies is
a widely recogni.sed fact, if not yet admitted to in
other ways besides words. The persistence of
sexist, patriarchally grounded theories in the
various disciplines within the social and natural
sciences speaks to the depth of such intellectual
traditions, as well as to the resistance being put
up by various interests within and outside the
intellectual community in all African (and other)
societies. Making our stK'ieties non-sexist, and
shifting the epistemological basis of our
perceptions and understaanding of stK'ial reality
is the challenge of the 9()s and the next mi llenium.
The

.suce.s,scs

of the Women's Movement

globally, and its

emergence and growth on the
African continent over the past two decades,
have impacted positively on our efforts to move
from the

margins to the centre - where
like ail other resources and rights in our
.societies, is very gendered and very coverted by
women

power,

tho.se who hold it and

u.se

it.

We live in

gendered s(x.'ieties. and human
reality is a gendered reality in every .sense of its
existence. However, it is in the production and
legitimation as well as in the uses of knowledge
and information that gender a.ssumes one of its
most dymanic and most inequitable forms.
Women become truely marginalised and
exploited while men emerge, often without too
much effort, as the beneficiaries of a system
which has "normalised" inequity based on

gendered roles and physical difference.
The evolution of a gender concept that speaks
to a clearer conceptualisation of our gendered
social experiences whil.sl at the same time
articulating day-to-day .social relationsof power
in the economic, political, social, cultural, and
religious spheres; as well as enabling us to
critically deconstruct language, music, and all
-

other art forms; to delve into the most intimate

of personal and social experience and to
demystify the "divide" between the personalareas

.Sai’i:m July, 199.^
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s

domestic/public-political - is the most important
heuristic tool for our entry into the next decade.
We have moved from "Women's

Issues" to

Gender, which should imply a critical

analysis of

relations of power

between women and men in

all aspects of social existence. Gender is not only

inequities they experience
in their daily lives,nor is it only about womenfocused/targetted development programmes or
"integrating" women into development, etc.
Rather, it i s about the dynamic and e ver-changi ng
relations of power and the distribution, unequal
in almost all cases, of social and material resources
about women and the

and

rights, between women and men in all our

s

••

Commiiiee to

the intellectual contribution that

well

as

in establishing the

direction of the programme.

•

•

whose

supporting young scholars in their respec-

•

tive countries or

participation in the regional book project if
the theme/topic is of particular interest to a

•

member

coordination

•

(on

conceptual skills that members have
brought to the Committee and to SAFES as a
whole.

Composition of the Committee
In terms of regionalism and SAFES's
operations in re.search, networking and institution
building, "Southern Africa" is politically defined
in relation to the

experience of anti-colonialism

and nationalist struggles waged within the region
over

encc

the past twenty years,

geographical composition of the Committee,
which is made up of II members from the
following countries: Zimbabwe, Tanzania,
Zambia, Malawi, Swazi land, Lesotho, Botswana,
South Africa, Namibia, Mozambique and Angola.

geopolitical criterion, the
the
intellectual and scienific diversity of scholars in
Besides the

Committee members also represent

Lawyers, Educationist,
Sociologists, Folitical Scientists, and Social
Science re.searchers bring to the Committee a
breadth of experience , knowledge and skills
which will enrich the Committee as well as the
the countries of the region.

operations of the Division and of SAFES as an
organisation.
The Role of the Committee
SAFES has

attempted to limit the role of the

Sapem July, 1993

and

publication of conference pro-

SAFES Country

Activities:

Gender sensitization and the u.se of the concept
in national research programmes, especially those
are sponsored by SAFES, should receive
particular attention by Committee members.
Given the high profile of Committee members in
their respective fields, their professional status is
a very important resource in pushing for the
acceptance of the concept in .social science
teaching and research in each country of the
region.

that

with the possible

exception of Malawi, which falls within the
physical definition of the region. Consequently,
the region comprises of countries which were
either engaged in political struggles for liberation
against settler colonialism, or countries which
gave various forms of support to such movements.
This is the logic which informs the

in-country book project

ceedings

will

and rich

an

annual rotational basis)

participation in the selection of themes and

Committee,
experience,

an

sub-themes for the Annual Gender confer-

composition and role will be set out

continue to benefit from the diverse

institutions who have

received SAFES research grants

general

below, the Gender Relations programme

can

-

-

It is hoped that

through the maintenance of this

members

regional intellectual culture through:
participation in SAFES country activities,
writing occasional articles for the magazi ne SAPEM on request, - attending the
annual Committee meeting

make to the

•

as

the basis of choice on the

part of each member.
Therefore, SAFES would like to emphasise

coordinator in the formulation of programme

activities

largely advisory one, with

activities, mainly on

societies.
It is noteworthy that the Gender Division is the
only division in SAFES which has a Committee
that works closely with the programme

a

members involvement in selected programme

Articles for the

Magazine:

magazine is flourishing as a
forum of expression in all aspects of social
science thinking and discourse, and the Gender
Column is clearly popular with the readership as
it has served the function well of providing
mainly women scholars with a "space" in which
to articular new and often polemical views on
our lived social experiences.
However, the column would be further
enriched by a greater diversity and widening of
the scope of issues raised and positions taken on
issues of gender in each of our societies. Striking
a balance between difference and diversity, and
using that to strengthen and enhance the quality
and depth of intellectual discourse through the
column, is a dificult but necessary task in which
the Committee can play an important role.
Therefore, we would like to suggest that
Committee members use their initiative to identify
The SAPEM

possible contributors to the column, write articles
article

themselves for the column, and or send
for

possible publication to the Gender Relations

programme coordinator, who will then
the relevant division within SAFES.

base with

Support for Young Scholars:
Whether

a

particular research project is

explicity gender-focused or simply raises issues
ofgender within the substantive debates it poses,
should be a matter of importance to the members
of the Gender Committee. There seems to be a

gap-intellectually and generationally-between
the present cadre of African researchers most
actively involved in analysing our societies, and
the emerging younger scholars who would benefit
from the knowledge and experience of past
struggles.
Although one acknowledges that as the century
comes to a close many of the i ntel lectual tradi tions
and concepts which reflect the experiences of the
20th century and the struggles and achievements,
as well as the problems of the past hundred years
will become depasse, there must be continuity
with a past into which we have invested so much,
especially in the case of Southern Afriea.
That is why it is so critically important for us
to forge links with young scholars, so that both
the older minds and the younger thinkers can
ease each other out of one century and into the
next, with a programme of ideas and conceptual
tools that will enable the region to "take-off
when the new millenium begins in seven years
time.
How this will be done is will be an item of

by the Committee, through the
by which older and
younger scholars can mutually benefit form each
others ideas and experiences.

discussion

formulation of a mechanism

Research Themes

Every programme within SAFES is eoncei ved
in relation to

a

broad theme, within whose

framework various sub-themes or trends are
then

emphasised in terms of regional and or

eountry interests.
In the Gender Relations Frogramme,

the

emphasis has been on the conceptualisation of
gender as a hueristic tool within the prevailing
social science discourse, as well as the raising of
methodological issues in undertaking research.
Consequently,
the
book
entitled
"Conceptualising Gender Relations in Southern
Afriea" edited by Ruth Meena, presents critieal
perspectives relating to economics, education,
methodology and epistemology, sexuality and
liberal bourgeois feminist theories.
The need to initiate a critique of the prevailing
male-stream epistemology and the social and
scientific construction of knowledge in our
respective soeieties and within the various
institutions of learning in the region, informed
the themes and scope of the "Gender Book", as
it has

come

to be known

in SAFES.

general level, the
objective of initiating a discourse which accepts
I think

we can

agree that, at a
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the gender concept as a scientific and necessary
element of current social science thinking has

visiting research fellows and orother speakin the SAPES seminar scries.

concern

Feminism and Democratic

through writings,
publications and seminars/workshops.
The research themes proposed below have
been identified with the concept of sustainability
in mind. The importance of a continuing reconceptualisation ofknowledge and concepts, in
addition to raising specific soio-political, cultural
and economic issues which rcficct gendered
inequilities across the social spccturm, must
underly all activities in the SAPES Gender
Programme.in the immediate and long term
period.
Gender Sensitive

This theme is necessary

•

Health

•

Reproductive Rights

This theme would enable SAPES to continue
the
the

Human Right

Sexual Preference
preference of partners

within and across sex lines, has made discussions
of gender relations in

to

We cannot

uses

of Feminism within

be the "dominant" sexual form,

even

in the

Africa.

face of the HIV/AIDS crisis. In fact, it is with th

A survey
Feminism in

advent of the AIDS crisis that those

j colonialisms in Southern Africa,

I health which provides services and information

be presented by the j which relates to reproductive issues as well as to
Programme Coordinator during the course
all the other health needs which women have but
of her stay in SAPES
which arc hardly responded to or even recognised,
in the selection of themes sugge.sted to I these two elements form the crux of the rising

non-

conventional sexual

preferences, which were
denied and or repressed and hidden within our
respective societies, have begun to surface and
insist on being responded to.
In Southern Africa, the phenomenon of
migration, which was compounded by a
fascistically inspired compound system, and
coupled with the emergence of an informal
economy which women occupied illegally, has
not received a "sexual" interpretation so to speak.
The unspoken consequences of the gendered
nature of migration beyond its obvious impact
on the African family and household,
require
urgent, critical inquiry, to enable us to prese/tt a
more complete experience of settler colonialism
beyond the constraints imposed by the
conventional political economy paradigm.
A study of sexual preference - in relation to
partners, context (urban/rural setting), race, and
gender - by both women and men in the region,
might assist us in understanding not only the
patterns of HIV infection and its socio-cultural
contexts, however mobile those contexts might
be, but it would also allow us to engage in a
discourse on sexuality within the context of a
changing "regional culture".
Other Themes
•

The Youth in Southern Africa

•

The

•

post-colonial state and struggles for
multiparty democracy
Regional Intergration and the informal sector
in Southern Africa

•

in the seminar papers to
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as a

Western societies, to the diverse but also sped F^c

Additionally,SAPESprogrammesatageneral i
Population Control and ISSUOS Of
begin to pay attention not only to j
Reproductive Health and Rights
acknowledging the importance of the concept.
The issues reflected in this theme have become
but to actually advocating for its use in the
increasingly popular and urgent, as the case may
conceptualisation and implementation of all
be, in terms of donor interests on the one hand,
and the priorities being set by women's groups
projects.
The methodology/conccptualisation theme
and the women’s movement in general, both
could feature at the following Icvelsof operation:
globally as well an on the continent. Recent
in the publications projects ( regional and
meetings held by UN agencies and or sponsored
country books as well as articles to SAPEM
by the leading Western donor agencies, reflect a
and the monograph series)
definit interest in i.ssues of population - from the
in seminars and workshops/conferences
perspective of Western fears ie. a human
organised by the Gender Division
explosion which will be based mainlyin the
in seminars and workshop/conferences
Third World, whilst on the other hand, feminist
organised by other SAPES Divisions
groups and other liberal organisations are arguing
for less hysteria about a perceived population
in seminars and workshops/conferences
"bomb" and more empowerment and control for
organised by country projects (eg South
women over their fertility and their lives.
Africa) and or by affiliate organisations
undertaking such activities in conjuction i
Reproducti ve Rights and access to a system of
with SAPES support

Gendered l.ssue

understanding and

I

or

as a

Africa even more complex.
ignore the fact that, on the one hand,
lesbianism and homosexuality (gay ness)amongst
African women and men is becoming more
visible, heterosexuality can no longer be assumed

level must

with SAPES

Population and Environment

The issue of sexual

need to take the discourse further, and relate the

of interpretations and uses of
struggles by Third World Women
cou Id provide an interesti ng comparati ve element
in this theme. And the specificity of a Southern
African Feminism which might have links with
the character and experience of Nationalism and
anti-settler colonial struggles in the region would
bring out the even more specific nature of
Feminism in a Regional context.
An additional feature to this complex but
fascinating theme could be a comparison of
feminisms within the region given the diverse
histories of Portuguese, British and Boer

importance of using gender
methodologies in the selection,
formulation and implementation of research ideas
and studies, remain a majorchallenge to scholars
interested in and working with this concept.

from

Policies

days, but the intellectual
questionning has not been exhausted, especially
in terms of feminism as a strategy of action.
An understanding of the historical roots of
liberal bourgeois feminism in the West was
facilitated by RudoGaidzanwa's contribution in
the Gender Book (1993), but there is still clearly
or impact of liberal as
well as other formsof feminism articulated within

sensitive

teachers and

ment

specific influences and

The need to convince male and female African

of
in

might emcompass the

•

a

scholars of the

which

Western is less

as

women

Population Control and Structural Adjust-

•

often heard these

done on this
in the Gender
Column (in SAPEM) as well as through the
publication of the "Gender Book" during 1993.
this remains a difficult and yet critical area in
terms of the making the gender concept a fully
accepted part of social science teaching, writing
and discourse within the region in particular.

democratic concept

they relate to

following i.ssues:

mainly becau.se it has
really received the kind of attention it requires
in terms of its specificity in the African context.

Although some work has been
issue through various pbulications

thinking around the strategies of integrating
gender concept into the prevailing social
science thinking, as well as provide essential
leaching and basic reading materials for both

this theme,

not

Methodologies

more

as

Several sub-themes could be developed

Struggies in Africa

The dismis.sal of Feminism

a

Rights
particular.

been achieved. However, the process must

continue and be maintained

with

Human

ers

•

Constructing Womanhood and Manhood
through the Media
Violence against women in the domestic and
public spheres.!
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DEMOCRACY AND HUMAN RIGHTS ISSUES

UNITED NATIONS WORLD
CONFERENCE IN VIENNA
James Gillies

s

hortly after the end of the June United
Nations World Conference

Rights

in

on

Vienna,

Human

Amnesty

International's Secretary General, Pierre Sane,
flew to Cairo to deliver a message to the

Organisation of African Unity (OAU). That
me.s.sage was twofold: the World Conference
had not lived up to its expectations; and it was
high time the OAU broke its own silence on
human rights violations in member states. He
called on OAU heads of .state and government to

implement a six point program in support of
human rights in Africa. According to Mr Sane,
the world would have to kwk beyond Vienna for
the

protection of the vulnerable.

fleeing demonstrators in cold blood in Thokoza
the end of May 1993.
Not only governments were responsible for
human rights abuses - in several countries,
including Angola and Sudan, opposition groups
have also carried out deliberate and arbitrary

again, or executing people without trial could
possibly be regarded as acceptable in any country,
and he challenged any government to come up

killings and torture.
It was against this background then that
Amnesty International approached the first UN
World Conference on Human Rights for 25
years. Even before the event got underway, alarm
bells started ringing at Amnesty International's

Conference would

at

International Secretariat in London. A series of

tough-sounding statements from
countries (a number of them,
with

some

Asian

it has to be said,

appalling human rights records themselves)

with so-called historical
which could

or

cultural contexts

possibly justify such behaviour.

However, there

were

real fears that the World

back in
When this did
not happen, and the principles of universallyrecognised human rights adopted back in 1948
were reaffirmed, the conference was presented
as a success. But Amnesty International said that
the core values of 50 years ago should not even
have been in question, and that new references to
the significance of regional, historical, cultural
and religious factors when considering human

this

area

actually take

a step

because of such pressure.

spokesman for the South African
police reacted angrily to the criticism in
Amnesty International's annual report,
but had no explanation for why the
police shot down fleeing demonstrators
A

in cold blood in Thokoza at the end of

May 1993,
Human

Rights Abuses

Certainly, Amnesty International's annual
report, published on July 8, makes grim reading.
No region of the world escapes unscathed; from
the well-documented horrors of the fighting in
Bosnia-Herzegovina to political repression in
China, from horrific reports ofcontinuing torture
in Turkey to the killings of indigenous peoples in
the Americas. And in Africa, despite continuing
moves towards multi-party dcmiKracy, human
rights violations persisted on an appalling .scale.
Angola, Chad, Sierra Leone, Sudan and Zaire
were among 14countries where unarmedcivilians
were killed by .soldiers or "disappeared" in their
custody last year. Such killings have occurred in
more

than

one

third of the OAU's member states

in the I99()s. In Somalia, a

complete breakdown
semblanccof national government allowed
atrocities on a massive scale in 1992 by various
political groups. In South Africa, 1992 saw the
continuance of a pattern of covert involvement
by the security forces in the many politically
motivated killings in the country, which has still
not come to an end. A spokesman for the South
African police reacted angrily to the criticism in
Amnesty International's annual report, but had
no explanation for why the police shot down

Pic

previously accepted principlesoftheuniversality,
indivisibility and interdependence of human
rights.

principles.
The World Conference on Human Rights got
off to a very bad start. It began with the exiled
Tibetan

of any

Sapfm July. 1993

GUY ADAMS

Politically motivated killings are increasing in South Africa.
appeared to be attempting to undermine the
rights may even weaken those fundamental

Role of the West
The general line of argument - regarded by
Amnesty International as a red herring - is that
nations are imposing western ideals on
regions with different historical, regional and
western

cultural traditions. Pierre Sane, himself from

Senegal, said he found it difficult to see how
torturing people, dragging people from their
homes in the middle of the night never to be seen

religious leader, the Dalai Lama, being
speak in the conference centre.

forbidden to

following pressure from the Chinese. The irony
ofamanofpeacebeingbannedfromaconferenee
on human rights was not lost in the hundreds of
representatives of non-governmental
organisations (NGOs) also attending the
conference. They subsequently invited him to
speak outside the conference centre. He received
a rapturous welcome.
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As the first week drew to a close, very

When the final document

late

progress had been made on any of the major
issues. One of the most important proposals - for
a

High Commissioner for Human Rights - was

not even

establishment of an international court.

finally appeared Friday evening and a good 48 hours after
the UN optimistically anticipated-it was obvious
that the press found it difficult to know what to
make of it all. Over five million pounds was
spent. Delegates from 170 countries attended,
thousands of people belonging to NGOs were
there. The question is, was it a "success"? One of

little

discussed until the last minute. Almost

the entire first week

was taken up with arguing
procedural issues, particularly the question
of whether or not NGOs could attend the drafting

over

In general, proposals to reinforce or to develop

on

the

capacity of the international machinery and
ensure the protection of human
rights arc not nearly far-reaching enough to
UN bodies to

meet

the

needs

of

the

recommendations tended
debate and strong

1990s.

to result

These

in endless

resistance from many stales

Special measures to address violence
against women are called for, including

;

completion of the Declaration for
violence against women, and support
is expressed for a UN Commission on
Human Rights Special Rapporteur to
address violations of women's

rights.

1

and

proposal which Amnesty
pushing hard for is the
setting up of the post of High Commissioner for
Human Rights. This remained a highly
contentious issue and was not finally given the
strong endorsement that it deserved and required

greatly watered down in the final text.
increased resources,
an urgent requirement that underpins the succc.ss
of the entire action plan, was seriously
undermined by a last minute amendment
requiring that increased resources for the human
rights program be found only from within the
existing regular UN budget and included a
reminder of the resource needs of other import ant
UN programs (suggesting that the re-deployment
of resources to human rights may be difficult).
No target figures were set although it was
recommended that an incrca.sed proportion be
made available directly to the Centre on Human
Rights. Extra-budgetary resources were also
urgently called for.
Olherrccommcndationsto.strcngthcn the UN's
protection machinery of rapporteurs, working
groups and treaty bodies do not go very far. In a
paragraph that provoked hours of discussion and
which was eventually watered down, the
Conference did recogni.se the importance of
preserving and strengthening the system of
rapporteurs and working groups of the
Commission on Human Rights and its SubCommission but called only for adequate

although it has been referred to the General
Assembly of the UN for further action this year.

called upon to cooperate with

were

The call for substantially

Specific
such

as

measures are called for to address particular abuses
those in detention or caught up in armed conflict.

committee. It

was

eventually decided to give

NGOs only a token presence and to exclude them
from tho.se parts of the drafting process where
the real work

was

arrests, abductions,

done. Meanwhile, political
"disappearances", torture and

the

reasons

answer to

AIM

for there being no apparent definitive

this

conference

Ptc

apainst children,

question is that, in the end, the
up with rather a mixed bag of

came

proposals.
The

executions continued worldwide.

Program of Action

The action component of the Vienna document

Double Standards

is

In

spite of daily reports from the official
United Nations spokesperson that all was going
smoothly in a great spirit of co-operation, it
became clear by the end of the second week that
this was not the case. Fir.st, the Organi.sation of
I slamic States pushed for a separate statement on
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Then, African countries
demanded one on Angola. These clearly breached
earlier agreement among governments
would not name individual countries. There

an

also

a

at

conference.

International's concern

was not

The Conference failed to

move

was

international criminal court. It did

lengths to

the

-

that

ensure that NGOs
would not draw attention to individual country
situations

One

another

clear double standard here: governments

went to extreme

uneven.

International has been

Amnesty

with the fact that

major

new

forward

on

proposal to e.stablish
no more

an
than

issue

a vague recommendation to the annual
session of the UN Commission on Human Rights

"examine

the

possibility for better
implementation of human rights instruments"
and encouraged the International Law

to

but rather

why over

Commission to continue its work

named

well. The

international court. This falls far short of the

problem with mentioning ju.st two countries
suggests that everything is fine everywhereelse
and we know only too well this is far from the

high-level political support, direction and
momentum which it had been hoped that this
Conference would give to the on-going work of
the Law Commission to make progress on the

these two had been named
100 other countries

-

truth.
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-

were not

as

on

an

resources

for thc.se mechanisms. States

arc

al.so

them, but language
requiring slates to respond to their requests for
information

was

deleted.

Rights of Children,
Indigenous People

Women and

Incontrast, the Action Program is particularly
strong in setting out proposals for action on the

rights of women, children, and indigenous
peoples. Recommendations on racism and
intolerance and on minorities, and migrant
workers are also important. Thc.se .selections,
which reflect a number, of demands put forward
by NGOs, indicate what could have been done in
respect of other sections of the document if
.Sapi.m Jui.y, 1993

N sv

focuses

a

new

mechanisms, advance ratification

implementation of those
specific areas of concern
in relation to the promotion and protection of the
rights of thc.sc groups.
For example, the rights of women arc to be
fully integrated inlothc main.strcam of UN activity
with proposals for greater coordination between
all the various UN bodies dealing with women’s
issues. Special measures to address violence
against women are called for, including
completion of the Declaration for violence against
women, and support is expressed for a UN
Commission on Human Rights Special
Rapporteur to address violations of women's
rights. Universal ratifieation of the Convention

of relevant treaties and

treaties and to address

as

the withdrawal of reservations to that

Convention.
address

Specific

measures are

called for to

particular abuses against children (eg.

prostitution and sexual abuse) and the situation
special need, such as those in
detention or caught up in armed confiict. The UN
of children in

Secretary-General is requested to carry out a
study of children in armed conflict and the
Committee on the Rights of the Child to consider
the issue of raising the minimum age of
eonscription.
On indigenous people, the recommendations
include completion this year of the declaration
on the rights of indigenous people; reviewing
and updating of the mandate of the UN SubCommission's Working Group on Indigenous
Populations; advisory services programs to
benefit indigenous groups; the proclamation of
an I ntemational Decade of the World's 1 ndigenous
People starting in 1994; and consideration of a
possible permanent UN forum for indigenous
people.
Sapem July, 1993

as

Conclusion

Rights of women should he viewed as
an integral and indivisible part of
universal human rights.
There is

Rights of the Child is called for by 1995 as

well

rather thanintcrnalional standards.

a

substantive .section

on

Pic

aim

Amnesty International regrets that no radically
new principles have been articulated to address
the enormous challenges of today's world and
have to mo ve the Uni versal Deelaration of Human

torture,

including a call for ratification of the Convention
i
against Torture and repeal of all legislation
leading to impunity of perpetrators. A much
shorter paragraph on "disappearances" refers
essentially only to the need to investigate and
punish perpetrators. There is no reference,
regrettably, in the final text to summary or
nghis are morcconsisicnily addressed by existing
arbitrary executions or the death penalty,
human rights btxiies and mechanisms.

well

as

dialogue and cooperation between
governments and NGOs.
A final principle on the role of the media in
providing objective information about human
rights issues is a potentially grave blow to freedom
of expression by referring only to the need for
protection within the framework of national law,

The

Universal ratification of the Convention on

the contribution of NGOs to

the need for

against Women is ealled for by the year 2(X)0,
with special attention to reviewing reservations
to that Convention by the treaty monitoring
body. An Optional Protocol to the Convention to
establish an individual eomplaints procedure is
called for and speeifie measures that women's

the

on

activities without interference is noted

ontheEliminationof AIIFormsofDiscrimination

Principles give special prominence
to the rights of women as an integral
and indivisible part of universal human
rights, and to the rights of the child and
Indigenous groups.

'

s

international levels. It
raising
public awareness and to education, training and
research rather than protection activities and
stresses that the primary role forstandard-sctting
lies with .states. Only NGOs "genuinely" involved
in human rights arc entitled to enjoy the rights set
out in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
provided these are not cxcrci.sed contrary to UN
purposes and principles. However, the need for
NGOs to enjoy the protection of national law and
international standards and to carry out their

wi11 to esiablish
comprehensive agenda for action. Specific,
concrete proposals are made, generally within
clear time-frame, to complete standard-setting,
governments had had the poliiical

establish

V

national, regional and

;

however.

The real test of what the conference has

achieved, and of the value of the Vienna
Declaration, will be the next steps taken

by governments. Many promises and
were made, not only in

commitments
the

declaration

but

during the

conference.

Rights from a "common standard of achievement"
"obligation under international law". The

to an

Key Principles
very hard-fought battle, the
fundamental principles of universality,
indivisibility and interdependence of all rights
were strongly reaffirmed in Principle I - and it
was recognised that human rights are a legitimate
After

concern

a

ofthe international community.

Amnesty

regretted however the inclusion in
reference
to
historical, cultural
and religious
"particularities".
The Principles give special prominence to the
rights of women as an integral and indivisible
part of universal human rights, and to the rights
of the child and indigenous groups. This is
consolidated by some concrete proposals
contained in the Program of Action (see above).
The Principle on the role of NGOs is more
grudging and restrictive than positive and
constructive and does not give adequate
recognition to the central role of NGOs in the
promotion and protection of human rights at the
International

such

a

text

for the first time of specific

real test of what the conference has achieved,

and of the value of the Vienna Declaration, will
be the next steps

taken by governments. Many
promises and commitments were made, not only
in the declaration but during the conference. It
will be up to

these

the NGOs to hold governments to

promises.

In fact, one of the successes of the conference
was

the

from all

coming together of hundreds of NGOs
over the world. Their lively debate and

enthusiasm in the NGO

conference hall

area

below the main

injected life into

an otherwise
Clearly, we have to look beyond
Vienna and work more forcefully for the
emergence of a strong global human rights
movement that will constitute one of the major
guarantees of human rights protection and
promotion in the future. The seeds of such a
movement were planted in Vienna.*
lacklustre stage.

JAMES GILLIES is in the Press Office of the

International Secretarial of Amnesty Intemalional based
in ihe U.K.
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AAPS FORUM ZIMBABWE CHAPTER

expect the traditional chiefs to administer modem wills, and other
judiciary functions regulating western business practice, one should not
expect Justice X of non-African descent to preside over the marriage and
inheritance procedures of the Africans.

Marriage and Inheritance Laws in Zimbabwe
The June 24

meeting which focused on the recently government issued
Paper tabling proposals on reforming the country's marriage and
inheritance laws deserves a special place in the annals of AAPS history
White

SAFES SEMINAR SERIES

in Zimbabwe.

Firstly, on this
female and most

particular day, the audience was almost 90 per cent
regular AAPS members were conspicuous by their
absence. Secondly, the organisers had lined up Cyprian Ndawana, a
young man with very controversial views on women's issues possibly to
chart a new course in encouraging young blood to be actively involved
in AAPS. Unfortunately, for the younger generation, the panelist turned
out to

be

a

traditionalist and enunciated

views the old

retrogressive ideas relative to the

guard pronounce.

Elizabeth Gwaunza, the Zimbabwe National Coordinatorof Women in

Law in Southern Africa (WILSA), summarised the
the White

issues surrounding
Paper namely the types of marriages. Race and Spouses, and

the nature of the property

involved. She outlined the disadvantages of the

present law mainly that race determines which law governs inheritance
in any particular case; complications arising out of the monogamous and
polygamous types; and the inheritance rights of widows in both marriages
as

well

as

the children.

She

argued that most Zimbabwean women welcomed the proposed
changes because they seek to rectify the inequitable laws governing
property ownership and inheritance. They also noted that the White Paper
must address the rights of widowers in these different types of marriages.
One major issue the document glosses over is polygamy. Should polygamy
be allowed to continue'.^

African culture.

Paper for assuming that husbands predecease

wives and echoed Gwaunza's remarks

on

the difficult times widowers

experience. He noted the difficulties lawyers faced in administering
wills, in a situation where those concerned readily opt for traditional
administration of estates. Ndawana closed his pre.sentation by remarking
that "Just as conservationists are wedging an all out war for the protection
of the rhinos... I for one am fully prepared to be a combatant in the battle
to protect culture".
Comments from the audience cautioned against using traditional
forms of justice in these disputes. Others criticised the current legal
system as impositions from outside which often distorted local African
values, arguing that they have no foundations in the cultural practices of
the people they seek to regulate.
The diversity and complexity of the views exchanged can best be
summed up by one intervention which noted that, just like one does not
56

;

!

Tsie, a lecturer in the department of Political Science, at the
University of Botswana, argued in his paper "Reflections on Regional
Cooperation in Southern Africa: SACU, SADC and the PTA in
Comparative Perspective" presented at the SAPES regional head office
in Harare, that Southern Africa has been a laboratory of experiments on
regional integration sehemes. Given the proliferation of regional
integration sehemes, one is entitled to ask; What is the driving force
behind the formation of these regional integration schemes? What are the
objectives? Whose interests do they serve? What has their track record
been so far? What kind of strategies are needed to make these schemes
more effective in terms of
attaining their objectives?
Assessing the performance of SACU, it was noted that the organisation
enabled Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland (BLS) to attain an acceptable
level of industrialisation, but there is overwhelming evidence that SACU
has acted as an obstacle to their industrialisation mainly because of the
stiff South African competition in their domestic markets against locally
manufactured goods. In the final analysis, SACU has deepened economic
dependence of the BLS countries on South Africa contrary to their stated
goal of reducing dependence on South A frica via scl f-rel iance as embrxlied
in SADC.

SADC's .seored

Cyprian Ndawana's entry point to the discussion was through a set of
questions. Why has the White Paper been issued'? Historically, how has
society prescribed marriage and inheritance? What problems does the
government intend to solve? And, can a lasting solution be found through
legislation?
He attributed the current problems to the imposition of western norms
by missionaries especially through the church. The presentation put more
emphasis on the civil and customary marriages and applauded the
government's desire to recognise and respect customary marriages. He
pointed out that the Zimbabwe experience with Acts giving distinct
advantages to women has led to severe cultural degradation. He vigorously
denounced exercises that he perceived as empowering women in the
name of redressing equality between sexes and characterised them as
nothing but efforts at causing grave if not multiple injuries to Zimbabwe's
He criticised the White

Regional Cooperation in Southern Africa
Dr Balefi

important political victory in

far as it survived
imptise Pretoria's
own conception of
regional cooperation in the sub-region at the cost of
US$60 billion in lost production and destroyed property infrastructures.
This enabled the organisation to forge "a regional identity" amongst its
an

South African destabilisation which

members, to rehabilitate

some

was

.so
calculated to

of the alternative transport and

communications networks to those controlled
create new ones, to avert

by South Africa and even

starvation even during the most difficult drought

years and to involve the business community in its productive sector.
It was highlighted that the experience of SADC shows that meaningful

development cannot occur unless there is good governance. Democratic
space should be expanded and deepened so that the creative potential of
the peoples of the SADC region could be fully utdised. The class
character of the states involved are bent on promoting capitalist
development primarily through free market policies. In fact, the most
dangerous threat to regional integration in Southern Africa, is the socalled free enterprise ideology which has been imposed on the heavily
indebted SADC countries by the IMF and World Bank through Structural
Adjustment Programmes (SAPs). There is no doubt what.soevcr that
SAPs will eventually emasculate the state in most of the SADC countries
and with that, it is difficult to see how regional planning and coordination
can be effected for
purposes of achieving mutually beneficial regional
integration.
As far

as

the PTA is concerned, the consensus is that SADC has

performed far better than the PTA in promoting inter-state projects in
areas such as transport and communications, food
security and energy.
Intra-PTA trade was affected by the rules of origin for industrial products
demanding that companies must be 51% locally owned in order for
industrial products to qualify for export to the PTA market. Practically,
this would have meant that Kenya and Zimbabwe would dominate the
PTA market at the expense of less developed partners like Malawi,
Saphm Jui.y. 1993

iiis

Mozambique and Tanzania since they are the most industrialised and
have relatively strong indigenous capital.
On the SADC/PTA conflict, it was stated that PTA saw itself as a

"home-spun" regional organisation whilst SADC is presumably a northern
imposition. There is equally no doubt that SADC and the PTA have
overlapping development objectives and have been duplicating efforts
particularly in the areas of transport and communications, industry and
food security. Dr Tsie recommended that the only way out of the present
impasse is for the two organisations to rationalise and streamline their
activities, BUT NO MERGER PLEASE!
It was concluded that there is no doubt that both SADC and the PTA
are working for the realisation of the goals set by the Lagos Plan ofAction
and subsequently endorsed by the Abuja Treaty. Both organisations are
building blocs for the creation of an African Economic Community, but
it is difficult to see how any one of them can avoid domination by foreign
capital given the .sorry statcofaffairs in the majority of African economies.

Divorce Laws in Zimbabwe

visiting Rc.scarch Fellow at SAPES Trust from
University of Lesotho had a brainstorming seminar that
focused on the changing divorce laws of Zimbabwe with a view of
assessing their relevance and possible adoption in Lesotho.
She highlighted the problems associated with the dualism in legal
systems and how these affect the common and the customary law. The
research she is currently undertaking is focused on the inequalities of
legal systems between male and female. This often spills over to the
Mothokoa Mamashela, a

of the spouses involved.

to be probed arc: Is there a problem of divorce? What are
the factors leading to divorce? What is its effect on the personalities? Is
The questions

lasting solution to the inequality of spouses status
patriarchal basis of the societies under review?
there

a

Mamashela noted that Zimbabwe's case was

given the

exciting because the

country had adopted the irretrievable breakdown principle and abandoned

guilty principle. The guilty principle reduced the court to a scenario
imperative to outwit the other party hoping to
attain the winner takes it all position. Some preliminary work has already
been done and Mamashela said it was important for her to look at the court
cases and records involving select areas to highlight both the old and the

the

of drama where it became

system.
Contributions from

new

participants centred on the need forthe researcher
objective and expose the disparities between for example, the
urban and the rural areas, class nature of those being investigated as this

to be more

bearing on the property involved, and most importantly, to establish
being changed because of divorce scenarios or other
socio-cultural factors outside the family and legal institutions. For
has

a

whether the laws are

example, to what extent did the prosecution of the liberation war
conscientise Zimbabweansociety on issues and advantages of women's
empowerment? Does Lesotho enjoy the same advantages?
Whilst the research will focus more on the legal institutions, it was
stressed that one has to analyse the social basis of marriage and the
universal reaction to the adoption of the concepts discussed. Other issues
raised dealt with methodology, sample procedures and data collection.

Africa-African Diaspora

Programme

Julie-Annc Walker, the Academic DirectorofOverseas Study Programme

presented aseminar on the AAPS/SAPfiSTViisM/nca-A/ricfl/i Diaspora
Programme.

aims at the following:
Exchange of visits between scholars in the

The programme

a)

Sapem July. 1993

on

the

one

hand, and those of Southern Africa;

Exchange of information between such African organisations as
AAPS and SAPES and those in the diaspora;
Consultations on such key themes as Pan Africanism, reparations.

c)

etc;

d)

The organisation of workshops and conferences on these and other

e)

The mobilisation of donor funds and general support-particularly
among the Africa and African diaspora organisations for the estab-

0

Evaluation of research and publications.
Concrete steps have already been taken to formulate the programme in

issues;

lishment of the programme;

the past decade as evidenced
in North America in 1988. In

and

by the establishment of an AAPS Chapter
1989, the SAPES Trust organised the first

major African and African-American scholars on the subject of USSoviet policy in Southern Africa. It was in the course of that meeting that
there emerged a more definite indication of parameters of the proposed
AAPS/SAPES Africa-African Diaspora Programme.

During the presentation, Julie Walker outlined a very interesting

and Lesotho

the National

children and property

Caribbean

b)

United States and the

Pan

African historical frame of reference. She argued that Africa is increasingly

being marginalised in America. In the American Black community, one
can easily di.scern a diminishing excitement with Africa relative to the
inspiring times of the early 60s because of the expectations and anxieties
African independence caused.
1992 was a watershed year for the activist/academic community in the
Americas as scholars from every discipline sought to negotiate the
celebratory aspects of the "Columbus Legacy" to determine the truths
relative to the African diaspora. These investigations are consistent with
the search for reparations to Africa and Africans in the diaspora for six
centuries of slave trade and colonial occupation (and given the Japanese

precedents which have been established, at least in the United
a moral and legal basis). Both issues are of note under the
rubric of "Pan Africanism", a topic to be further delineated at a gathering
to be held in Uganda later this year.
Forthe first time, a major African-American professional organisation,
the National Council of Black Studies, will host its annual conference in
Africa this summer. This will be a unique opportunity for academics
whose primary focus is the diaspora, to interact with African scholars
with similar interests. These are also unique opportunities for AAPS and
SAPES Trust representatives to hold consultations with representatives
of these organising bodies to determine levels of organisational
and Jewish

States, there is

interactions.

During the course of the deliberations, a few concerned scholars noted
concern the increasing number of Africans serving in the US Army
and the deafening silence during the recent US bombings in Iraq and the
continued slaughter of civilians by the UN forces in Somalia.
Because of the changing global politics and the need for Africans to
review their plans in this environment, there is still controversy over the
best forms of solidarity between Africans in the diaspora and those on the
continent. Some interventions noted with concern the strengthening of
with

links between representatives of capital in US A (mainly blacks who have
capitalist aspirations) and the government representatives of Africa
opting for market solutions to their country's economic problems. On this
point, one participant highlighted the need for an anti-imperialist global
network. Others injected arguing that the reference to colour is not a
deliberate choice byAfricans, but that it was a result of historical
developments that situated black people in an underprivileged position.
Given this, it would be folly to advocate undifferentiated global solidarity.
Finally, it was noted that the programme will be stronger if Walker
could concretely spell out the specific activities that will be embarked on.
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negotiations should

CONFERENCE NEWS
Towards Sustainable Peace and

Security in

Zimbabwe, June 30 - July 2,1993
Disruptive military, political and economic changes experienced in
developing new concepts of
peace and security. The major challenge in the field ofconllict resolution
and issues of peace and development lies in what has to be done
specifically to transform institutes of those who have lived by the force
of arms into supporters of a stable and on-going demcKratic
polity.
The above i.ssues were hotly debated at a three-day brainstorming
conference "Towards Sustainable Peace and Stability in Southern Africa"
convened in Harare, Zimbabwe by the Nigerian, Major General Joseph
Garba a senior research fellow and director of Project "Southern African
Peacekeeping and Peacemaking Project" at the United Nations In.stitute
Southern Africa underscore the need for

of International Education.
noted

by Ambassodor Garba. that the South and Southern
galvanised the international community into a
frenzy of conferences. The dismantling of apartheid has become an
industry. The theme of this conference underscored the need to tame
those
who often for good reasons but sometimes not - have .solved
problems by shooting first.
The conference which was largely dominated by military men, dwelt
extensively on the firsthand experiences of largely insiders and many of
the actors in the unfolding drama of the region and the continent. It
successfully brought together policy makers, senior military personnel,
as well as academics,
primarily from the region, to hold substantive
deliberations on regional security. In the context of the South Africa
crisis, members of the Pan Africanist Congress (PAC) and the African
National Congress (ANC) military wings, APLA and MK respectively,
met face to face with their
protagonists from the SADF.
The conference exposed that the military men expect to play a greater
role in the "new" South Africa. Interventions from others highlighted the
importance of pioneering a new concept of adefensive army. Participants
was

African situation has

-

called

on

each other

to

be candid, to the extent that

Major General

Holomisa, Chairman of theTranskei Military Council delivered his paper
denouncing justice Richard Goldstonc, Chairman of the Commission of
Inquiry regarding the Prevention of Public Violence and Intimidation in
South Africa.

Major General Holomisa openly admitted that his government trains
military warfare because these
skills and professional qualifications will be needed by tho.se who will be
APLA and MK cadres in conventional

chosen to be the future army officers in post-apartheid South Africa. His
remarks drew hostile reactions from the retired General J. Geldenhuys,
and

Brigadier George Kruys, the SADF Director of Planning. On

a

few

occasions. General Holomisa interjected often overshadowing the
Chairman when some of the SADF repre.sentalives made remarks
tantamount to

warnings and threats.

Ibbo Mandaza

struggle on one
presided over the large-scale
destabilisation attempts embarked upon to prtrlong white domination and
severely debilitate the neighbouring countries'capability in giving material
and logistical support to South African black liberation movements, is
showered with praises on the other.
In this regard, the opening address by Zimbabwe's Ministcrof Defence.
hand, whilst De Klerk the

Southern Africa, a Conference in Harare,

It

the Executive Director of SAFES Trust afso made

controversial remarks when he reminded the participants that the meeting
should not be conducted in

a manner that will ignore the current levels of
by the state on the civilian population. He cautioned
analysts not to portray the South African state as invincible, arguing
further that the future of the sub-region still hinges on what happens in
South Africa, but the resolution of the South African question has such
national, regional and global dimensions that it cannot be viewed in

violence unleashed

.SS

L

reinforced the observation made earlier that the multiparty

man

whose state

Moven Mahachi set the tone of the conference when he alluded to
and effects of regional
wars,

causes

instability. He cited slavery and the ensuing slave

colonisation and the violent decolonisation

.struggles in the form of

demon.strations. strikes, civil disobedience and outright wars, cold war
ideological differences, the rise of Islamic fundamentalism, agricultural

stagnation and finally, the balkanisation of South Africa along ethnic or
racial lines coupled with a ptrssihic disloyalty on the
part of the South
African Defence Forces.
The

meeting fiKused on the Zimbabwe. Namibia and Mozambique
experiences in integrating armies of different orientation and loyalties
into one national force. Zimbabwe and Namibia's
experiences were
classified as good cases of success whereas the Mozambican
prcKcss is
.still fraught with difficulties. For South Africa's case to be successful, it
was emphasi.sed that there should be a massive demilitarisation of the
society, because the civilian population has had access to weapons of war
through both official and unofficial channels.
SADF Brigadier Malt van Niekerk urged analysts to take note of the
increase in internal instability triggered off by armed offensives launched
by the liberation movements. This could increase underground activities
ranging from caching of arms to the arming of untrained personnel in
self-defence committees. The

same remarks also
applied to the Inkatha
Party (IFP) and rightwing militia groups who.se activities can
the possible disintegration of forces.

Freedom
lead to

He further denounced what he termed intellectual violence around the
conference table where there iscontinual bombardment from
people with

perceptions that ignore the fact that armed conflict also brews an air thick
propaganda, slogans and lopsided perceptions. He cited the example
of the alleged South Africa's support to Unita as a case where most
with

observers fail to substantiate their claims.
On the last

day of the conference. Abdul S. Minty, the Director of
Campaign Against Military and Nuclear Colloboration. raised a
fundamental question with regard tothc timing and di.sclosureof
potentially
embarrassing material and evidence of South Africa's double standards
on
.security matters. He referred to the issue of the apparent lack of
transparency on South Africa's nuclear capacity r.nd the armaments
industry. He queried why De Klerk's government is destroying all
evidence about nuclear capability, and more impoitant than that,
why is
it that while in other regions of the world
people are asking for greater
World

transparency and concrete evidence, in the

case

of nuclear proliferation

including South Africa, the big powers are asking nothing. Undoubtedly
the

major criteria is not to "embarrass De Klerk".
convincingly argued the ca.se for a restructured smaller South
African Defence Force, and reviewing the role of its wasteful and
costly
arms industry. On the future role of South
Africa, he noted with concern
the unilateral rcstructuringof the SADF, which includes the
re-equipment
of the South African Air Force,
consolidating its missile and other
projects as we 11 as entcri ng i nto long term contracts for the export of arms.
For example, the Swiss authorities breached the UN arms
embargo by
offering 60 Pilatus military trainer aircraft. There have been negotiations
with Russia for the purchase of Mig-29
fighter aircraft and South Africa
continues to exhibit its military products in various international arms
He

exhibitions without

isolation from these.
This position

not be used to criminalise armed

a

word of condemnation from other governments.

The above scenario
to

the paper

prc.sented by Abdul Minty stood in sharp contrast
and remarks presented by Dr Jakkie Cilliers, co-director.
Saim-m Jui.y, 199.^

Institute lor Defence

Folicy, South Africa. Cilliers acknowledged

the

importance of views similar to these held by Minty, but characterised
them as extreme and causing considerable confusion. On the view that the
South African arms industry has always been characterised by a total
absence of morality, smuggling, secrecy and shady dealings, he felt that
it was time to view the defence industry as a national asset. TTie future
SADF will also still require hardware and from a regional view. South
Africa’s neighbours who were dependent upon external sources for arms
procurement might wish to link into the existing South African defence
industry. He concluded that South Africa should retain and diversify its
arms industry as this wi 11 also make a major contribution to the development
of the South African manufacturing indu.stry.
Farticipants held a special session where proposals on the way forward
were tabled. It was reiterated by Ambassodor Garba that the project seeks
to develop a new practical approach to peacemaking in the Southern
African region, keeping in mind the rapid developments within South
Africa and their regional implications, and drawing upon regional case
The conference resolved to convene more

meetings around specific

ii.

examine the

in Southern Africa. This, and

studies in the hope of identifying
failures in nation-building, is the guiding principle of the

honest examination of regional ca.se

successes

and

project.

a

Trade Unions.

focusing mainly on the
challenges experienced
in Africa because of Structural Adjustment Frogrammes (SAFs). He
characterised SAFs as an ideological onslaught that is changing the arena
of .social relations and forcing the labour organisations to register their
presence through bread riots.
He further stated that policy making in Africa is state centred and the
underprivileged are increasingly losing the space they used to occupy in
the pa.st. Critics of the left who used to voice the opinions of the poor have
been hijacked and speak of democratic reforms that liberalise labour
Adesina gave a background history to the study
traditional labour studies and then raised the new

the state is under

Programming Workshop
The SAFES Gender Division is currently (19-23 July) holding a workshop
in Victoria Falls aimed at outlining the strategies that will be useful in
consolidating the programme which has been upgraded from its 1991 1993 project status.
Dr FatriciaMcFadden who has taken overthe coordinator's post, previously

by Ruth Meena, will be presenting a concept paper on the Gender
Frogramme. An abridged version of this paper appears in this

Relations

i.s.sue under the SAFES

analysing traditional labour studies, labour
finally, labour and politics. It is expected that the study will
cover Zambia, Zimbabwe, Togo, Algeria, Ghana, Kenya and Cote-deVoire and assess impact on the macro-economic policy, legal framework,
markets and

social relations down to the household, etc.

proposals that the regional study will be
by SAFES Trust whilst the Zimbabwe national team will
continue to be based in IDS. It was noted that bodies like SAFES and
CODESRIA should consolidate theirrelationship and not seek to our

The researchers welcomed the

compete each other. It is in this spirit of mutual cooperation that SAFES
welcomed Jimi Adesina and offered to use its sub-regional network to

identify researchers who have the potential to participate in this network.

VISITORS TO SAFES
During the month of June, SAFES Trust was honoured by visits to its
secretariat by a number of scholars, academics, non-government

representatives and members of the diplomatic community coming to

participants who arc mainly drawn from Southern Africa include:
Mkandawire (Malawi); Dr Guy
Mhone (SAFES); Ms Irene Van Rhyn (Namibia); Lebobang Letsi-Taole
(Botswana); Ms MothokoaMamashcla (Lesotho); Dr FatriciaMcFadden;
Dr Ibbo Mandaza; Mrs Joyce Kazembe and Barbara Guyo from SAFES.
A report on the proceedings of the meeting will be published in our
August issue of SAFEM Review.

CODESRIA Labour Research Network
of the CODESRIA Network on Labour Movements

and

Folicy-making in Africa, Olujimi Adesina from the University of Ibadan
Sapf.m Jui.Y, 1993

use

the

Stellenbosch, South Africa.

Research column.

VISITING FELLOWS

Ms. Felicia Sakala (Zambia); Dr Richard

convener

and

Library and documentation Centre. Notable among these are:
Kebokile Dengu-Zvobgo, University of Zimbabwe; Kofi Anyidoko,
Dubois Centre, University of Ghana; Elias Mandala, University of
Rochester; John M. Kalake, Botswana High Commission; Michael West,
Carl Thom, Maria Wamstrum, Gunilla Hes.selmark and Tessa Hellgreen,
SIDA; Julie Stewart, Clever Mubengegwi, University of Zimbabwe;
Stephen J. Spielman, USAID; Abdul Minty, Norway; Issam Mahboub,
Iraq Embassy; Severine Rugumamu, University of Dar-es-Salaam; T.
Yoshikuni, Japanese Embassy; and L. Thompson, University of

The

The

protective labour laws. The welfare spending of

siege.

familiarise them.scives with our work, attend seminars

SAFES Gender Division

held

hold

mics;

military in the process of democratisation
an

University of Zimbabwe and proceeded to
brainstorming workshop on July 15 at SAFES Trust regional head
office. The meeting was attended by researchers from the Institute of
Development Studies, SAFES Trust and the Zimbabwe Congress of
He met with researchers at the

coordinated

to

publicise the programme and also meet

region.

The research is aimed at

relationship between military expenditure and
development needs; and
iv.
to develop practical suggestions for a common regional economic
and security arrangement.
It was agreed that the conveners of the meeting should continue their
work that has successfully brought together at a formal level practitioners,
as well as students of peacemaking and peacekeeping with a view to
facilitate full and candid communication on the role and future of the
iii.

a mission to

aims of the project:
To identify potential intra-state and inter-state conflict in Southern
Africa and to provide means with which to defuse them;
to examine the role of the mi litary and its impact on governance, and
to e.stablish guidelines for the demobilisation and re.structuring of
the armed forces and their reintegration into the national econo-

issues that will promote
i.

researchers in the

markets and scrape away

comparative analysis.

studies for

visited Zimbabwe on

Professor Waller Kamba, the former Vice-Chancellor of the

University

SAFES Trust as a Visiting Research Fellow on
the Reflections Frogramme. He will be mainly focussing on constitutional

of Zimbabwe has joined
matters.

Professor Sam Nolutshungii from the University of Rochester will be
hosted by the International Relations Division. He is focusing on Feace
and Security issues and will be holding a seminar on Southern Africa in
59
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July, 1993.
joined SAFES as the Head of the Gender
Relations Division. She has already prepared a concept paper which will
be discussed at a Gender Relations Workshop in mid-July.
Dr Severine Rugmnamu from the University of Dar-c.s-Salaam was at
SPAES for two weeks. He was hosted by the International Relations
Division. He prepared a Research paper entitled Post-Cold War Peace
and Security in Southern Africa which will be published as an occasional
on

Dr Pat McFadden has

now

paper.
Ms. Mothokoa Mamashela from the National
washosted for three weeks at SAFES whilst she
on

Divorce Laws in Zimbabwe and Lesotho.

University of Lesotho
doing her research
(See summary of the

was

proceedings in this newsletter).
Ms. Julie-Ann Walker, the Academic Director of Overseas

Study
Programme in Zimbabwe is being hosted as a visiting fellow responsible
for developing the AAPS/SAPES Trust Africa-African Diaspora
Programme. She presented her proposal to the SAFES Seminar Series on
July 14. (See summary of the proceedings in this newsletter).
Professor Bernard Magubane, from the Department of Anthropology,
University of Connecticut arrived at SAFES in mid-July. He will be
assisting on the National Liberation Movements Project in the Governance
Division and also reflecting on his on-going study on South Africa.
Professor Magubanc is a South African who has lived in exile for the
greater part of his life.

School

on

the Social Dimensions of ESAP,

University of Zimba-

bwe. June 7-24 1993
The social dimensions

of Economic Structural Adjustment
Programmes in Southern Africa - with special reference to
Mozambique, by José Ivo E Correia... et al. Paper presented at the
Winter School on the Social Dimensions of ESAP, University of
Zimbabwe, June 7-24 1993
World Development Report 1993. Investing in Health: World
Development Indicators. Washington, World Bank, July 1993.
Government Policies and the urban informal .sector in sub-Satuiran Africa: acomparative study on Kenya. Tanzania, Mozennbique
and Angola, by Pedro Assungao. Geneva, ILO, 1993
The urban informal .sector in Zimbabwe: from insignificance to the
employer of the last resort, by Christian Peters-Berrics. Geneva,

ILO, 1993

Putting development policies into practice: the problems of implementing policy reforms in Africa, by Christian Peters-Berries.
Geneva, ILO, 1993
The urban informal .sector and .structural adju.stment in
Christian Peters-Berries. Geneva, ILO, 1993

Zambia, by

South Africa and the African Comity I sic I ofNations:from
to

isolation
integration, by Denis Venter. Pretoria, Africa Institute of South

Africa, 1993
Local Government in the Third World:
tion in

e.xperience of decentralizatropical Africa. 2ndcd..cdilcd by Philip Mawhood. Pretoria,

Africa Institute of South Africa, 1993

NEW BOOKS AND DOCUMENTS
IN THE LDC
Terra Viva: the
Human

independent daily of the World Conference
Rights, IPS, Vienna, June 1993. Selected extracts

United Nations Convention

on

Statement

by the Hon Mr Emmerson D Mnangagwa at the World
Conference on Human Rights, Vienna, June 17 1993
We toiled for the white man in our own gardens: the conflict
between cotton and food in colonial Malawi, by Elias Mandala,
University of Rochester, 1993
Effects of structural adjustment on consumers. Paper presented by
the Consumer Council of Zimbabwe Managing Director at the
Winter School, University of Zimbabwe, 8 June 1993
Christianity: to save or enslave, by Paul Gifford, Harare, EDICESA,
1990

Report

on a course

for

women

Journalists held at the British

Council. Harare, March 8-12 1993
Zimbabwe Book Publishers Association. Annual General
17 June 1993.

Meeting,
Speech by The Hon C M Usheokunze and Chairman’s

Report
Human

Rights

International Consensus: the making of the
of Human Rights 1945-1948, by Ashild
Samnoy. Bergen, Chr Michelsen Institute, R 1993:4
Human Rights and Development: the discourse in the humanities
and social sciences, by Siri Gloppen and Lise Rakner. Bergen, Chr
as

Universal Declaration

Michelsen Institute, R 1993:3

Social repercussions ofprice decontrol, by

Ishmael Muchemenyi...
Paper presented at the Southern Africa Winter School on the
Social Dimensions of ESAP, University of Zimbabwe, 7-24 June

et

al.

1993
The

"paradox" of structural adjustment: investigating the condi-

tions ofpossibilityfor sustainable

the elimination

of all forms
Zimbabwean draft report, by
Rudo Gaidzanwa and Petronella Maramba. Harare, January 1993
Mazrui Annual Newsletter. byAli Mazrui. New
(the Author),
ofdiscrimination against

democratic and .socio-economic

on

women: a

1992 and 1993
Out

ofAfrica?, by Jim Ca.son and Bill Martin. The Nation. 1993
Africa: the war on education, by Alie Fataar. Harare 1993
Possibilities to cushion adverse effects of Structural Adju.stment
Programmes on vulnerable women’s groups in Zambia, by
Mosebjane Malatsi. Paper prepared for IFAA Symposium on
Gender Is.sues and Structural Adjustment in Africa, 23 March 1991
1993 Zimbabwe Tobacco Association Congress... [papers]
South

The Zimbabwean Financial Sector under ESA P (pre-during-post),

by N M Vingirai. Paper presented to the Zimbabwe Economic

Society, 1993
Reorganisation and restructuring of the SADF, by Major-General
H B Holomisa. Towards Sustainable Peace and Stability in South
Africa, Harare, 30 June-1 July
The Impact of Economic Development on Security in Southern
Africa, by Aguibou Mouké Y Yansané. Paper pre.sented at the
Conference on Towards Sustainable Peace and Stability in Southem

The

Africa, Harare, 30 June-2 July 1993

restructuring and reorientation of the South African Defence

Force, by Laurie Nathan. Paper presented at the Conference

on

Peace-keeping and Peace-making in Southern Africa, Harare,
June 1993

Post-Cold War Peace and Security Prospects in Southern Africa.
by Dr Severine M Rugumamu. Harare, SAFES, 1993
With open arms " Confidence - and.security - building mea.sure.sin
.southern Africa, by Laurie Nathan. Windhoek, Conference on
Confidence and Security-building in Southern Africa, 1993
White Paper on Marriage and Inheritance in Zimbabwe. Harare,
Government Printer, [19931.B
“

reconstruction, by Lisa Klein... et al. Paper presented at the Winter
60
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WRITING AND BOOK PUBLISHING
IN ZIMBABWE
Funya Chisero

T

determined to

he Zimbabwe International Book Fair

are

(ZIBF) has indeed become a major
event in the cultural calendar of

Africa

see

that most books read in

appreciate the importance of books
development and why they have a
responsibility to disseminate books which may
not achieve huge sales, but are needed by sections
of the community. It is important to ensure that
networks to

imported.
It is not clear why, in Zimbabwe, for example,
booksellers arc provided with scarce foreign
currency to import books which are not crucial
for national development. Many culturally

that promote

consolidate the

irrelevant children's books dominate shelves of

expose

many of Zimbabwe's
critical shortage of

needs of the country so that the establishment of
local book production centres becomes essential

particular and Africa in general.
the ZIBF

Zimbabwe in

There is no doubt that each year,
assumes new

and critical dimensions which either

growth of the book industry or
major problems being faced by the
industry in Africa.
Last year, the ZIBF revealed clearly that
environmental issues

were

still

a new area

of

among many African writers and
publishers. Also discussed were issues on
publishing in Africa which have been raised over

concern

and

over

since the ZIBF was established a few

years ago. It is necessary to re-visit these issues
and to determine why they re-occur each year as

what progress
their resolution.
well

as

Africa Versus

has been made towards

Foreign Interests

potential in contributing to the

establishment of

an

African Cultural Common

publishing and printing industries
expected to be so structured that they will not
only challenge the tendency of foreign firms
from the developed countries to dump third rate
and unsuitable book products in Africa, but also
penetrate the world book market. In order to
effectively achieve these objectives, book fairs
Market. Book

are

should be
become

more

bookshops while there is a
important textbooks and

reference books. Whi le the numberof magazines

dramatically since
independence, there is no doubt that the content
of many of them is not relevant to the development
needs of the country. Many magazines have
failed to deal extensively with issues of major
concern to the people: their survival, education
in Zimbabwe has risen

and empowerment.

In view of the financial and material resource

region, magazines and
newspapers must be taken as important
instruments of education. They need to be given

constraints in the

It has been stated before that the ZIBF has a

tremendous

are

than exhibitions.

They must

strategic events to evaluate how the

African book market can

effectively penetrate

the

same

national

status as

books in terms of their role in

development. Therefore, it is not only

their content that mu.st be consistent

with the

development aspirations of the people, but also
their distribution should take cognisance of the
critical shortage of reading materials in most
rural areas of the countries of the region.

private, are owned by foreigners.

are

being widely distributed

by the majority of the literate public in
region, there are still many booksellers who

Sapem July, 1993

libraries

This results from the fact that the selection of
books in local libraries is

poor that many
reading materials.
Because of the high prices of textbooks, many
local libraries do not stock adequate numbers of
textbooks required by students in schools and
colleges who constitute the majority of the readers
so

readers do not find relevant

who visit libraries.

Heavy taxation for the material input for the
production of books also i nhibit the development
of a viable book industry. The ZIBF has discussed
this issue quite consistently in the last few years,
but the situation has not improved significantly.
There are still no favourable concessions given
by governments to those who are publishing
textbooks.

The Role of the Book Fair
The OAU has

promoted the idea of book fairs
exhibitions of national book

better established than book

publishing capacities, but as events that can
promote regional and Pan African strategies for
viable production and distribution of books. The

production centres.

I n many countries of the region, book distribution
networks are in fact owned by local people.

are not mere

However, many

Dakar Plan of Action

concerned

which

used to educate owners of book distribution

published books

locally

development.
capitals of Africa the most popular
are those of foreign cultural centres.

In many

which

the

While the ZIBF has shown that

sensitive to the

Book distribution centres in Africa are often

and read

diverted to the world book market.

are

investment for national

Most traditional book distribution networks in

Africa, though

of these enterprises tend to be
primarily with Ixroks that make quick
profit rather than those which may not make
money quickly, but are crucial to national
development. Book fairs should therefore be

the African market first before resources are

book distribution structures

on

Cultural Industries

adopted in 1992 recommends that
countries should "implement measures

was

African

that will facilitate free flow

as

well

as

co-

production and co-pub'ishing of school textbooks
which cover several countries". The plan also
61
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recommends the

granting, by governments, of
subsidies forthe transport and exchange of school

likely to read. Book fairs in Africa should not be
occassions to exhibit prestigious, glossy and

textbooks among

African countries.
previous meetings of the ZIBF has
considered these options seriously, the stumbling

expensive publications which the people cannot

block to the realisation of collaboration in this

Writers and Publishers

While

area
are

is that booksellers in many African countries

not able to

secure

foreign

currency

required

pay for such textbooks. In fact, it seems easier
for many African countries to secure foreign
to

books from developed
neighbouring African
countries. Co-publishing and co-production of
textbooks can only be possible if African
governments can work together i n the production
of common syllabi and joint ventures in the
production of school textbooks which will
currency to procure
countries than from

afford to

buy.

A very important feature ofZIBFis the writers
workshop held concurrently with the book fair.
This year, the theme of workshops "literature as
performance" is very relevant in the sense that
most publishers in this region have not seen the
publication of literature for performance as a
viableexercise.Thisismainly because pubi i shers
believe strongly that drama and poetry have a
very limited market especially in view of the fact

that in many African countries, drama and poetry
are

not often

prescribed as set books in examinable

el imi nate the need for forei gn currency to procure

subjects.

such books.

published performance
complain of massive
abuse of their copyrights by drama groups who
photocopy pages of their books and distribute
them among the members of the cast during play
production. This is one of the reasons why
publishing drama is considered unprofitable and
why many publishers are not interested in
playwrights.
The teaching of issues on copyright and the

Those who have

The

meeting of experts on cultural industries
in Africa, who produced the Dakar Plan of Action
observed that 90% of library stocks in Africa are
provided by developed countries of the north and
that governments in Africa do not have book
acquisition plans in their national educational
plans. So many books produced in Africa which
can enhance national
library stocks are exhi bi ted
at the ZIBF, but cannot be procured by libraries
especially of educational institutions because
either the libraries have no funds to purchase the
books during the fair or that the fairs regulations
do not encourage the exhibitors to sell the books.
For example, at this year's ZIBF an exhibitor
who

secures a

Z$600

stand at the minimum cost of

cannot sell the

exhibited stocks unless

after

paying the ZIBF another Z$750. The books
only be sold on the last day. Those
arrangements undermine the scopes of the ZIBF
can

literature such

drama

Tlic f^athoIic ItiilomfiussiDn of Justice and Peace in Ziinhabwe looks back ni tbe

twenty years <1972 -1992). Read how the Ctinxch’s own Ombodsnian resolutely and
without fear orfavMit chtim{»oned the cause of the uitderdog, the ‘ man i n the middle',
those caught literally in the crossfire öf bullets tuwl otlier inissiltis of socittl» political
and

legal injustices during the turbulent years of Zimbabwe’s history,
ZW $29.50
290pp
■paj^rl|Mä|;

real book market and its role in ensuri ng

people have

access to

ES AP & Theologj^ by R Dulleis

of the

ever-increasing costs of attending the
book fair and in view of the high freight charges.
African book fairs must be based

on

ESAP & Health

the realities

of the continent.

They must be restructured so as
toenableexhibitors to market their books directly
to

as

example, are teachers. Therefore if teachers are
not aware of copyright laws, publishing drama
will never be profitable in view of the fact that at
the moment, the school system is the most
important market for drama and poetry.
The status of performance literature is so low
that those who are expected to perform plays at
the ZIBF will not be paid because the ZlBFTmst
could not raise funds for such performances. It is
very common that performers are expected to
present their work free-of-charge at many
cultural events. And yet it is not feasible that
published writers would allow few pages from
their books to be distributed free-of-charge.
Each year, writers use the workshops to share
ideas and evaluate "their struggles against"
publishers who are determined not to improve
their percentage to royalties. In Zimbabwe,
authors have not only castigated the exploitative
10% royalty payable to writers, but have also
challenged what they regard as poor promotion
of their works by publishers.
Other writers have used these workshops to
question the procedures which are used to choose

Reaching For Justice by oma Ant&i

that
African books. Surely
these arrangements need to be reviewed in view

as a

protection of printed works from unauthorised
illegal reproduction should become a feature
of teacher eductioninAfrica Some of the culprits
in the illegal reproduction of playscripts, for
and

by Dr. Antve Renfrew

A Critical Guide to ESAP

by p Baiicis

those who visit the fairs.

It is not wise to organise such a book market
and then accept the view that such sales undermine

Growth? Without

Equity?

by B MacOarry

local

bookshops and booksellers. No country
wi II be able to respond adequatel y to the demand
for greater access to education by relying on
conventional educational approaches and
techniques. The concept of a book needs to be
re-examined in this

regard.

In order to enable

greater percentage of
people to have access to books, African book
a

62

at publications
priority therefore
given to books whicli the masses are

functional level. The

should be

Inflects

fui

them in tbe

a

publishing firms should look
from

The SILVBRIA HOUSE SOCIAL SERIES lias grown out of tlie chtily contact with
:peo]}te and is an attempt to make the plight cd* the poor and voiceless blown to others;
The series atiemtrts to analyse diffeteot socio-ecoocmiic issues, such a$ the social
i mplications erf the Zimbabwean Economic S (ructural Adjustment Programme, and

ligltt of the Christian faith,
EadiatZ\V$5J0

Enqulne for these books at your iwarest Book Shop or from
Press, P. O. Box 779, Gweru, Zimbabwe

Mambo
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approved textbooks. In
previous workshops, some writers pointed at
what they felt were corrupt tendencies in the
books as set books and as

government machinery that choose

textbooks

and set books for schools. There were claims that
some

publishers were involved in shady deals
planners who are responsible

with curriculum

for decisions which result in books

carrying the

stamp "approved by the Ministry of Education
andCulture" - which makes a book in Zimbabwe,
a

textbook. What has caused

even more concern

writers is the fact that some of the bestselling textbooks have been by writers who are
also curriculum planners or writers in the Ministry
responsible for approving such books as
among

textbooks and set books while others are in fact

editors in the

companies that should decide what
publish and what not to publish.
Other writers have challenged the tendency by
publishers to use the financial resources raised
from marketing books by many writers to promote
one best-selling writer in order to earn more
money without publishing new writers or the
slow-selling ones.
The budding writers have claimed that
publishers are comfortable with their best-selling
to

and well-established writers to care for the

budding
concern

or aspiring writers. It has also been a
of budding writers that the established

used by the publishers to comment on
quality of manuscripts of writers who will
challenge them. There are even fears that these
ones are

the

so-called "readers"

arc capable of stealing ideas
manuscripts of budding writers whom they
do not recommend to be published.
Whatever the agenda, the writers workshops
arc an important component of the ZIBF. What
may need to be considered, though, for the future,

from

is the role of writers in
these

deciding on the nature of

workshops. Many of the writers who have

provided ideas on what aspects of writing should
be featured at such workshops arc said to be too
entrenched with the publishers interests to
propose real dialogue between writers and
publishers. This is why some writers see the
ZIBF writers workshops as simply a public
relations stint for the writers who lay the golden
eggs for the publishing firms.!

SOUTHERN AFRICA PRINTING AND PUBLISHING HOUSE
95 Harare

Telex: 26464 AAPS

Street, Phone: 726060 Fax; 732735/726060
P.O. Box MP 111. Mount Pleasant. Harare, Zimbabwe

TYPESETTING AND ORIGINATION
ATTENTION TO ALL OUR NEW AND OLD CUSTOMERS!!!

happy to announce that we have installed Apple Macintosh Desktop Publishing
Computers and are able to offer you speedy service to all your printing requirements.
For all your printing requirements: Typesetting, Origination, Negatives, Positives and

We

are

Finished Artwork

Phone DICK MASALA

PRINT BROKERS,
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726060

or

call at 95 Harare Street
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READING IS DEVELOPMENT
Yvonne Mhone

reflecting on the aims of education. John |
Literacy
Dewey is reported to have said that :
Historically, literacy developed in response to
education is "growth towards"; but when ' market economies and the monitoring of
queried as to what end, Dewey's response wasproduction; it expanded with the advent of
"more growth". Dewey's answer though cryptic
printing implements and growth of cities with
is quite signi ficant to educators and policy makers
infrastructures to support print permeating into
concerned with education and development. In ■ areas of daily life where it had previously been
other words, it is through popularizing education
circumscribed. Early definitions of literacy
that the citizens of any given country have the : signified the
ability to read(in Latin and Greek)
best opportunities of contributing and ' and later reading and writing acquisition in
any
participating in the development of theircountry. | speech community. Literacy definitions have
1
greatly expanded to include reading{and writing)
Development Issues and Education
asacognitiveand linqui.stic behaviour influenced
Earlier views on education aims in Africa
by a number of variables, .some of which arc
viewed economic development as cither followed
outside of the reader, such as, contextual
by or motivated by education demands. But
variablcs(c.g. socio-political, socio-cultural), and
recent reflections on development challenge us
.some of which depend upon differences within
to see the development process as
the individuaUe.g. prior knowledge).
multifaceted. Both developing and developed
When viewing reading in all its complexities,
countries might consider measuri ng theirgrowth,
it is certainly understandably more than just
in terms of the following;
learning letter-sound relationships and sight/
"of the people"(i.e. by having goals that
meaning vocabulary.
instill knowledge, values; provide for skill
Teacher Education
acquisition and employment opportunities; ,
"forthe people"(i.e. by meeting basic needs
If human development encourages greater
in terms of education health, environment
sensitivity to people concerns and people choices,
and other human needs, such as technothen this sensitivity should interface with the
kind of instruction that is provided forchildren in
logical); and
schools. The instructional programme for reading
"by the people"(i.e. by people contributing
to the GNP growth and use abilities and i depends not so much on a
particular method but
capailities to do so.
upon the range/variety of strategies!methods,
Subsequently, education within this new
approaches, procedures) that teachers have to
reflection on development is both an end and a
empower students to read.
TEACHING
means. The intent of human development is to
READING AROUND THE WORLD! 1992) i
extend human capabilities by creating an
reports that when community and home factors
informed and knowledgeable populace and
were statistically controlled for in data
analysis,
the seemingly "small effects" of teacher
making use of its populace to increase production.
interaction remained. The significance of this
Generalizing further, one might foresee that
human development includes a kind ofeducation
finding is that the interaction of teachers with
students is an i mportant factor in chi Idren learni ng
planning that: a) enlarges and broadens access to
education and, b) provides for diversification of
to read. Further, it is interesting to note that
curricula, using both centralized and j method in reading in several countries accounted
decentralized control to implement long-range j for not more than 3% of the variance in student
and short-range education plans. It is within this
reading achievement.
framework outlined above that the writer will
Thus, instead of viewing the teachers' role, as
discuss the role of literacy in the development I primarily imparting skilisfmost developing

I

n

,

•

•

|

•

process.

For the purpose of this exposition, the definition
will focus on reading, although the writer

i

countries tend to be

more

skill-oriented and less

When attention has been directed at teacher

readership, it has been been found that: while
no clear relationship between teacher's
readership and student achievement, there is
some indication that when the teachers
identify
themselves as readers, they tend to have more
there is

effective classrooms; and that students

are

often

involved in the discussion of books, and read

u

variety of diseour.se types while paying attention
the structure of the text.

to

It would follow that

encouraging teachers to

read and

providing teachers with books for
children, as well as, professional "teacher
friendly" literature, children will benefit in the
kind of programme teachers plan for children.
The weak relationship between teacher habits
and voluntary reading might be related to factors
inherent in the home environment.
A World Bank

study cites the "affects of

family productivity in producing abilities in
children". In addition, an unpublished Survey of
Pre,sch<x)l Children's Reading Habits, I988(in
Zimbabwe), showed a positive correlation
between linquistic environment and children's
pre-reading habits. Evidence then docs exist to
poi nt to the i nflucncc of maternal status, education
and employment on the capacity of children.
With this and other aforementioned factors in

mind,
b(X)k

we turn our

attention next to the role of

production in advancing litcracy(rcading).
Book Production

If teachers within schools

arc

the

means

for

students to

develop comp.chcnsion, through
active processing of text, then book production
must also share space in the arena for
developing
literacy.

In

meaning-oriented reading
access not only
textbooks that illu.stratc a variety of discourse
types, but also teachers' guides that provide
strategics to meet a meaning-based curricula.
There is evidence that a positive correlation
exists between reading achievement and the
numberoftextbooks in developing countries. In
the case of Zimbabwe, significant correlations
a

curriculum, teachers need

arc

found. So investment efforts to decrease the

number of textbooks per student can be seen as
beneficial in improvingthcqualityofinstruction.

integrative, the teacher should begin to move
The availabiltiy of books can be extended to
helping students to become aware of
acknowledges the relationship between reading ' the strategies they use or can use to gel meaning
having books available in first language, books
and writing as language processes and the
from text. Unlike skills, strategics arc planned,
| for personal development, practical purposes,
subsequent in.structional practices that would I intentional actions to achieve a particular goal. ! personal advancement, as well as. for leisure
follow from this viewpoint. Further, this paper ; .Strategic readers use strategics that are
reading. The latter purpose for btxtks production
will selectively look at reading at primary levels. I "consciously applied" and "open to inspection", ' in a society concerned with human
development
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worthwile

goal. Freedom of choice includes
reading for adi versionary purpose. All the many
purposes that can be cited for reading translate
into a knowledge gain that enables individuals to
participate fully in the society in terms of
is

a

productionfe.g. personal improvement and
occupation effectiveness).
Problems related to
children but

to

books affect all

girls within schools appear to be

132)egmrvopwltyhn
affected

access

moreso.

To this end in 1985, Zimbabwe

This type

of planning will also require
governments to consider interventions that are
priority-driven. If we heed the World Bank's
perspective to view human development as a
priorty, governments must determine where to
put limited resources. This view will assist those
groups in the society who are most affected by
cost-recovery measures-particularly women and
children

(and especially, girls). We shall next

suggest what some priorities might be ifreading) at

the classroom, as well as, to the classroom.

Role of Publishers
To get more

information to teachers,

government publishers, and private publishers
should have as a priority, a way of increasing the

availability of affordable, professional texts. In
case of Zimbabwe, a few of these types of
publications have already appeared on the market,
the

but

more are

At the

needed.

introduceda policy tocliminatcsex-stcrcotyping

the

in in.structional materials. This outlook must

instrument of

time, it is necessary to look at the
effectiveness of teachers' guides that accompany

girls have access to for
voluntary reading, as well.
Onecan build a strong case for local publishing
to meet the curricula needs of meaning-based
reading. However, interest in publishing nontextbook materials is offset by high production

reference to teacher education and book

textbooks to assess their effectiveness in

production.

teachers to acquire

extend to books that

purchasing power of book buyers.
publishing for children in
Kenya described the situation as "the most
undeveloped in Kenyan publishing in spite of its
potential". To help us consider steps that may be
taken to ameliorate this situation, we might start

costs and low

Chakava, assessing

with

book

an

examination of the status of children's

publishing; in other words, there is a need

establish trends in

publishing for children and
industry,
government, independent book councils, and
segments of the private sector might be able to
to

think further about how the book

sustain ä market for children's books.
So far, the kinds

of studies

on

publishing for
of

children in Africa have included surveys

children's books about Africa, in narrative and

expository form.
But recently, little
comprehensive information has appeared in print
about the status of published readi ng material for
children. Neither is there information on reader
habits and interests;

and

moreover,

motivates reader choices within

what

particular target

primary school level) is to play its role as an
development, with particular

Teacher education courses(preservice and inservice) should be rich in ideas for teaching

reading. Teachers should be well equipped with
the same reading ’'strategies"(through various
methods, such as micro-teaching) that they will
impart to students, to guide their students in
becoming active processors of text. Empowering
teachers will result in the empowerment of
children, and thus, teachers will enable students
to become

independent readers. This latter point
is important to note when thinking of ways to
learn, in general, and support female students in
becoming educated.
Forexample, teachers should have many ways
to help children know what unknown words in
text mean, other than just looking them up in the
dictionary and/or writing the words in sentences.
Furthermore, the teachers' repertoire of
strategies and skills must be continuously
renewed through the coordination of government
services, teacher education institutions, book
counci Is, professional

reading organizations and
media(particularly, print media). Delivery
systems, such as distance education and the use

of

audio-visual

media

should

not

be

underestimated in their effectiveness to assist

teachers in

getting information to teachers.
Moreover, teacher education should foster an

groups.

Reading and Development

In

light of the above discussion on the nature
of the reading process and factors related to the
teaching of reading that appear to influence
achievement, we put forth the following ideas
about reading and development.
While present circumstances do compel
government to initate cost recovery measures,
poliey planning should consider providing
enabling environments that increase:

environment that encourages teachers to see
themselves as readers and writersfi.e. having

insight into the reading and writing processes),
capable of orchestrating literate environments
and having a strong sense of the power of
interacting with children. Results of world-wide
reading achievement highlight the effect that
teacher interaction has on reading achievement.
The observations of these interactions with

children should also be viewed
class-action 'research'.

in all sectors, including rural and

informal sectors;

and income; and
revenues.
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as

invaluable

Through reflection,
inquiry and action, teacher can make decisions
about future classroom teaching and learning,
determining the most effective strategies to
achieve "growth...towards more growth". Thus,
the flow of information about children's reading
will be two-waycommunication process-from

same

helping
the rich repository of teaching
of reading strategies. Since textbooks and the
accompanying manuals constitute the basic
learning materials in most developing countries,
more attention should be directed at producing
these learning and teaching materials tooptimally
meet development needs in reading.
Not only should teacher manuals be assessed
for their effect! veness, but textbooks should also
be examined in

light of their importance to
reading achievement. (The textbook concept has
been receiving attention in developed countries,
for the same reasons). Attention shou Id be placed
on theover-all design, organization and language.
Textbooks should include an emphasis on
meaning, engaging students in activating prior
knowledge, encouraging self-monitoring
comprehension strategies, developing language
skills and exposing students to a variety of
discourse types(e.g. narrative and expository).
These features should be reflected in books

designed for the teaching of reading but also for
subject-matter and content-area textbooks. One
last note; books should continue to adequately
reflect the lives of all children who read them in
of culture and

gender.
organizations, organizations with
alternative publishing options, and parents should
augment government and private publishing
efforts to generate more books for children.
Books should meet recreational reading needs(a
legitimate aim in human development), so that
children can practice using the reading
strategies(in and out of schools) necessary for
active reading, and to meet instructional needs.
There is already an interest in publishing for
children in Zimbabwe, as evidenced by the awards
given to children's books written in Zimbabwe
and the new selections that have recently appeared
on the market, i ndi cati ng that there are wri ters, as
well as, publishers, who are also interested
producing books for children.
terms

Aid

We conclude that efforts of all those concerned
with

reading in the development process must
rightly see their past efforts as growth, and that
this growth will lead to "more growth".*
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EDUCATION IN
ZIMBABWE

THE RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE
SPECIALISTS IN TUITION BY POST
A

TAKE THE RIGHT

Richard Kamidza
■

COURSE OF ACTION

W

^rior to independence, the educational system in Zimbabwe was

■■^designed

to benefit the minority white community while the
majority black Africans were marginalised in terms of access to
good educational infrastructure and facilities because of the discriminatory
policies pursued by the regime.
With the attainment of independence, the main aim of the government
was to provide education to all its citizens and this was achieved by the
Universal Primary Education (UPE) policy. This policy regarded education
as a universal right of every Zimbabwean especially the children.
The resulting massive expansion in the lower strata of the education
system is seen by the increase in the number of primary and secondary
schools. Enrolment for primary and secondary schools, teacher training
and teehnical colleges and universities increased by 194.0, 768.5, 410.8,
235.7 and 506.5 percent respectively between 1979 and 1993.
This phenomenonal expansion in education was not matched anywhere
in the region in terms of magnitude and pace as well as the vast resources
allocated to education. According \oZimhabwe, A FrameworkforEconomic
Reform. 1991 to 1995 the rate of expansion in secondary education was
faster than ever experienced anywhere else in the world. In 1979, only 42
percent of all primary-ageblacks were at school, but less than 20 percent
of these proceeded to secondary schools. The adult literacy rate rose to
about 45 percent. Of the 134 158 students who are expected to complete
"O" levels this year, only 13 (KK) will proceed to "A" level and less than 3
000 to the universities. Teacher training, technical and other colleges are
expected to absorb more than 3 000 students.
This significant growth in educational enrolment conceals the severe
disparity in gender enrolment. While 22 (XX) girls drop out after primary
stage, 11 000 of them proceed to secondary school and only 24 percent of
the latter proceed to universities. The failure of women in achieving higher
academic educational levels is largely due to financial constraints. The
colonial system impo.sed structural demands on African families to the
extent that it became the tradition to give males the priority to attend school
at the expense of equally intelligent females. As a result, very few women
got university education. In 1992, only 2 057 female students were
registered as against 6 (X)3 male students at the University of Zimbabwe.
Consequently very few women hold top managerial positions in the

It is important to choose the right course for the career you
want to follow. Our handbook and the College staff give

.M.

country.

policy was viewed as a success story in the
region, but its achievements arc being eroded by the gradual decline in the
quality of education provided at all levels. The lowering of educational
standards is due to unavailability of reading materials at affordable prices,
low salaries, poor living and working conditions for the teachers.
Confidence is plummeting at the University hccau.se of the highly
politicised environment as a result of the UZ Amendment and the National
Council of Higher Education Acts which threatened the academic freedom.
A massive exodus of academic staff created a vacancy rate averaging 35
Zimbabwe’s educational

percent.

you

the correct advice to help you make the right choice.

Having chosen the course you want, you will find that the
receive from The Rapid Results College
are complete in themselves so no text books are needed.
These lectures are written by experts in the subjects using
methods which help the student to learn.
lecture books you

We offer
success

a wide range of courses and the outstanding
achieved by our students is out best recommen-

dation.
An easy

instalment plan for payment is available if you

need it.

fill In this coupon and we will send you our
free handbook 'YOUR CAREER IN ZIMBABWE',
which

gives details of all coursed for your future.

Name

Postal Address

I-

Post to: The

Rapid Results College, Box 2523, Harare.

Pegtstered wtth fha Minitffv of Crltictlon ^ twrm of tfta kiw» of Zlmhi<>w*

universities whose portion is used to purchase books
insignificant compared to the needs of these institutes. The situation
is more critical particularly in rural and poorly endowed schools which do
not have libraries. This is aggravated by the significant incrca.se in the
student/tcachcr ratio and an equally significant decline in book/student
schools, colleges and
is still

ratio.

Strategics for improving the production and distribution of reading
materials should be formulated urgently by the publishers, rc,scarch
institutions, library associations, the Zimbabwe Book Development
Council, NGOs, etc. Whilst the government should continue to review the
curriculum to suit the

existing socio-economic circumstances and grants
organisations should produce the reading materials
at affordable prices. The government has created effective demand for
reading materials through incrca.scs in enrolments in all the educational
levels and the literacy rates that should sustain both local and international

allocation, the above

publishers.
Given that this year's theme for the Zimbabwe International Book Fair
"Reading is Development", the onus is upon the publishers toensure that
the relevant reading materials are available. Should Zimbabwe, let alone
Africa, continue to use the scarce foreign currency to import books from
Europe and USA? Is the present infrastructure inadequate to sustain the
is

primary and secondary level, the exodus of qualified personnel
Ministry of Education and Culture, to embark on an
accelerated teachertraining programme (ZINTEC), recruitment of untrained
and expatriate teachers, as well as relying on the services of student | education .sy.stem in Zimbabwe? The.se are some of the challenges that
teachers from teachers colleges and the University.
j publishers, writers and any concerned individuals and organisations at this
year’s International Book Fair should face.a
Public expenditure on education is huge. The allocation of grants to
At the

has forced the
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NEW ACCENTS ONE:
AN ANTHOLOGY OF NEW POETRY

^^The College Press

Edited

by S. Nyaniufukud2a. College Press 1993.
has over the years contributed to the demystification of
perceptions that reduced poetry to merely the "overflow of emotion
recollected in tranquility" aiming at grand styles and styles that ignore the
African poetry

aesthetic values of what it is

to be

19

*

Ordor»

consists mainly of previously unpublished
poets. By and large, most of these people are respected in their various
areas of artistic expression. As indicated
by the editor, Stanley
Nyamufukudza, Anthony Nazombe for example, is one of the older and
more mature of the
poets influenced by pressures of living in Malawi.
Maropedi's poem is the song of the 'warrior' going into battle to defend his
dignity, women and country. Titus Moetsabe and Makusha Mugabe
exhibit a strong commitment to the struggles of their people. One can see
their university days anger expressed in this collection.
Titus Moetsabi whose poetry 1 have read and heard being recited since
! 1987, is a
cryptic reflection on the lives and times of milk and ice-cream
vendors and security guards, the proliferating underclass whom better-off
Zimbabweiins use to protect their accumulating against the onslaught of
the have-nots.

Mugabe's poems reflect a
plight of Africans in the diaspora. Ama and Tamara's
poetry distinguishes itself from the rest of the collections by experimenting
with the

post-feminist laid-back self assertiveness which had its

roots
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proselytising black-feminism.
Bart Wolffe's poems are best summarised by Nyamufukudza who sees
them as characterised by Hopkinesque alliterations and the temptation to

MODERN

LET'S LEARN

WRITERS

ABOUT

romanticise Africa.

A

R I

C A

more

contempo-

Nyandoro's poems, one sees traces of Keats' horrid morbidity.
Poems like-"What We Did", "Farewell" and "On
Recollecting" capture
jvery uncertain moments about the future as one reads of the thudded thirsty

rary literature
series wtileh

jAfrica; hearing weird whispers of dry winds and finally he writes "my face
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The collection is very stimulating in its combination of the different
{'struggles' that are reflected in these different voices and accents as the
Ivarious poets grapple with who, why and where they are. There must be
I

|many more poets doing this in seclusion and

for

now, welcome a decade
buried before its virgin mother

loneliness out there in the

and

ijghettos and the cities and the boondocks. They should come out and one
Ihopes that this compilation is not the

last in this series.

...

impotent father have sinned

There is

a

deep-end and a shallow-end

in between

flounder ing Uhuru, choking and grasping.

a

PERFECT POISE AND OTHER POEMS

jby Musaemura Zimunya. 56pp, College Press,

1S)93. ISBN 1779001126
iPerfect Poise and Other Poems is a living testimony of the author's
I maturity and displays a skilful interplay of language and tone that appeals
[strongly to one's imagination.
I The first section of the poems exhibits the various influences in the
[author's perceptions of poetry. Romantic scenarios are created through use
[of passionate words like whisper, embrace and breath-starved. The object
[of description is a woman who inspires the writer to break into the world
[of spirits as seen in the poem "She". At the climax of his poetry, the perfect
[and passionate lover image is destroyed by "Belinda" the woman who
[loves to party, dances like an epileptic until all women hide their faces and
[the man shriek and whoopee.
[ Perfect poise is a perfect choice for a title as the poem itself talks of
impending ruin which is the main characteristic of the poems in the section
"Gallery". Musaemura explores the richness of nature, and laments the
invasion of farm lands by big black aristocrats with independence torches.
U found the poem "Facing 1992" to be
very challenging. One sees.
lAPEM

July, 1993

Zimunya must be congratulated for his work that characterises the
inspiring one's individual life and experience can
be, as opposed to the collective experience of the ordinary Zimbabwean
whose life has been complicated by the "JR" chef who "own the road and

extreme realities of how

the land".a

Now Available from SAFES Books
Ibbo Mandaza dlscuas«$
issues

on

the Posf-Colonial

State,

Democracy and
Rights; Peace and
Security; and Regional
Human

Cooperation and Economic
Integration*
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THE AFRICAN CRISIS:
The Way Out
by G. Nzongola-Ntalaja,

Seminar Series No. 2, Sapes Books 1992, PB

A

controversy to an

analysts ignore econ^^mic decay and
decline being experienced in economically
advanced countries like Belgium, France, the
Kingdom and the United States.
Nzongola-Ntalaja brilliantly reflects on the
African Crisis in a manner that convinces the
reader and chal lenges fel low intellectuals to adopt
methods of analysis that identify, analyse
phenomenon in a way that helps to overcome the
obstacles barring the way to the attaintment of a
better, more humane, and more rational social
United

raised by a leading African thinker. Nzongola's
reflections do not seek to antagonise but organise

order.
In a mere 17 pages,
to

discourse

on

what others have

Nzongola-Ntalaja manages

is

questions on the African

a

continent that produces what

consume and consumes

predicament and the responsibility of scholars
engaged in policy - relevant research. He notes
that most scholars who claim to be progressive
tbe nature of the
the basic questions of the

have not advanced the debate on

African crisis beyond

already stated. For example, he

pointsoutthatAliMazmi'sstatementthat "Africa

issues of development in Africa

and asks critical

Berg Report and its critics.
It is argued that the basic manifestation of the
crisis is the declining capacity of the state for

it does not

what it does not produce"

(p 5) is but an exaggeration when one considers
the fact that the majority of Africans live in rural
areas and produce much of what they need for
their survival; "but the statement is memorable
as a good reminder of the basically exportoriented structure of production and the growing

dependence on food imports in

REGIONAL: Southern Africa and Africa (excluding
Libraries and Institutions US$70.00

On possible solutions or the way out of Africa's
crisis, he concludes that nearly all conceivable

already been advanced as urgent
long-term cures and it is difficult to challenge
many of these because they are well thought out
and proposed by people with genuine concern
for Africa's development. Whilst this would be
mistaken as a defeatist attitude, Nzongola boldly
states that the trouble lies not with the proposed
solutions but with the unrealistic manner in which
solutions have

or

they are being proposed.
Finally, tribute is paid to the ordinary Africans
whom he acknowledges, have already
demonstrated a profound understanding of what

popular insurrections
independence" in Zaire in the
1960s to the current popular struggles for
democracy and a better life all over tbc continent
of Africa. He concludes by sloganeering that
needs to be done from the

for

a

"second

"the authoritarian and

neo-colonial state must

and be replaced by a state that is properly
structured to satisfy the needs of ordinary people
a people's state. This is the way out of the

go

-

present crisis. A

luta continuaV'm

Africa today!"

SUBSCRIPTION AND AIRMAIL POSTAGE
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17 pp.

development. This refers to the inability of the
existing system of production to generate an
adequate level of goods and services with which
to increase the standard of living ofthe population.
Formulating a solution, requires that one
understands the root causes of this crisis and
these reside chiefly in the state's colonial legacy,
its largely predatory role in the economy and the
international context in which it operates. These
are the variables that help explain why Africa is
not developing.
This is not the first time the issue has been

of
extent that most

frica's decline has been a source
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THE ACHILLES HEEL OF STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT
I PROGRAMMES - THE DETERIORATING HUMAN CONDITION
A Comment on The World Development
Report: Investiiif’ in Health World Bank, 1993, and The Human
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), 1993

Development Report

Guy C. Z. Mhone

^

I

^ herccently released World Devciopmcnl and Human devclopmcnl

j

reports underscore one trend - that the human condition in Sub
Saharan African isdcterioraling, structural adjuslmenl

early

years

of structural adjustment

programmes one would have been

forgiven for having the impression that the BrettonWixrd institutions were
B
programmes | too economistic to be humanistic. This impression would have been
t\otwithstanding. This is a trend (hat is patently obvious to most inhabitants i reinforced
by the fact that the countries which had made the greatest
of the Africa continent and is a reality of life that dixts not need elaborate I
advances in equitable health such as Tanzania and
Zimbabwe were
indices, such as the DALY and HDI, or a statistical maze of
country ; subjected to unduly excessive
lambasting for their siv-called over-extended
rankings as are contained in the appendices to the two reports, to demonstrate.
.scxrial expenditures whilcacountry like Malawi with all its social
deprivation
The reports arc refreshing in their recognition of the limits of the market
and restrained social

(

resolve some ofthe intractable maladies of the human condition, but also
nonetheless disappointing in the limited nature of their recommendations

expenditures

to

vl'hich should

seem

confounding to policymakers in Africa.

macroeconomic

was

praised for its 'sensible'

policies.

i

i

Government Involvement
The 1993 World Bank report not
only recognises the limits ofthe market
in the provision of equitable health care but also
advances a

Health and Poverty
strong case for
titled Investing in Health comes on the
government involvement in health care delivery. The
report gives the
hjxjtsteps of the 1990 report on Poverty which recognised the endemic
following rationale for government involvement: Hrst, that some healthnjature of deprivation in developing countries, and the 1991 report on The related services arc pure public goods that should be
provided by
(Challenge of Development, which belatedly and begrudgingly conceded
government; .second, that .some health .services such as immunisation or
tme need for an active role of
government especially in the alleviation of
regulationof polluters have high positive externalities; third, that "provision
poverty in developing countries. The World Bank report on Health uses
of cost-effective health .services to the
ptxrr is an effective ;tnd .socially
tl^e DALY as an index for measuring " the burden of disease that acceptable approach to
poverty alleviation " (p.-'i); and, fourth that
c()mbines healthy life years lo,st because of premature mortality with i "government action
may be needed to compensate for problems generated
tfioselost as a result of disability" (p. I). On the basis of this index the I
by uncertainty and insurance market failure", (p.5).
highest DALYslostin I990werein Afriea withan average of 574 DALYs j
Thus, rather, than call for Ic.ss government intervention, the
report
ppr 1000 population, followed by India with 344 DALYs per 1000
j advocates for an increased role of government, both in regulating health
population, while the DALYs of the developed countries were below 2(X)
delivery systems and expanding their provision to the ptxrr. With regard
pCr 1000 population.
to policy, the
Report recommends a three-pronged strategy in developing
The report notes that there is considerable variation in the incidence of
countries. The first aspect, calls on the
government to ensure that
DALY's by region, sex and age within and across countries. In the
appropriate policies arc pursued to foster economic growth in general as
developing countries the highest DALYs lost are among children under 5
encapsulated in stabilization and structural adju.stment programmes. More
years of age while in the developed economies the highest are among the
particularly, such policies should be directed at enhancing the prtxJuctivity
aged. As the report observes, however, in developing countries the
ofthe ptxtr especially by expanding investment in
schooling for girls and
combination of high birth rates, declining infant
mortality rates and
by promoting the rights and statusofwomen through political and economic
increasing life expectancy rates is severely straining health services. Some
empowerment.
of the problems cited that aggravate the strain on the health delivery
The second aspect of the recommended
strategy entails the need for
systems are the misallocation of expenditures in favour of advantaged
governments to "concentrate resources on compensating for market failures
gifoups, inefficiency in administering health care systems and exploding
and efficiently financing services that will
particularly benefit the p<x)r”.(p.6)
ccjtsts of manpower, equipment, and medicines. The report, thus observes
And the third aspect recommends that
governments promote diversity and
th|at;
competition by encouraging public and private insurance .schemes for
\ln the low-income countries government hospitals and clinics
clinical services outside
packages provided by the state; by encouraging
which account for the greatest part of the modern medical care
suppliers of health services to compete; and by providing information on
provided are often inefficient, suffering from highly centralised
provider performance, on essential drugs on efficiency of interventions
The World Bank's 1933 report,

...

’

Indecision-making, widefluctuations in budgetary allocations, and
poor motivation offacility managers
In low income countries the poor

and

on the accreditation of status of institutions
and providers.
Within its limited scope, one cannot
quarrel much with the report’s

and health care workers
often lose out in health because
»public spending in the sector is heavily skewed toward high-cost
hospital services that disproportionately benefit better-off urban
/

groups, (p.4)
The World Bank stance

on

health is

provision of health services

to the

countries both

as an

...

refreshing in that it recognises the
general populace in developing

end in itself, that is for its intrinsic worthiness, and

of the economic reform measures these countries are
required to pursue by
the very institution
making the.se welcome recommendations on health. As
will be discussed below, not
only are the recommendations difficult if not

as

a means, that is, in
enhancing human capital development. For a while, the
sweepingnature in which stabilization conditionalies were applied in the
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diagnosis of the health problem in developing countries and the prescriptions
recommended for alleviating their
plight. The limits of the report's
diagnosis and prescription become quickly apparent once the health
problem in developing countries is contextualized within the overall
economic predicament of these countries and the
contradictory outcomes

i

contradictory to implement in the context of the conditionalities of structural
69
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adjustment programmes prevailing

in many developing countries

particularly in Africa, but the recommendations are clearly unsustainable
in the long term, given the size of the poverty problem and the continued
failure of structural

adjustment programmes to reverse the
of the majority.

deteriorating

economic and social plight
The

foregoing limitation is shared by the

1993 United nations

(UNDP) Human Development Report. The
annual series of Human development reports, which began in 1990, has
assumed the task of assessing trends in the human condition in almost all
of its multifaceted manifestations in real life - a tall order indeed.
Development Programme's

Development
The World bank's Health report seems welcome and refreshing primarily
because it humanizes theinstitution given that it has popularly been viewed
as anti-humanistic or anti-social because of its dogmaticand cold insistence
on balancing economic entities and deploying the calculus of the market
in developing countries. And as Adam Smith was prone to remind us the
Human

and not benevolence.
The thrust of the UNDP Report is however to be expected

market thrives on self interest

given that UN

agencies have been at the forefront in attempting to humanise the Bretton
Wood Institutions as demonstrated, for instance, by the initiatives from
U.NICEF on Adjustment with a Human Face and the ILO's concern for

participatory approaches to economic development.
Development Report's incantatory and exhortatory

basic needs and

Hence the Human

definition of human development:

development is development ofthe people by the people.
Development ofthe people means investing in human capabilities,
whether in education or health or skills, so that they can work

Human

inequities in human development across

The 1993 report notes

that the earlier reports for 1S)90, 1991

Market Reforms
efficient form of

phenomenon of jobless growth, let alone the lack of economic,
growth in many developing countries particularly those in Sub Sahara

Africa.

that no comprehensive programme

has yet

following: generous investment in basic education, relevant skills and;
worker training; liberating private enterprise so that it is accessible to
everyone; supporting small-scale enterprises and informal
creating an efficient service economy; encouraging labour intensivel
technologies; extending employment safety nets; and, reconsidering the
concept of work so as to encourage more people to share existing work

employment;j

opportunities. The UNDP Report notes that
policy-makers are searching not only for

development models

MlSSiW
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and 1992
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there is no automatic link between

constructed to appreciate the gravity of the
in Africa since no amount of fiddling
with the index will change the fact that both absolutely and relatively about
one quarter of the populace in Sub Saharan Africa live in extreme poverty
and depri vation, another one quarter in absol ute poverty below the poverty
datum line and roughly 60% of the populace are plain poor.
Having thoroughly and exhaustively chronicled and illustrated the grave

The report notes

emerged that can promote both economic growth and increased job
opportunities, but proposes some steps that could be taken. Among the,
recommendations made to enhance participatory development are the

income and human
development; that no country improves its HDI when adjustments are
made for gender inequality; that the poor distribution of income has amajor
impact on, human development; and that there are ‘startling divergences'
from the national average when the HDI is disaggregated for specific
groups or regions within a country. It is not necessary to quibble with the
manner

participation through the market is access to productive'
employment' (p.3). In this respect, it laments the

continued

The UNDP has constructed a human development index (HDI) "to
quantify and clarify the process of human development... by combining
indicators of real purchasing pwwer, education and health ... [thereby
offering]... a measure of development more comprehensive than GNP
alone”. [p.lO]. The value of the HDI may range from a low of close to zero
to a high of close to one.
In 1993, Japan had the highest HDI at 0.983 and Guinea the lowest at
0.045; and all the industrial countries had values above 0.60. All the Sub

report notes that

for
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and remunerative

participate", [p.2]

Saharan African

and

In relation to the developing countries, the report observes that "the most

need to crate a
basis for equitable development. The current (1993) report deals with the
need for "development by the people - on giving everyone a chance to

below 0.50, with

UNDP]

partnerships between state and markets; new patterns of national
global governance; and new forms of international cooperation.

productively and creatively. Development for the people means
ensuring that the economic growth they generate is distributed
widely and fairly, (p.3)
dealt with the need to

and within nations, the

‘human development agenda' that degenerates into the
usual programming mode of preparing country profiles and tasks. The
report nevertheless calls for a new "overall vision of societies built around
people's genuine needs [built] on at least five pillars of a people - centred
worldorder." [p.3]. These pillars consist of the following new concepts of
human security; new models of sustainable human development; new
report proposes a

199^

,
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that are people-centred.

sustainable

They also want development to he more

protect the options offuture generations. This
means that the conventional
definition ofcapital must be broadened
-

to

beyond nhysical capital to include human and natural capital
ip-3)The foregoing recommendations by the UNDP Report are likely to be
found rather disappointing not so much because they arc wrong or

ihappropriatc, but because many (T them
*■

no

arc

already being undertaken to

avail, and because the claim that there is

a

|

continued search for

development models may be seen as a scapegoat for the inability of the
UNDP report to take an unequivocal stance on the desirability or
nondesirability of present models of economic reform which are prescribed
Jncquivocally as the path to economic and human development.
I The fundamental problem with the two reports, from the point ofvicw of
t(ic African situation, is that they are both steeped in and circum.scribed by
ttie prevailing stabilization/structural adjustment paradigm as the
iiiescapable and irrccovabic development. Thus the recommendations
manating from the reports are made to deal with the problems of the
human condition and health in situ, that is, within the context of existing
c^conomic relations globally and within countries, and existing economic
reform programmes as the platform for economic development. This
approach, by circumscribing both the view of the problem and the possible
alternative solutions to it places prior ontological limits on the nature of the
fitctscmpirically, epistemological or heuristic limits on their understanding
and policy limits on the range of alternative options.
It should be stressed that from the perspective of developing countries,
and African countries in particular, the worsening human condition is first
and foremost a problem of the failure to promote economic development.
The practical manifestation of the economic development problematiquc
iii the mere fact that about three quarters of the populace in Africa lives in
poverty and that by any definition of the human condition this proportion,
v^hich constitutes the majority, is vulnerable. Ameliorative, or palliative
rheasures such as basic needs programmes, or the safety nets of the social
dimensions programme either underestimate the pervasive and structural
nature of poverty in Africa, or assume that the miracle of the market will
be enough to eradicate it in due course.
Such measures may make sense when the poverty situation only affiicts
a minority of the population but not when the majority are in absolute

,
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Global Developments
Developing countries such as those in Africa arc situated in and caught
up in a global and internal vicious circle of underdevelopment which is
continuously reproduced and reinforced by the very polices and economic
relations being advocated to eradicate it. On the global scale African
economies are being irrevocably peripheralised, while internally, the
rnajority of the population is being marginalised by market reforms which
arc sinking them deeper into poverty.
^The 1993 Human Development Report notes that "markets should .serve
people-instead of people .serving markets'and that "people should guide
both the state and the market, which need to work in tandem, with people
sufficiently empowered to exert a more effective infiuence over both
After all, markets are only the means - people the end."
The
recommendations in the report, however, are nowhere close to moving
African countries into the present era of global competitive advantage, or
...
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access to

short of what is needed
terms of their

poverty. Under the latter circumstances .such policies are unsustainable
and self defeating in the long run because of the sheer size of the problem.
This is not to say that the World Bank and the UNDP reports do not
recognise the pervasiveness and tenacity of the poverty problem in Africa
but, rather, to argue that they do on the one hand underestimate the
viructural '.iture of the problem, and on the other hand.overestimate the
ability of current structural adjustment programmes to resolve it.

F'c

failing to impart technological dynamism to
African economies.
are

i

to

AIM

markets by the people internally. They fall far
transform African economies

internally and in

role in the international division of labour.

The dogmatic insistence by some that the market is the
people and only
requires further liberalising and liberation from the hands of the state is
sheer romanticism and grossly ignores the perverse manner in which socalled markets are operating both internally and externally with
respect to
African countries. The insistence also ignores the
profound structural
obstacles to initiating a dynamic development path that allows for wide
spread benefits for all. Even the World bank, as demonstrated by the 1993
Health Report has moved away from such a stance. Indeed, the 1990 and
1991 World Development reports have significantly, although
reluctantly
altered the World Bank’s earlier dogmatism about the market. However,
unfortunately, the revisionism has only occurred as an academic eoncession.
while, on the ground, the institution continues to promote the same old
policies. Thus the 1991 World Development report observes that:
Ai the

importance of openness and competition has been realized,
the conviction has grown that they are insufficient bv themselves.

Investing in people, ifdone right, provides the firmestfoundation
for lasting development. And the proper economic role of
government is larger than merely standing infor markets if they
fail to work well.

;

Although the 1991 report notes that the experiences of the Newly
Industrialising Countries "refute the case for thoroughgoing dirigisme as
convincingly as they refute theca.se for laissez-faire" it observes that "the
complementarity of a sound policy climate and market-friendly
interventions is one of the most encouraging lessons of development
experience". The problem with the World Bank's policies in Africa has

becnthattheyhaveprimarilyconsistedoftheformcrfi.e.the'soundpolicy'
or'enablingenvironment'focusJasopposedtoinformingAfricancountries
as to

how to inlenrne in

a

‘market friendly' way. Very little policy-wise
71
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has been said about the latter, expect

provision of

pure

for the usual policies regarding the

public goods.
Growth and

African countries

are

caught in

Equity

a poverty

equilibrium trap whose

underpinnings cannot be easily resolved by unguided market
forces, and which are being reinforced by the unregulated freeing of
markets. Under present economic reforms the formal sector, which should
be the engine of growth is experiencing jobless restructuring as the
negative consequences of restructuri ng far supersede thei r growth-i nducing
consequences. In the face of this, the communal sector, plagued by
increasing differentiation and vulnerability of large sections of the peasantry
is releasing large quantities of the labour force into the urban sector where
the informal sector is laterally expanding squeezed between increasing
participants from the shrinking formal and communal sectors, and decreasing
returns due to escalating prices of inputs and diminishing demand. The
resulting demand for welfare services such as food, housing, sanitation,
health, education and basic transportation continues to escalate far beyond
what the best well meaning government can provide sustainably.
From the many commentaries on the trade-off between growth and
equity there is a consensus that in the least developed countries such as
those in Africa, both growth and equity can be complementarily promoted
in a manner that facilitates and reinforces overall economic development.
Indeed, it may be claimed that the failure to formulate such a complementary
strategy is the underlying cause of the current predicament pertaining to the
human condition in Africa. Such a strategy requires on the one hand
development policies aimed at enhancing the income and asset entitlements
of the rural population through land redistribution and re-entitlement
coupled with complementary investments in human capital and
infrastructure and access to markets. On the other hand the strategy
requires an indigenization of modem technological capacities imperative
for competitive advantage globally through technology adaptation,
innovation, research and development and investments in tertiary human
capital capacities.
Now, the unbridled operation of market forces in Africa is reinforcing
differentiation in rural entitlements to thedisadvantage of the majority; and
is reinforcing the peripherilizationof African economies globally such that
they are unable to acquire the technological capacities supposedi y expected
from integration into the global economies dominated by the North and the
Newly Industrializingcountries. Foreigninvestmentasanotheranticipated
benefit of global integration and market liberalization has not been
forthcoming, and when it has, not in a manner that enhances rural
entitlements or imparts technological dynamism to the economy.
It is clear that under present circumstances present structural adjustment
programmes and their social dimensions safety nets a la the World Bank
and UNDP 1993 reports are inadequate to deal with the allocative and
technical inefficiencies underpinning poverty and underdevelopment.
What African countries need now are policy interventions that will
redistribute rural land entitlements while simultaneously investing in
relevant human capital development and rural infrastructure; and policy
interventions that will promote the acquisition and adaptation of modem
technologies to transform the factor - driven economies into investment
driven economies with multiple backward and forward linkages. The
experience of the past decade with stmctural adjustment programmes has
patently demonstrated that present measures are inadequate or unable to
precipitate such policy outcomes.

structural

'market-friendly' policy recommendations, backed by their financial
resources, requiring African governments to intervene to redistribute rural
land entitlements, invest in human capital and rural infrastructure; to
directly promote the acquisition of modern technological capacities in
cooperation with the indigenous private sector; and to encourage
diversification. Indeed, one would expect these key institutions to proceed
further by being at the forefront in advocating the demolition of tariff and
no-tariff barriers in the North against processed and manufactured products'"
from the South and in facilitating the transfer of technology to the South.
Unfortunately, both the World Bank and UNDP are still circumscribed
by the prevailing market dogmatism which by tortuously and circuitously
manipulating the nomenclature of the calculus of the market (such as the,
need for 'enabling environments', 'eliminating distortions', 'stability',
'neutrality', etc) inherently precludes the formulation and financing of
policies that do indeed need government intervention in order to promote!
growth and equity in a complementary and dynamic manner, even if in the*
final analysis the market gets to be the medium for such development.
as is being suggested by some, the advice is that African countries continue,
with ameliorative and palliative policy interventions while they wait foTi
the economic reform measures to bear fruit in another decade or so, then*
this should be taken as a paternalistic stance that in effect advises Africans',
to stop turning high, but rather low, as is presumably commensurate with*
their status. This is the feeling one gets from reading the misplaced;
empathies of the UNDP and World Bank 1993 reports on the human plight^
of the least developed countries. If present trends continue in Africa, it will
not be long before the deteriorating human condition in the face of market
reforms eventually proves to be the Achilles heel of current structuralj
adjustment programmes.a
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MISSION
MALARIA

Mission Malaria Is a CAPS Holdings' community initiative to
promote the anti-malaria message nationwide.
In part two of this series we look at what causes malaria and
simple measures you can take to make your life safer.

,

<

WHAT IS MALARIA AND HOW CAN I STOP
MOSQUITOES BREEDING?
1. Malaria is caused by one type of mosquito and this is
found all year round in some parts of the country. Malaria Is
transmitted from one person to another by a mosquito after it
bites a person Infected with malaria parasites
2.
where
3.

Mosquitoesbreedinwaterand.bydestroyingtheplaces

they breed you can reduce malaria.
Any disused pools of water should be filled in or kept
empty, or a film of paraffin or fight oil should be poured on top of
the water
4. Don't forget to look out for water In hoof prints or tyre
tracks. Make sure there are no old tins, car tyres, gutters or other
containers around which will hold water.
5.
Storage tanks should be covered or drained and dned
out once a week.
6. Check for mosquito larvae in larger areas of water such

drinking holes and ponds. You can put fish Into ponds which
mosquito larvae and kill R.
REMEMBER - every IRtle thir^ you do will be one step
towards keeping you and your family safer.
as

will eat the

We shall be looking
malaria.

at what you can do inside your home to avoid

Help keep your Mmily safe Malasone anti-malaria
tablets, one of a range of heaRh
take

products from the CAPS group of
companies.

Conclusion
some middle ground emerging as to the role of the
should be expected from the World Bank and UNDP are

If, indeed there is
state, then what
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Healthy Outlook

Caps Holdings is a group of companies with a healthy outlook. This springs from a belief
a bright future, not only for ourselves, but for our nation and the region to which we
supply a wide range of products.
in

Our manufacturing capability includes one of the most modern penicillin plants in Africa,
a wide range of quality pharmaceutical products, proven and tested over-the-counter
brand names, and veterinary medicines.

Rigorous quality control and on-going research ensure consistent improvement of
standards helping in our goal for a healthy and flourishing future for all.
For

a

product catalogue

or

trade enquiries, contact

0 Box ST202, Southerton
Telegrams "Chemcap". Telephone 63581 (15 lines). Telex 26259 CAPS ZW. Fax 61228
Manchester Road, Southerton, Harare, Zimbabwe P
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Dawn.
Blue Sky.

Cattle. Tobacco.
Maize.
Heat & Dust.
Wildlife. Safaris.
Hotels. Tourism.
Minerals. Mining.

Industry. Wealth.
Sunset.

Tranquility.
Dusk.
Zimbabwe.
A rich tapestry
of life.
ZIMBANK.
Your Bank.
Professional.

Progressive.
An integral
part of Zimbabwe.
Our people.
Our Government.
Our way of life.
Zimbabwe’s bank for your business
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